
Dr. Zakheim wanted to know the status of the living accommodations and camp conditions for the 
coalition forces (Multinational division) with specific emphasis on the Polish sector. He was concemed 
that all personnel in theater be treated on an equal footing as regards the camp accommodations. He 
also wanted a comparison to contractor living conditions. 

We have been performing some floorchecks and perambulations in the Polish sector and making 
observations over the past weeks. I personally visited one of the Camps, Camp Lima. There was about 
a 60:40 split of Thai versus Polish troops at that location, so the Thai commander was the camp 
commander. I spoke to the Thai commander as wel as the Polish commander on site and made some 
observations of my own. I also spoke to some Thai, Polish, and American troops. There were a few 
American troops at the camp and some Slovak troops were due to arrive in a couple days. 

My observation was that the living accommodations of all the troops appeared to be similar, whether Thai, 
Polish or American. Higher ranking officers did hav,e better quarters than the regular troops, as would be 
expected. At the time of my visit, all but about 150 of the Polish troops were in mobile containers, which 
is considered a desirable living accommodation at a camp like this. All the Thai troops were already in 
containers. I am not sure why the Thai's got priority over the Poles. It could be that they were there first 
or may have had something to do with the fact that the commander was Thai. But once they get into a 
container, the accommodations are similar. 

There was a very clear difference in the living accommodations for the troops versus the contractor (KBR) 
personnel. There were 25 containers for KBR personnel, each a one person container with plumbing. By 
contrast, the troops are three to a container with no plumbing. 

Another observation is that the KBR containers seemed to have better protective measures than some of 
the troop containers. A blast wall had been erected between the KBR containers and the camp 
perimeter. There was no such wall for much of the troop housing. There may have been good reasons 
for this disparity. It may be that the KBR side of the camp was considered more dangerous or vulnerable; 
they may have been closer to the perimeter etc. I am not qualified to make these assessments. The Thai 
commander said some of his troops had commented on this disparity. He was not complaining, but did 
say he had heard some comments. 

I asked the Thai commander about the KBR housing. He said that some of the Thai troops had brought 
up this subject. He said he had explained to them that it was not a problem because KBR itself was 
paying for those containers. I did not attempt to explain to him that it was really the contract that was 
paying for the containers. As for the LOGCAP support, he did not have major complaints but was not 
entirely satisfied. He said it took a long time to get things done. He said they sometimes just use their 
own money when they want to get something done quickly. On this subject, I am sure there is a certain 
amount of confusion and misconception about what can and can't be done under LOGCAP. His 
expectations could be dHferent than what the contract actually provides for. 

The Polish commander had no major complaints. He did not seem to have a problem with the disparity 
in living conditions. One of the Polish officers explained that soldiers expected to be living in field 
conditions and that they expected that civilian contractors would be treated differently. 

We made additional observations at Babil, with a large concentration of Polish troops and a Polish 
commander. We spoke with the commander there. He was very satisfied with the conditions and 
treatment his troops were receiving. The food was good and the camp conditions positive. The 
conditions at Babil were better than Camp Lima and the feedback from the commander sounded more 
positive. The commander did not seem to have any problem with contractor living conditions there. He 
said the troops expected to be living in field conditions. 
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The JBO auditors performed three additional field visits at camps for the Polish and the Ukrainians. Our 
obseivations disclosed no significant problems with the quantity and quality of the life support being 
provided to the Multi-National Forces under the LOGCAP Contract. We have coordinated with the local 
DCMA offices on this review. 

KBR's living conditions are significantly better than the troops, but there may be valid reasons for this. 
We are considering an operations audit to determine if cost savings can be achieved by placing KBR 
personnel in hOusing more similar to that provided to the troops. We asked KBR for its in-theater housing 
policy for its personnel nearly a month ago. We have still not received it. 

Best regards, 

Dan Altemus 
Branch Manager 
Defense Contract Audit Agency 
Iraq Branch Office 

IMPORTANT: 'This e-mail, including all attachments. constitute Federal Government records and property 
that is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed. It also ntay contain 
infonnation that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise protected from disclosure under applicable law. If 
the reader of this e-mail transmission is not the intended recipient or lhe employee or agent respomi.ble for 
delivering the trammission to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution, copying or use of this e-mail or its contents is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail 
in error, please notify the sender by responding to the e-mail and then delete the e-mail immediately 

fiis. lffisial "Jss I ttlj 
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March 17 ,2004 

TO: Marc Thiessen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld y/L 
SUBJECT: Poll Results 

Here is an interesting poll you might want to reference in some remarks sometime. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Poll 

DHR:dh 
031704-7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by----------

C 
0 
0 

" 
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Poll: Iraqis say life better now 

LONDON, England-- A majority of Iraqis believe life is better now 

than it was under Saddam Hussein, according to a poll by 

broadcasting organizations released to coincide with the first 

anniversary of the U.S.-led invasion. 

And almost half -- 49 percent-- of those questioned believe the invasion cf their 

country by U.S. and British troops was right, comparedwith 39 percentwho said 

it was wrong. 

The poll-- the first nationwide poll in Iraq since the war -- was commissioned by 

ABC of the U.S., Britain's BBC, Germany's ARD and Japan's NHK. 

Some 57 percent of respondents said life was better now than under Saddam, 

against 19 percentwho said it was worse and 23 percentwho said it was about 

the same. 

Iraqi people appeared optimistic about the future, with 71 percent saying they 

expected things to be better in a years time, six percent predicting it will be worse 

and nine percent the same. 

But Iraqis are concerned about conditions in their country, the poll shows. 

They have considerable worries about joblessness, security and basic services 

like electricity. 

"The positive attitudes and the high expectations and optimism are quite striking, 

with majorities telling us their lives are going well," ABC polling director Gary 

Langer told The Associated Press. 

"Expectations carry risks, however. If these are unmet, there could be political 

consequences." 

Seven in 1 O say the availability of jobs is poor and nearly that many said the 

same about electricity. Almost three-fourths gave a positive rating to local 

schools, however. 
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The biggest overall concern nationally was regaining public security -- named as 

the top concern by almost two-thirds in the poll, 64 percent. That was far higher 

than any other priority. 

About half said they oppose the presence cf coalition forces, but few want those 

troops to leave now -- wanting soldiers to stay until the Iraqi government is in 

place or until security i3 restored. 

Only 25 percent said they had confidence in coalition forces to deliver their 

needs. There were far higher levels cf confidence in Iraqi religious leaders, 70 

percent; local police, 68 percent; and the new Iraqi army, 56 percent, 

Four of five said they want a unified country with a central government in 

Baghdad. Kurds, an ethnic minority in northern Iraq who make up about one-third 

of the total population in Iraq, were less likely to feel that way. By a 2-1 margin, 

Kurds favored the formation of regional states with a federal government. Kurds 

have been seeking autonomy in Iraq. 

The number who think Iraq needs "a single strong Iraqi leader" in the next year 

increased from 27 percent in November, when the polling firm Oxford Research 

International last asked the question, to 47 percent now. 

When asked what Iraq needs in five years, people were more likely to say an 

Iraqi democracy, 42 percent, followed by "a single strong leader," 35 percent. 

The poll was conducted by the Oxford Research International of Oxford, 

England, for ABC News, the British Broadcasting Corp., the German 

broadcasting network ARD and the Japanese network NHK. 

The poll of 2,737 face-to-face interviews was conducted in Iraq from Feb. 9-28 

and has a margin of sampling error of plus or minus 2 percentage points. 

ABC's Langer told AP the interviewers faced difficulties conducting the poll 

because of the security situation in Iraq. 

The polling firm "reported a car wreck, interviewers detained by coalition forces, 

interviewers detained and questioned by Iraqi police, and some who had to 

detour around a bombing site," he said. 
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ABC, BBC, ARD (GER) AND NHK (.JAPAN) NATIONWIDE POLL, 
9-28 FEB 04: LIFE IN JRAQ 

Based on 2737 face-to-face interviews; 2% margin of error. Oxford 
Research International did polling for the news organizations. Some 
difficulties encountered during polling due to security situation. 

Issue Data 
Life now versus under 57% life is better than under Saddam 
Saddam Hussein 19cr;, Ii te is worse 

2J % about the same 

On the future 71% said things will be better in one years time 
5'}, things will be worse 
~% chings chc same 

Rated poor 70% poor availability of jobs 
- 70% poor a vai labi 1ity of e1cctricity 

Raced positive 75% positive about local schools 

Biggest concern 64% regaining public security 

Coalition Forces 50% oppose presence: but most want soldiers to stay 
until Iraq gov't in place or security restored 
25% believe coalition fClrccs can deliver needs 

Iraqi Leadership 7(YJlo cQnfidencc Traqi religious leadership 
68% confidence local Iraqi police 
56% confidence new Iraqi anny 

Unified country with 3J% favor (Kurds favor regional states with federal 
central gov't in Baghdad gov·t by 2 to 1) 

Strong, single Iraq leader 47% of Iraqis see need for (up from 27% in Nov) 

Iraq's needs in 5 yrs 42% democracy 
35% single, strong leader 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Steve Cambone 
Marc Thiessen 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Questions and Answers 

March 17,2004 

Herc is an article from this week's Time that I think raises some questions we may 

want to raise and answer ourselves. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Klein, Joe, ·'Bush and 9/11; What We Need to Know," Time 

DHR,dh 
031704-8 

··························~·············································· 
Please respond by ?>/1 "'1 JO Lf 

OSD 107 73 -04 
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*VIEWPOINT 
Bush and 9/11: What We Need to Know 
The investigative panel is getting ready to grill the President. Herc's what they 

should ask 
By JOE KLEIN 

.15 s~ @7 
Print E·Mail Save Popular 

!>Subscribe to TIME 

Saturday, Mar. 13, 2004 
George W. Bush's most memorable day as President was Sept. 14,2001, when he stood 
in the rubble of the World Trade Center, holding a bullhorn in one hand, his other arrn 
slung over the shoulder of a veteran fire fighter from central casting. Bush was pitch 
perfect that day-the common-man President, engaged and resolute. This is the image the 
Bush campaign is probably saving for the last, emotional moments of the election next 
fall. It is the memory the Republicans want you to carry into the voting booth. It is why 
the Republican Convention will be held in New York City this year. And it may also be 
why the White House has been so reluctant to cooperate with the independent 
commission investigating the events of Sept. 11,2001. 

The commission, which will finish its work in midsummer, on the eve of the conventions, 
will soon question the President about his response to the tefforist threat in the months 
before 9/11. I asked a dozen people last week-some intimate with the commission's 
thinking, some members of the intelligence community, some members of Congress who 
have investigated 9/11-what they would ask the President if they could. Their questions 
fell into three broad categories. 

Why didn't you respond to the al-Qaeda attack on the U.S.S. Cole? The attack occurred 
on Oct. 12, 2000; 17 American sailors were killed. The Clinton Administration wanted to 
declare war on al-Qaeda. An aggressive military response was prepared, including 

, that it was inappropriate to take such dramatic action during the transition to the Bush J 
special-forces attacks on al-Qaeda training camps in Afghanistan. But Clinton decided 

'71 presidency. As first reported in this magazine in 2002, Clinton National Security Adviser 
Sandy Berger and countertefforismdeputy Richard Clarke presented their plan to 
CondoleezzaRice and her statl'in the first week of January 2001. 

Berger believed al-Qaeda was the greatest threat facing the U.S. as Clinton left office. 
Rice thought China was. What were President Bush's priorities? Was he aware of the 
Berger briefing? Did he consider an aggressive response to the bombing of the Cole or to 
the al-Qaeda millennium plot directed at Los Angeles International Airport-which was 

'-,)foiled on Dec. 14, 1999? Did he have any al-Qaeda strategy at all?Rice, who has not yet 
testified under oath, decided to review counterterrorism policy; the review wasn't 
completed until Sept. 4. A related question along the same lines: Why didn't you deploy 
the armed Predator drones in Afghanistan? The technology, which might have provided 
the clearest shot at Osama bin Laden before 9/ I I, was available early in 200 I. But the 
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CIA and the Pentagon squabbled about which agency would be in charge of pulling the 
trigger. The dispute wasn't resolved until after 9/11. Were you aware of this dispute, Mi-. 
President? Why weren't you able to resolve it? 

Indeed, the second category of questions revolves around the President's interest in and 
awareness of the al-Qaeda threat. As late as Sept. I 0, after the assassination of Northern 
Alliance leader Ahmed Shah Massoud, Bush was asking in his national-security briefing 
about the possibility of negotiating with the Taliban for the head of bin Laden. "If he had 
studied the problem at all," an intelligence expert told me, "he would have known that 
was preposterous." As early as Aug. 6, Bush had been told that al-Qaeda was planning to 
strike the U.S.,perhaps using airplanes. What was his response to that? How closely was 
he following the intelligence reports about al-Qaeda activity, which had taken an 
extremely urgent tone by late spring? Another intelligence expert proposed this question: 
"Did he ever ask about the quality of the relationship between the CIA and the FBI?" 

Obviously, the President couldn't be responsible for knowing that the FBI was tracking 
suspicious flight training in Arizona or that the CIA had an informant close to two of the 
hijackers, but was he aware of the friction between the two agencies? Was he aware that 
John Ashcroft had opposed increasing counterterrorismfunding for the FBI? 

Finally, there arc the questions about the President's actions immediately after 9/11. 
Specifically, why did he allow plancloads of Saudi nationals, including members of the 
bin Laden family, out of the U.S. in the immediate aftermath of the tenorist attacks? Who 
asked him to give the Saudis special treatment?Was he aware that the Saudi Arabian 
government and members of the royal family gave money to charities that funded al
Qaeda? 

It is easy to cast blame in hindsight. Even if Bush had been obsessed with the ten-orist 
threat, 9/11 might not have been prevented. But the President's apparent lack of 1igor
his incuriosity about an enemy that had attacked American targets overseas and had 
attempted an attack at home-raises a basic question about the nature and competence of 
this Administration. And that is not a question the Republicans want you to take to the 
polls in November 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Powell Moore 

Paul W olfowitz 
David Chu 

-,, r~ 
' '-f.!:.I 

Donald Rumsfeld~., 

RC Members Serving in the Balkans 

March 17 ,2004 

My recollection is that when Blunt was here, we talked about what the percentage 

was cf the Reserves actually utilized for the Balkans, and I guessed it was 0.12. 

In any event, here are the numbers. I wonder if you ought to get'them to Blunt. 

Did we ever do that? 

Please check with David Chu and see if he did. 

Thanks. 

~~- I 
3/8/04 USD(P&R) memo to SecDEf re: Number of Reserve Component Mem~s Serving in 

the Balkans (0SD 03585-04) 

DHJt:dtr 
031704-14 

••••••••••••••••••••••• ·····························~············ 
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.·~ UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON ,- _ 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000 ~ 

INFOMEMO ...... ·.··-": r 
; v' 

PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS March 8,2004, 1200 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: David S. C. Chu, USD;~ . J! ., , 1~ . ., /!,I ,,, 11 
',~ _ _!)!lf,f\.;'l-V,/' ... [F_t<l'(,t_../ /~ "f~'t,,. ~~/ 

SUBJECT: SNOWFLAKE- Number of Reserve Component Members Serving in the 
Balkans 

• Based on an inquiry from Congressman Roy D. Blunt, you asked for the number and 
percentage of Reserve component members who served in the Balkans. 

---------- FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99 F\O) FYOl FY02 FY03 Total 

Bosnia 8,114 7,776 1,378 1,754 1,965 4,614 2,808 3,041 

Kosovo 0 0 0 5,576 1,527 960 842 2,529 

Total- Balkans 8,114 7,776 1,378 7,330 3,492 5,574 3,650 5,570 

% of Selected 
Reserve* 0.87% 0.85% 0.15% 0.83% 0.40% 0.64% 0.41% 0.63% 

% of'Ready 
Reserve** 0.53% 0.54% 0.10% 0.57% 0.28% 0.46% 0.30% 0.48% 

• Reserve component call-ups for Bosnia operations began December 8, 1995 
(Presidential Executive Order 12982)and for Kosovo operations April 27, 1999 
(PresidentialExecutive Order 13120). 

31,450 

11,434 

42,884 

• The annual totals represent less than 1 % of the Selected Reserve force for each year, 
and, at the highest, slightly more than V2 of I %of the Ready Reserve. 

• COORDINATION: NONE iSPL~DIRITA 
..ic •• . 

Prepared By: Mr. Dan Kohner, OASD/RA(M&P)J .... <b_)<_6> __ ..... 
iSRMA~.-
~BUCCI -:.::I I 0 I e,sar, tWROTT 
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Mobilked Reserve Members in Support d Balkan Con1ingencies 

FY96 FY97 FV98 FV99 FVOO FV01 FY02* FY03* ~ri 
.· Bosnia 8,114 7,776 1,378 1,754 1,965 4,614 2,808 3,041 :·· ... 

Kosovo 0 0 a 5,576 1,527 960 842 2,529 l: 
Balkans - Total 8,114 1,ns 1,378 7,330 3,492 5,574 3,650 5,570 ·,·· 

.,, 
SelRes Pop 928,033 909,740 889,078 879,027 873,207 875,398 882,142 882,792 '.: 

: Mob'd for Balkans· 
% of SelRes 0.87% 0.85%, 0.15% 0.83% 0.40% 0.64% 0.41% 0.63%; !~ 

:Ii" 
~ .. 
'','\ 

Jl"!'!IR!!"!!A!!""P!'!"'o-p----...-6~0~8.'!!'!60!'!!!!7P'I -5'!!"4~1~.2'!!"34~1-4'!!"64~.3~5'!!'101i--4~0'!!"9,'!!"81'!'!!7:T"I ~37:::"":8!"!:,2!"!'45~1-3!"!'48'!!",!!!'l72~3~I -J3~17=-,":":17=-=9,..) ~2'!!"84':"":,3::::0~9f''. 

, .. 
Ready Reserve Pop (. 

(SelRes + IRA/ING) 1,536,640 1,450,974 1,353,428 1,288,844 1,251,452 1,224,121 1,199,321 1,167,101 · 
, Mob'd for Balkans -
· % of Ready Reserve 0.53% 0.54% 0.10% 0.57% 0.28% 0.46% 0.30°/o 0.48% ,ij 

·,,..,.· ------------=---~"!!"!!!!"-·; Bosnia PRC via EO 12982- 8 Dec 95 
Kosovo PRC via EO 13120 - 27 Aor 99 

Cumulative RC Members: lnvol 
I Bosnia 31,450 
I Kosovo 11,43.11 

• Includes Reserve members in support of Operation NOBLE EAGLE in Balkan countries as well as Operations 
.,JOINT ENDEAVOR/GUARD/FORGE (Bosnia) and JOINT GUARDIAN (Kosovo) 

Does not include volunteers. 
' - ' 

.. ~.: .. ~: . • •i, •.a:.~-
""·~'"' ... -~ • ~ .l -~~ •• - .• -~- .. -

RC Members Mobilized for Balkan Operations 
(Depicted as% of SelRes and IRR) 

"' 1.0% ...... -----,IS"---------------------------. 

0.5% 

0.0% 

FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99 FYOO FY01 FY02* FY03* 

·-------------------------------- ---·-----

11 -RC members mobilized for Balkans-% of SelRes force. 

• - RC members mobilized for Balkans-'% of Ready Reseive force. 

'· 
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March 4,2004 

TO: David Chu 

ROM: Donald RumsfeldiiJ\... 

SUBJECT: Number ti -
Please get back tu me with that number I asked you for, the percentage-the one I 

guessed was something like .012. 

Thanks 

DHR:dh 
030404-30 

Please respond by 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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March 17, 2004 

TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld ~ 
SUBJECT: Oil-for-Food 

Here is the material Newt gave me on the UN oil-for-food "scanda1." What do 

you think about getting the Inspector General working on it? 

Thanks. 

Anach. 
3/ 10/04 Gingrich e-mail to SecDef w/attachments (45 documents) 

DHR:dh 
031704-15 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ :>--+-'lk---t-_o--+-----

OSD 10775-04 
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peter.pace@js.pentagon.mil; damicorj@js.pentagon.mil 

Subject: corruption in iraq and the threat to the BUsh administration 

for secdef,depsecdef 
from Newt 
3/10/04 

Page 1 of2 

Hankes-Drielsma (the man who uncovered the Nobel scandal in Sweden and 
negotiated the South African debt crisis) is convinced the UN oil for food program 
was the largest financial scandal in history 

he is also convinced it reaches into France, the UN, Jordan, and a host of other 
countries 

finally he is convinced it will inevitably show up as corruption in our efforts to 
moderrnize Iraq because the depth and habit of corruption are so deep 

it is vital that we get ahead of this corruption scandal by appointing a special 
investigative task force both to help uncover past corruption and to root out current 
corruption. 

Given the scale of corruption KPMG is uncovering it is almost certain a lot of very 
clever experts in bribery and false accounting are doing business with CPA. 

former Deputy Attorney General Ed Scmults is in Iraq now as Advisor to the 
Justice Ministry. He could be reassigned immediately to head an anti-corruption 
task force with a counterpart from Iraq. 

Either we will be the people rooting out corruption or we will be the people presiding 
over corruption 

This could explode this summer and fall and be very much to our disadvantage unless we 
get ahead of the curve and very loudly meet it head on 

I am forwarding a number of already published articles which make clear how big this is and 
Hankes-Drielsma is back in town next week and I am certain this will get bigger. Someone 
fairly senior should be assigned to work with him. 

3/10/2004 11-L-0559/0SD/35925 



March 17, 2004 

TO: Ken Krieg 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsf elcfiA..... 
SUBJECT: Cost-Cutting 

Here is a memo I sent you January 31. Please take the lead on this and make sure 

we get a good list. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
1/31/04 SecDef Memo ( I03 l04. L6) 

DHR:dh 
031704-17 

•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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' TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Larry Di Rita 
L TG John Craddock 
Jaymie Duman 
Steve Cambone 
Paul Wolfowitz 
kv.., l<tU~ 
Donald Rumsfel~ 

January 31, 2004 

SUBJECT: Attached 

Attached is a list of some major cost-cutting efforts. Why don't you add some 

others to this list and let's refine it. 

Thanks. 

DHRJa:zn 
103104.lt'i 

Atlach: List of Cost Cutting Activities 

Respond by: _________ o2 ....... \_'1 ..... \o_Lf ________ _ 
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MEMORANDUM 
January 31, 2004 

Important cost-cutting activities that will change the face of how this department 

functions. 

I. Complete revamping of the DAT system worldwide. 

2. New security cooperation. 

3. Massive review of regular international and bilateral meetings to 

increase the ones that should be increased and decrease the ones that 

should be decreased. 

4. Force posture. 

5. Complete review of DoD directives. 

6. Complete revamping of contingency plans. 

7. Other. 

DHR/azn 
013104.15 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Marc Thiessen 
Tony Dolan 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Questions for Press 

March 17 ,2004 

We ought to think about questions I can ask the press that the answer to which will 

inform them of something that is useful. 

On a recent trip, I asked the press how many people they thought had been killed 

in action in Afghanistan. As I recall, the estimates were 200 to 500. I think the 

truth is that it was in the 60s or 70s. It was helpful for them to learn the answer. It 

was also helpful for them to know that they thought they knew the answer but 

didn't, and that they were wrong because of impression. 

We ought to think about questions we can ask. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
031704-18 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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TO: 

CC: 

Doug Feith 

Paul Wolfowitz 
LTG John Craddock 
Larry Di Rita 

March 17, 2004 

.- ~' 7-i~·-: 
_..,. i.,.. FROM: 

YsuBJECT: 

Donald Rumsfeld 1).. 

China 

I have not been to China in the three·plus years I have been here. I am wondering 

if we ought to finish four years without my doing that. 1 have been asked to visit 

15 times. 

I am going to be going over to Australia and Singapore. Why don't you noodle 

that and give me your advice? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
031704,20 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 

OS 



" 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Story on Stop-Loss 

After we get a report back from the Army Association of America, or whatever 

outfit it was that came out with the story about stop-loss being like a draft, I would 

like to know who contacted them and whether or not we were able to disabuse 

them. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
031504-35 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ ':>+----/......._--+-----
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INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: GEN Casey, Vice Chief of Staff, Army 

SUBJECT: Army Stop Loss Update 

March 15, 2004, 4:45 p.m. 

1. Purpose. To respond to a question of the Secretary of Defense on "Face the Nation" 
concerning an allegation by the Military Officer's Association of America (MOAA) that 
the Army policy of Stop Loss (SL) is being used as a means to generate the authorized 
30K end strength increase. 

2. Discussion. 

• Stop Loss is the temporary holding of soldiers past the completion of their contracted 
term of service for operational purposes. 

• The Army has judiciously employed SL over the last two years, being effective stewards 
who used SL to increase unit readiness. The requirement for SL is reviewed monthly and 
was completely eliminated for an extended period for the active forces; however, 
operational requirements caused it to be reinstated. 

• The focus of Army deployments is on trained and ready units, not individuals. SL is a 
management tool that sustains effectively a force, which has trained together, to remain a 
cohesive element throughout its deployment. 

• As of February 2004, SL affects a total of 44,535 soldiers of all components; with the 
transition between OIF1/0IF2 and OEF4/0EF5, current projections reflect an average of 
30,889 Soldiers affected by Stop Loss (all components for the remainder of this calendar 
year). 

• Without SL, selected low density skilled units would be required to remain in theater 
longer than the current 12 months Boots on the Ground. 

• The Army's Force Stabilization Initiative will minimize the necessity for SL as we 
source OIF3 and OEF6. 

e SL is a temporary measure that does not permanently affect the Army's End strength; 

• The SL program was initiated well before the approval o 
affects only the deployed or deploying forces. 

nth. 

• This temporary growth allows the Army to reorganize internally through the Army's 
initiatives of Modularity, Restructuring and Rebalancing our AC/RC force structure mix, 
and Force Stabilization. 

Prepared By: LTG Lovelace~-(b_)_(6_) ----

11-L-0559/0SD/359~3~2 ______ _ 
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Craddock, John J, Lt Gen, OSD 
From: Lovelace, James J L TG DAS LJames.lovelace@us.army.mil] 
Sent: Monday, March 15, 20046:18 PM 
To: Craddock, John J Lt Gen OSD; Caldwell, Bill MG OSD 
Subject: Stop Loss Update .. SITREP 15 March 04 

John/Bill, 

• Today met with several on the staff to wargame/AAR circumstances that led to Stop Loss 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

being an issue on this past weekend's "Face the Nation" program. 

PURPOSE: To respond to a question of the Secretary of Defense o"i"Face the Nation" 
concerning an allegation by the Military Officer's Association of Amarfca (MOAA) that the 
Army policy of Stop Loss is being used as a means to generate the aithorized 30K end 
strength increase. 

MOAA appears to believe that the Army's Stop Loss policy is keeping Soldiers in the 
Army until 2005, not understanding the actual facts fi the progr-. i~n lnapcurate 
article was posted on MOAA's legislative update web site on 13 Febit'uary, 2004 (item 
#3). ' 
I spoke with GEN (Ret) Sullivan, President of Association of the United States Army earlier 
today .... he was also caught by surprise on MOAA's perspective on Stop Loss. 
BG Gaylord (OCPA) has made contact with MOAA ... .I also have attemptftd to call 
(ADM(Ret) Ryan has not yet returned my call)in order to offer to provide t~em factual 
information that they then can use to set the record straight on their web site. Secretary 
Brownlee intends to talk with the President of MOAA ... already being coordinated between 
the offices. 
We are currently developing TTP, so that in the future the Army can keep1Army-related 
lobbying organizations accurately informed, staying within legal bounds ... similar to what we 
already do with ALISA. Will not let this happen again!! 
We have been monitoring both the media and the Hill for any follow up requests for 
information .... none to this point. 
Below is an updated information paper to show your bosses . 

Army Stop Loss 
Update.doc (25 ... 

Hooah,Jim 

11-L-0559/0SD/35933 



TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Lanzilotta 

Donald Rumsfeld J /\.. 
SUBJECT: Departure 

I am very sorry you're leaving. 

March 17, 2004 

I sure hope you' 11 stick around until Tina is confirmed and in the saddle, and has a 

week or two with you, so you can pass the baton. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
031704-16 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 3/')..t, /o 'f 

OSD 10781-04 
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March 17 ,2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rum sf eld ~ 
SUBJECT: Kennedy SLory on Internet 

I think you better let Kennedy's office know that I have never said anything like 

that e-mail being sent out on the internet, so they are aware that it is just factually 

not true. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
031704-1 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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March 16,2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld )~ 

SUBJECT: Binder for "Radio Day" 

The notebook for today's "Radio Day" activities atrived in my office sometime 

after I left last night. It is 40 or 50 pages long, and there is no way in the world I 

have any time to even look at it. 

It is just a waste of everyone's time to do it if they are not going to get it to me the 

day before. I should also add that it is unintelligible. 

Thanks. 

' 
DHI<dh l 31 ~:1:::: .................................................................. . 
Please respond by ) 

J /') 

\\ 

'2> 
\) 
D .. . ' .. 
(,/\ 

c:.:::, 

I ay~e- /oli~ w,J,.~[J 

~ s/of(J · 

J)}l 1-~ 

OSD 10783-04 
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TO: 

FROM: 

LTG John Craddock 

Donald Rumsfeld 1A., 
SUBJECT: Location of Iraqi Chemical Suits 

March 1S, 2004 

Please find out in what town in Iraq did we find the chemical suits the Iraqis had 

to protect them against a chemical attack, how many suits there were and where 

they were located. 

Thanks. 

DHR;dh 
031504-34 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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TO: 

FROM: 

L TO John Craddock 

Donald Rumsfeld \ 

SUBJECT: Lessons Learned Brief for POTUS 

March 15, 2004 

Let's make sure we get Ed Giambastiani scheduled to brief the President on 

lessons learned from the Iraqi viewpoint. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
03IS04-29 

11-L-0559/0SD/35938 OSD 10785-0lf 
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March 1 5, 2004 

TO: 

o~· FROM: ?. / 
Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld 

9/1 I Press Avail V _) SUBJECT: 
. l'-> 

Please get me the transcript of my press briefing the night of September 11,2001 

in the press briefing room in the Pentagon. I think it was around 6 p.m. I need to 

read it. 

Also, please give me a videotape of it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dll 
031504-27 

.•.•....•....•....•....•...................................•............ , 
Please re!ipond by ________ _ 
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DoD News: DoD News Briefing on Pentagon Attack 

United States Department of Defense. 

On the web: ht1p:u'W}'lw_.d~fc11s~li11k.111 iLcgj-bin/.9)pijnt,cgj? 
ht)p;//www .dcfcnsJ lin.k. rnil/t111,ns_crjpts{2QO 1it091 I 200LJ.Q.2.J lsd.html 
Media contact:+l (703) 697-5131 
Public contact: http://www.dod.mil/faq/o:mreit..lmbl (703) 428-071 l 

Page l of 6 

Presenter: Secretary of Defense Donald H. Rumsfeld Tuesday, Sept. 11,2001 -6:42p.m. EDT 

DoD News Briefing on Pentagon Attack 

(Also participating were Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen. Hugh Shelton, Secretary of the 
Army Thomas E. White, Senator Carl Levin (D-Mich.), and Senator John Warner (R-Va.)) 

Rumsfeld: This is a -- first of all, good evening. This is a tragic day for our country. Our hearts and 
prayers go to the injured, their families and friends. 

We have taken a series of measures to prevent further attacks and to determine who is responsible. 
We're making every effort to take care of the injured and the casualties in the building. I'm deeply 
grateful for the many volunteers from the defense establishment and from the excellent units from all 
throughout this region. They have our deep appreciation. 

We have been working closely throughout the day with President Bush, Vice President Cheney, CIA 
Director George Tenet, the vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Dick Myers, who is currently 
participating in a meeting elsewhere in the building. and a great many other officials from throughout 
the government. 

J should say we've received calls from across the world offering their sympathy and indeed their 
assistance in various ways. 

I'm very pleased to be joined here by Chairman Carl Levin and Senator John Warner. Senator Warner 
called earlier today and offered his support and was kind enough to come down and has been with us. 
We've very recently had a discussion with the president of the United States. Chairman Hugh Shelton 
has just landed from Europe. Secretary of the Army Tom White, who has a responsibility for incidents 
like this as executive agent for the Department of Defense, is also joining me. 

It's an indication that the United States government is functioning in the face of this teITible act against 
our country. I should add that the briefing here is taking place in the Pentagon. The Pentagon's 
functioning. It will be in business tomorrow. 

I know the interest in casualty figures, and all T can say is it's not possible to have solid casualty figures 
at this time. And the various components are doing roster checks, and we'll have information at some 
point in the future. And as quickly as it's possible to have it, it will certainly be made available to each 
of you. 

I'll be happy to take a few questions after asking first General Shelton if he would like to say anything, 
and then we will allow the others to make a remark or two. 

11-L-0559/0SD/35940 
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Shelton: Thank you, Mr. Secretary. Ladies and gentlemen, as the secretary just said, today, we have 
watched the tragedy of an outrageous act of barbaric te1wrism carried out by fanatics against both 
civilians and military people, acts that have killed and maimed many innocent and decent citizens of 
our country. 

I extend my condolences to the entire Department of Defense families, military and civilian, and to the 
families of all those throughout our nation who lost loved ones. 

I think this is indeed a reminder of the tragedy and the tragic dangers that we face day in and day out 
both here at that home as well as abroad. 

I will tell you up front, I have no intentions of discussing today what comes next, but make no mistake 
about it, your armed forces are ready. 

Warner: The chairman. 

Rumsfeld: The chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee, Carl Levin. 

Levin: Our intense focus on recovery and helping the injured and the families of those who were killed 
is matched only by our determination to prevent more attacks and matched only by our unity to track 
down, root out and relentlessly pursue terrorists, states that support them and harbor them. 

They are the common enemy of the civilized world. Our institutions are strong, and our unity is 
palpable. 

Senator John Warner. 

Warner: Thank you. 

As a past chairman, preceding Carl Levin, I can assure you that the Congress stands behind our 
president, and the president speaks with one voice for this entire nation. This is indeed the most tragic 
hour in America's history, and yet I think it can be its finest hour, as our president and those with him, 
most notably our secretary of Defense, our chairman, and the men and women of the armed forces all 
over this world stand ready not only to defend this nation and our allies against further attack, but to 
take such actions as are directed in the future in retaliation for this terrorist act -- a series of terrorist 
acts, unprecedented in world history. 

We call upon the entire world to step up and help, because terrorism is a common enemy to all, and 
we're in this together. The United States has borne the brunt, but who can be next? Step forward and let 
us hold accountable and punish those that have perpetrated this attack. 

Again, I commend the secretary, the chairman, and how proud we are. We spoke with our President 
here moments ago. He's got a firm grip on this situation, and the Secretary and the General have a firm 
grip on our armed forces and in communication the world over. 

Rumsfeld: Thank you very much. 

We'll take a few questions and then we'll adjourn. 

11-L-0559/0SD/35941 
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Charlie. 

Q: Mr. Secretary, did you have any inkling at all, in any way, that something of this nature and 
something of this scope might be planned? 

Rumsfeld: Charlie, we don't discuss intelligence matters. 

Q: I see. And how -- how would you respond if you find out who did this? 

Rumsfeld: Obviously, the president of the United States has spoken on that subject, and those are 
issues that he will address in good time. 

Yes'? 

Q: Mr. Secretary, we are getting reports from CNN and others that there are bombs exploding in 
Kabul, Afghanistan. Are we, at the moment, striking back? And if so, is the target Osama bin Laden 
and his organization? 

Rumsfeld: I've seen those reports. They -- in no way is the United States government connected to 
those explosions. 

Q: What about Osama bin Laden, do you suspect him as the prime suspect in this? 

Rumsfeld: It's not the time for discussions like that. 

Q: Mr. Secretary, you said you could not be specific about casualties. Can you give us some 
characterization, whether it's dozens, hundreds in the building? 

Rumsfeld: Well, we know there were large numbers, many dozens, in the aircraft that flew at full 
power, steering directly into the -- between, T think. the first and second floor of the -- opposite the 
helipad. You've seen it. There cannot be any survivors; itjust would be beyond comprehension. 

There are a number of people that they've not identified by name, but identified as being dead, and 
there are a number of causalities. But the FBI has secured the site. And the -- information takes time to 
come. People have been lifted out and taken away in ambulances. And the numbers will be calculated, 
and it will not be a few. 

Q: Mr. Secretary, could you tell us what you saw? 

Q: Mr. Secretary? 

Rumsfeld: Yeah? 

Q: Mr. Secretary, do you consider what happened today, both in New York and here, an act of war? 

Rumsfeld: There is no question but that the attack against the United States of America today was a 
vicious, well-coordinated, massive attack against the United States of America. What words the 
lawyers will use to characterize it is for them. 

11-L-0559/0SD/35942 
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Q: Does that mean that the U.S. is at war then? 

Q: Mr. Secretary, you said that the Pentagon would be open for business tomorrow. What kind of 
assurances can you give the people who work here at the building that the building will be safe? 

Rumsfeld: A terrorist can attack at any time at any place using any technique. It is physically 
impossible to defend at every time in every place against every technique. It is not possible to give 
guarantees. The people who work in this building do so voluntarily. They're brave people, and they do 
theirjobs well. 

Q: Mr. Secretary, can you give a sense of what happened -- what did you see when you left your 
office, ran down to the site and apparently helped people on stretchers and then returned to the 
command center? 

Rumsfeld: The -- I felt the shock of the airplane hitting the building, went through the building and 
then out into the area, and they were bringing bodies out that had been injured, most of which were 
alive and moving, but seriously injured. And a lot of volunteers were doing a terrific job helping to 
bring them out of the buildings and get them into stretchers and into ambulances and into airlifts. 

Q: Mr. Secretary, can you tell us how many of the dead were soldiers and how many were civilians? 
Have you been able to determine that? 

Rumsfeld: Absolutely not. 

Yeah. 

Q: Mr. Secretary, today we saw military planes both in New York and in Washington. How much 
more of a military presence will we see, now that this incident has occurred, for the next week? 

Rumsfeld: Those kinds of decisions are made day to day. It is correct that we had aircraft flying 
protective missions at various places in the United States today. And they will do that as appropriate. 

Q: Mr. Secretary --

Q: Mr. Secretary --

Q: -- what do you say to the American people who may have questions on how something so 
coordinated has been carried out against this nation? What do you say to them who might not have 
confidence that our intelligence and security are what they should have been? 

Rumsfeld: I say to them that the president of the United States will be making some remarks to them 
this evening that will address those subjects. 

Q: Mr. Secretary, you've declared -- the Pentagon has declared Threatcon Delta for forces around the 
world. Could you tell me why? Have you received any threats? Or has anyone claimed credit for this? 

Rumsfeld: We have in fact declared Force Protection Condition Delta and a condition of high alert -
indeed, the highest alert. We did so almost immediately upon the attacks, and it is still in force. 

http:/ /www.defenselink.mil/~-bin)JpbnP,~Q9JJk1i~.mil/transcripts/2003/15/2004 
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Q: Mr. Secretary, were there threats issued against other U.S. facilities elsewhere in the world today? 

Rumsfeld: The -- T don't know that there's a day that's gone by since I've been in this job that there 
haven't been threats somewhere in the world to some facility somewhere. It's a-- it's one of the 
complexities of the intelligence business that you have to sort through those kinds of things. But we 
don't get into the specifics. 

Yes? You had your hand up? Yes? 

Q: Mr. Secretary, there were rumors earlier in the day that the plane which crashed in Pennsylvania 
had been brought down by the United States, either shot down or in some other manner. 

Rumsfeld: We have absolutely no information that any U.S. aircraft shot down any other aircraft 
today. 

Q: I wonder if we could just ask Senator Levin one thing, Senator, if that's all right. 

Levin: You bet. 

Q: Senator Levin, you and other Democrats in Congress have voiced fear that you simply don't have 
enough money for the large increase in defense that the Pentagon is seeking, especially for missile 
defense, and you fear that you'll have to dip into the Social Security funds to pay for it. Does this sort 
of thing convince you that an emergency exists in this country to increase defense spending, to dip into 
Social Security, if necessary, to pay for defense spending -- increase defense spending? 

Levin: One thing where the committee was unanimous on, among many, many other things, was that 
the -- we authorized the full request of the President, including the $18 billion. So I would say that 
Democrats and Republicans have seen the need for the request. 

Q: Mr. Secretary, could you describe what steps are being taken -- defensive measures -- beyond force 
protection, and whether there's been any operational planning for homeland defense and as to --

Rumsfeld: Those aren't the kinds of things that one discusses. 

Q: Sir, the perpetrators of the Khobar Towers bombing were never found -- the Cole bombing as well. 
What assurances or what confidence do you have that the perpetrators of this act will be found? 

Rumsfeld: All one can offer by way of assurance is a seriousness of purpose. We're still taking bodies 
out of this building, so I would say that that's a little premature. 

Q: Mr. Secretary? 

Rumsfeld: Yes? 

Q: You've talked about -- and others at the podium have talked about being ready, the military is ready, 
General Shelton said. And we understand the Navy has dispatched two carriers and some guided
missile cruisers and destroyers and a couple of Marine Corps helicopter amphibious ships, such as the 
Bataan -- it's not the Bataan -- here and to New York. Can you tell us if that's true? And also any other 
things you can share with us about how the United States military is preparing to take on whatever in 

11-L-0559/0SD/35944 
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the next few days? 

Rumsfeld: We don't make announcements about ship deployments. 

Q: Mr. Secretary? 

Rumsfeld: Yes? 

Page 6 of 6 

Q: Can you describe the fire-fighting efforts that are going on right now in that corridor and the search
and-rescue efforts that are beginning? 

Rumsfeld: Can I describe them? 

Q: Yeah. 

Rumsfeld: Why don't we let the Secretary of the Army, who was out there with me a few minutes ago 
and has been talking to the incident commander on the site. 

White: 1 think it's fair to say at this point that the fire is contained, and will shortly, if not already, be 
sufficiently controlled to allow entry into the building. That entry will be supervised by the FBI, who 
are in charge of the site, assisted by the fire departments that are present. We, on the Army side, will 
support them as they go in the building and search for casualties and bring them out, then we will 
support them in dealing with that. That's what's going on on the ground. 

Rumsfeld: We'll take one last question. 

Q: Is the government operating under the assumption that this attack is done, or is it poised or bracing 
for more action? 

Rumsfeld: The government is certainly aware that it's difficult to know when attacks are concluded. 

And 1 want to thank Senator-- Chairman Levin and Senator Warner, and certainly Secretary of the 
Army White and General Shelton for being here with me. And we'll excuse ourselves. Thank you. 

Q: Thank you. 

http://www.def enselin k. m il/transcripts/2001/t09112001 _ t0911 sd .htm 1 
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March 15,2004 

TO: Jim Haynes 

cc: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld t 
SUBJECT: Human Rights Watch Report 

Here is a rep01t by Human Rights Watch. I have not read it. How should we 

respond? Should we respond? 

I' 
Please give me a way to think about this. -· 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3/04 Human Rights Watch, "'Enduring Freedom' Abuses by U.S.Forccs in Afghanistan" 

DHR:dh 
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GENERAL COUNSEL 

FOR: 

FROM: 

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-1600 

INFO MEMO 

March 29, 2004, 7:00 PM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

William J. Haynes II, General Counse~ 

SUBJECT: Human Rights Watch (HRW) Report on ENDURING FREEDOM 

• You asked whether DoD should respond to a report by HRW (Tab A) 
published in March 2004 covering operations in Afghanistan in 2003 and early 
2004. The report alleges human rights/law of war violations during U.S. 
operations in Afghanistan. For the reasons explained below, • resp~mse is 
neither required nor recommended. 

• This is the most recent of several HRW public criticisms of U.S. military 
operations in the Global War on Terrorism and the war in Iraq. Other reports 
have focused on combat operations in Iraq (December2003) and post-conflict 
civilian casualties in Iraq (October2003). HRW also has been publicly critical 
of the use of military commissions. 

• This report alleges that U.S. forces have employed excessive fixce in the 
continuing military operations against al Qaeda and Taliban; denounces 
capture (versus arrest) and detention of al Qaeda/Taliban suspects; and 
criticizes HRW's lack of access to detainees. 

• The HRW report contains major flaws of fact, law and theory. For example: 

• HRW endeavors to apply peacetime law enforcement/human rights standards 
to an on-going armed conflict with regard to (a) use of force, and (b) capture 
vis-a-vis arrest. 

o The argument disregards threat conditions and assumes, wrongly, that the 
rules for engaging the enemy during wartime do not apply. For example, it 
recommends that firearms not be used except in "self defense against the 
threat of death or serious injury," and states that "intentional lethal use of 
firearms may only be made when strictly unavoidable in order to protect 
life." 

0 
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o These are incomplete statements of domestic law enforcement mies for use 
of deadly force that would limit use of supporting arms and aircraft and 
would placing U.S. forces in Afghanistan hunting heavily armed al Qaeda 
and Taliban at undue risk. 

• The complaint about HR W's lack of access to detainees assumes a privilege 
that HRW does not have. 

o The U.S. abides by the law of war and, in the case of detainees, ensures that 
they are treated humanely and, to the extent appropriate and consistent with 
military necessity. in a manner consistent with the principles of the Geneva 
Conventions. W c do this even though detainees arc not entitled to prisoner 
of war (PW) status. 

o Consistent with this policy, the U.S. has provided International Committee 
of the Red Cross (TCRC) access to detainees in view of the ICRC's 
recognized role under the Geneva Conventions. As is the case in armed 
conflicts across the spectrum, there is no requirement to provide access to 
other international and nongovernmental organizations. 

• HRW argues that if detainees arc not entitled to PW status, they arc entitled to 
protection under the 1949 Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection of 
Civilian Persons in Time of War (GC). This argument is not consistent with 
the diplomatic history of the Geneva Conventions, which afford no protection 
for unprivileged belligerents. 

• The HRW report applies standards contained in the 1977 Additional Protocol 
II, a treaty to which U.S. is not a party, incorrectly arguing that its provisions 
arc customary law binding on the U.S. 

• The HRW report is based on media rep01ts rather than first-hand accounts. 

• The HRW rep01t expresses HRW's objections to U.S. policy and operations, 
framing its criticism in legal terms. A response is neither required nor 
recommended. 

Attachment: As stated. 

CC: CJCS 
USDP 
VCJCS 
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I. Smnmacy 

Fol1owing the September I 1,200 I attacks, the United States went to war in Afghanistan 

in the name of national security and the protection of fundamental rights and freedoms, 

and with a stated secondary ain of liberating the people of Afghanistan from the cruel 

and capricious rule of the Taliban. 

Y ct today, on Afghan soil, the United States is maintaining a system of arrests and 

detention as part of its ongoing military and intelligence operations that violates 

international human rights law and international humanitarian law (the laws of war). In 

doing so, the United States is endangering the lives of Afghan civilians, undermining 

efforts to restore the rule of law in Afghanistan, and calling into question its 

commitment to upholding basic rights. 

This report, based on research conducted in southeast and eastern Afghanistan in 2(X)3 

and early 2004, focuses on how U.S. forces arrest and detain persons in Afghanistan.' It 
details numerous abuses by U.S. personnel, including cases of excessive force during 

arrests; arbitrary and indefinite detention; and mistreatment of detainees. The report 

also details the overall legal deficiencies of the U.S.-administered detention system in 

Afghanistan, which, w~ shown here, operates almost entirely outside of the rule of law. 

In Afghanistan, United States and coalition forces, allied with local Afghan forces, are 
fighting armed groups comprised of members of the Taliban, the mujahidin group 
Hezb-e Tslami, and a relatively small number of non-Afghan fighters, some of whom are 

associated with al-Qaeda. For their. part, these groups have shown little willingness to 
abide by international humanitarian law ar human rights standards: they have carried out 

abductions and attacks against civilians and humanitarian aid workers and detonated 
bombs in bazaars and other civilian areas. Those responsible for these violations, 

including the leaders of these groups, should, if captured, be investigated and prosecuted 

for violations of Afghan law and the laws of war. 

I For the purposes of this report. the term "U.S. forces" refers 10 U.S. personnel in the Department 

of Dcknse and Ccnlrnl lnlelligenceAgency ("CIA") and all olher mililarypersunncl under the overall 

eummaml of lhe President of Lhe United Stales. The US.-led eualilion force in .-\fghanistan is made 

up predominately of U.S. personnel, although there arc approxim,itcly two thousand troops from 

other nations in the force. .\pproximate!y 6,000 troops from various nations are also stationed in 
Kabul and Kunduz city a,; part of the U.N .. mandated International Security Assistance Force (IS.-\F). 
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But the activities of these groups arc no excuse for U.S. violations. The Geneva 

Conventions do not require reciprocity to be applicable. Abuses by one party to a 

conflict, no matter how egregious, do not ju-,tify violations by the other side. This is a 

fundamental principle of international hurnnnitarian law. 

* 

From 2002 to the present, Human Rights Watch estimates that at least one thousand 

Afghans and other nationals have been arrested and detained by US.-lcd forces in 

Afghanistan. Some of those apprehended have been picked up during military 

operations while taking direct part in hostilities, but others t.1ken into custody have been 

civilians with nn apparent connection to ongoing hostilities. (This latter category may 

include persons wanted for criminal offenses, bu1 such arrests arc not carried out in 

compliance with Afghan or intcm .. ttion .. LI legal swndards.) 

There .. tre numerous reports tlut U.S. forces have used excessive or indiscriminate force 

when conducting arrest...; in residential area, in Afghanistan. As shown in thi, report, 

U.S. militmy forces have repeatedly used deadly force from helico1)tcr gunships and 

small and heavy arms fire, including undirected suppressing fire, during what arc 

essentially law-enforcement operations to arrest persons in uncontested locales. The use 

of these tactics has resulted in avoidable civilian deaths and injuries, and in individual 

cases may amount co violations of international humanitarian law. 

Human Right:,; Watch ha:. also documented that Afgh,m soldiers deployed alongside U.S. 
fi.1rces have beaten and otherwise mistreatetl people during anesl operntions and looted 
h1.m1es 01 :.ei7.ed the land 11f those being detained. These violations should be a matter 

of concern to the United States. The Afghan government remains responsible for 
violation:. by Atghan force:,; that are under their rnntrol. and individual Afghan military 

commanders arc culpable for abuses by tllcir troops. But where Afgh11n forces have 

been put under the de facto control or cornmamJ of ll.S. forces during operations, U.S. 
personnel have a re:,;pon:.ibility to prevent (mgoing ubuses by Afghan troops. and may be 
crimina11y culpable if they fail to do so.. 

Many of those arrested by U.S. forces arc dct11incd for indefinite periods at U.S. military 

bases or outposts. While held, these detainees h,tve 1w contact with relatives or others, 

although some detainee:,; receive vi:-;its from the Jnternatiom1l Committee of the Red 

Cross (ICRC). Detainees have no opportunity t\, challenge the basis for their detention, 

and arc sometimes subjected to mistreatment or torture. Some detainees have been sent 

to the U.S. detention center at Guantanamo Bay Naval B:.i,;e in Cuba, while others have 
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been kept in Afghanistan.2 Many have ultimately been released; but some detainees in 

Afghanistan have been held for over two years. 

The U.S. military maintains its main detention facility in Afghanistan at the Bagram 
airbase, north of the capital Kabul. There are an unknown number of additional U.S. 
detention facilities in the country, including at bases in Kandahar, Jalalabad, and 

Asadabad. The U.S. Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) is also holding an unknown 
number of detainees, both at Bagram airbase and at other locations in Afghanistan, 
including in Kabul. Furthermore, the United States has encouraged local Afghan 

authorities to detain hundreds of persons taken into custody during joint U.S.-Afghan 
operations. These persons are held without charge and in poor conditions, and some 
have been subjected to torture and other mistreatment. In the northern city of 

Shiberghan, approximately one thousand detainees-alleged Taliban combatants and 
foreign fighters allied and captured with them---are being held at a facility under the 
control of Afghan General Abdul Rashid Dostum, a member of the Karzai government 
and the commander of a predominately Uzbek militia, Junbish-e Melli. CIA and US. 

militaiy interrogators are believed to have access to these detainees and others held by 
Afghan forces. The United States has opposed efforts by the Afghan and Pakistani 

governments to screen such detainees for release. 

Human Rights Watch is also concerned about mistreatment of detainees in custody. 
Human Rights Watch has had access only to detainees re/ea.red from U.S. custody.3 
Human Rights Watch researchers therefore have only been able to interview detainees 
whom U.S. authorities did not consider to be a security risk or indictable fi::r criminal 
offenses. From these detainees, however, Human Rights Watch has received credible 
allegations of mistreatment in U.S. custody. These allegations arc consistent with other 
allegations received by the Afghan Independent Human Rights Commission, the United 
Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA), and numerous international 

journalists. 

2 The Guantanamo Bay Naval Base in Cuba, where the United States is holding approximately 660 

detainees, most of whom were taken into custody in Afghanistan, is not the subject of this report. 

3 Human Rights Watch sent written requests in 2003 to Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld and. 
General John Abizaid. the commander of Central Command (CENTC0?>.1), for permission t.o visit 
U.S. detention facilities in Afghanistan an<l discuss our concerns about alleged abuses by U.S. forct:s 

with officials in the Department of Defense. To date we have not received any response. Officials in 

the public affairs offices of the Pentagon and CENTCOM told Human Rights Watch in October 

2003 and again in January 2004 that such requests would nol bc granted. Human Rights Walch has 

also made written requests to George Tenet. the Director of Central Intelligence. regarding concerns 

about CL\ operations in Afghanistan; a responst: from tht: Gt:nernl Counsel of the CL\ indicated that 

CL\ oflicials would nol be available to discuss operationsin Afghanistan. 
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Afghans detained at Bagram airbase in 2002 have described being held in detention for 

weeks, continuously shackled, intentionally kept awake fr)l" extended periods of time, and 

forced to kneel or stand in painful positions for extended periods. Some say they were 

kicked and beaten when arrested, or later as part of efforts to keep them awake. Some 

say they were doused with freezing water in the winter. Similar allegations have been 

made about treatment in 2002 and 2003 at U.S. military bases in Kandahar and in U.S. 

detention facilities in the eastern cities ofJalalabad and Asadabad. 

In December 2002 two Afghan detainees died at Bagram. Both of their deaths were 

ruled homicides by U.S. military doctors who performed autopsies. Department of 

Defense officials claim to have launched an investigation into the deaths in March 2003. 

In June 2003, another Afghan died at a detention site near Asadabad, in Kunar province. 

The Department of Defense has yet to explain adequately the circumstances of any of 

these deaths. Human Rights Watch is concerned that the results of any investigations 

may never be publicized, and that appropriate criminal and disciplinary action may never 

take place. 

Concerns about conditions at Bagram persist. The Afghan Independent Human Rights 

Commission has collected complaints alleging torture and mistreatment made by 

recently released detainees and families of persons still detained. 

Human Rights Watch is also deeply Concerned about the lack of legal process for 

detainees. The United States has set up a system in Afghanistan that does not provide 

detainees a process whereby they can contest their detention and obtain their release. 

Ordinary civilians caught up in military operations and arrested arc left in a hopeless 

situation. Once in custody, they have no way of challenging the legal basis for their 

detention or obtaining a hearing before an adjudicative body. They have no access to 

legal counsel. Their release is wholly dependent on decisions of the U.S. military 

command, with little apparent regard for the requirements of international law-whether 

the treatment of civilians under international humanitarian law or the due process 

requirements of human rights law. 

Not a single person detained in Afghanistan since the start of U.S. operations in 2001 

has been afforded prisoner-of-war status or other legal status under the 1949 Geneva 

Conventions.4 No one held by the United States since the start of hostilities to the 

~ Belligerents captured during lhe inlernalional armed conflict between the Unilt:d Slalt:s and the 

Taliban shuul<l have been afforded the status of p1isoners of war under the Third Gt:nt:va Convention 

unless and util a "competent tribunal" undt:r article 5 dctt:rmined otht:rwise. The U.S. did not 
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present has been charged or tried for any crime (with the single exception of John 
Walker Lindh, a U.S. citizen) nor has the United States or the present Afghan 

government set up any tribunals or other legal mechanisms to process detainees 

captured in connection with military operations. The United States continues to treat ail 
detainees it has captured in Afghanistan a~ "unlawful combatants" it considers not 
entitled to the full protections of the Geneva Conventions or of human rights law. 

The Afghan government also has obligations to protect the rights of persons within its 

borders. President Hamid Karzai has complained to U.S. authorities on occasion about 

abuses by U.S. troops. The Afghan government and the Afghan Ministry of Defense 
have limited influence over U.S. military strategics and policies, but they can do more to 
insist that U.S. forces operating in Afghanistan uphold international humanitarian law 
and human rights Jaw. 

* * * * * 

The violations of detainees' rights documented in this report are exacerbated by the 
almost complete opacity maintained by U.S. officials about the Bagram facility and other 
detention facilities in Afghanistan. The United States refuses to allow access to 
detainees' families, lawyers, or advocates, or to journalists or representatives of non
governmental organizations (other than the ICRC). And it is not evident that the 
detention system maintained by the United States in Afghanistan is conducive to the 
security of US. forces. The routine arrests and indefinite detention of persons who have 
no genuine connection to armed opposition groups has angered many Afghan 

communities and lessened their wi11ingness to cooperate with U.S forces. 

Almost nothing is known about U.S. investigations or prosecutions of U.S. military 
personnel for alleged violations of international humanitarian law. (This is in sharp 
contrast with Iraq, where a number of cases involving U.S. soldiers have been publicly 

reported.) Simply put, the United States operates its detention facilities in Afghanistan 
in a climate of almost total impunity. As noted, the Department of Defense has not 

even released the results of its investigations into the deaths of Afghan detainees at 
Bagram and Asadabad and has yet to explain adequately the circumstances of these 

deaths. Nor have U.S. officials adequately responded to inquiries about alleged 

convene a single article 5 tribunal in Afghanistan, though it has held hundreds during the 2003 Iraq 

war and in previous contlicts. Afghan nationals found not to be prisoners of war would be entitled to 

"protected person·• status umJi.:r the Fourth Geneva Convention. 
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mistreatment and torture by U.S. force:. in Afghanistan made by human rights groups 

and members of the U.S. Congress.5 

There is little doubt that U.S. policies on the detention of terrorism suspects-both in 

Afghanistan and elsewhere-have hanncd public opinion of the United States around 

the world, and have damaged some of it, efforts in building a coalition to combat 

international terrorism. 

These policies are also mal..ing: it more difficult for 1he United States to criticize other 

governments for violating: international human rights and humanitarian Jaw standards in 

maintaining detentil)ll faciliti~s. Every year, the U.S. State Department publishes 

"Country Reports on Human Rights Prac1iccs:· which contain criticisms of abuses 

similar to those docume1Hed in this report, such a!. beating!., use of 5,Jecp deprivation, 

continuous shackling, and long-term isolarion.6 The Uni1cd Siatcs is undermining the 

effectiveness of these reports by committing the same abuses i, has righ1ly criticized 

elsewhere. 

The U.S. detention policy in Atghanistan ,erves as a poor example for other nations 

.. 1round the \Vorld, and for Afg:hani:.t..tn it:,;elf. Afghan warlords who,e troops are 

deployed alongside U.S. forces in Afghanisrnn have done little to improve their horrific 

records with reg .. u"d to the tre .. ttmenc of detained persons. lnste.id of setting a positive 

example for them, the behavior of the United States send.'> the mc5,5,age that the U.S. 

operates on a set of double standards. And worldwide. it is now all too easy for 

governments to justify their failures to uphold human rights toy pointing to U.S. 

violations in Afghanistan. 

It doesn't have to be this way. Human Right, Watch belif've, thut tl1!" protections 

provided under international humanitarian and human rights law do not conflict with the 

security ol states. The U.S. and Afghan governments have both a duty und a 

responsibility to provide for the security of their popululil1ns and to tukf' appropriate 

actions against those who threaten state security or violutf' thf' luw. But in Afghanistan, 

the United States appears to have allowed its single-minded pursuit of security to 

obscure the obligation tu pt0tect individual rights. 1ights deeply ingrained in U.S. 

5 See, e.g., Letter from Senator Patrick Leahy to Natirlll::il Security Adnq1r Condoleeza Ricc,June 2, 

2003, available at http:/!www.hrw.nrg/press/2fl03/ll6/letter-tn-rice.pdf; Response to Senator Leahy 
from Department of Defense General Counsel William Hayn<'~. June 25, 2003, available at 

http://www.hnv.org/press/2003/06/letter-to-leahy.pdf 

~ Sec Appendix. 
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constitutional law and reflected in international law (a'l well a'l in the former and current 

Afghan constitutions). This course of action is shortsighted and damaging to the rule of 

law, not only in Afghanistan but across the world. 

A list of recommendations to the United States, the Afghan government, and other 

countries involved in Afghanistan begins on page 51. 
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II. Background ''Operdtion Enduring Freedom" 

The ongoing U.S.-led military operation, in Afghanistan discussed in this report fall 

under a larger campaign referred tu by the United States and its coalition partners in 
Afghanistan as "Operation Enduring Freedom." 

Operation Enduring Freedom as 01iginally planned was a response to the September 11, 
2(()1 attacks on the United State,;. It wa..;, in it.; fin.t manifestation, a militaty operation 

against the Taliban government of Afghanistan and rhe network of foreign groups, 
including al-Qaeda, believed respon,;ihle for the Sernember 11 :ittacks.' 

The U.S.-led coalition's initial militmy operations in Afghanistan, from September 
through December '.!001. were directed at the Talib:in forces and their foreign allies. In 

late September, CIA force,; entered Afghanistan to organ in existing Afghan anti-Taliban 

forces (primarily the loo.-:e coalition of group, called the Northern Alli:inceJ and assist 

covert U.S. Anny and Air Force units to tr:insrort equipment into the country. 

Thrnuglll)ut the first phase of the conllict, millions of dollars in ca;h and significant 
amounts of weapons. communic.uions equipment, and other milirary supplies were 
teffied into Afghanistan and given hi anti-Taliban fon:es. A,- the war prngres,ed, the 

U.S. advance teams were joined by Anny Sreci:.il Forces :ind Sreci:il Force.; unit.; from 

the Navy and Air Force, and ultimately, regular anny ground troops and units from 
coalition partners such as the United Kingdom and Australia. Over the next tvJO 

months, the U.S.-led coalition carried out an extem;ive air campaign against the Taliban 

and its allies. Anti-Taliban forces on the ground inilially u~~isted in identifying targets 

for the ail: campaign and later advanced and seized areas held by T.:iHti.:in .:ind al-Qaeda 
forces. 

Since December 2(K)I, the U.S.-led coalition·s primary military foeu~ has been on 

locating remnants of the Taliban an<l al-Qaeda whkh did not surrender .:ind fled into 
remote areas of the country. 

However, there was and is more to Operution Enduring Freednm than military 

operations against Taliban and al-Qaeda remnants.. Q:aJitim operations have included 

7 For more information on the diver:,e churacten,tics :md crimpri~1tinn of non-Afghan armed groups 

operating in Afghanistan before and ,1flcr the L:S.-ll'd anm:J.. in 2001. including al-Qaeda, sec Jasun 

Burke. Al-Qaeda: Ca.iring a Shad1Jw of Terror, (B. Tauris : Septemher 2003). See also Ahmed Rashid, 

Taliban: Militant Islam, Oil C?' Fu11dame11ta/irv1 inCmtm! A.<i,1 (N~·w Haven: Yale University Press, 2000). 
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investigative and intelligence-gathering components aimed at locating or uncovering 

threats to the United States and other coalition members, and disrupting or eliminating 

those threats. Operations have also included efforts to capture terrorist suspects and 

gather intelligence in Afghanistan as part of the global campaign to disrupt the 

worldwide operations of al-Qaeda. 

U.S. and Coalition forces have also increasingly broadened the scope of their activities in 

Afghanistan to include peacekeeping and peacebuilding efforts, delivery of humanitarian 

aid, counter-narcotics work, and general intelligence gathering. As in other post-conflict 

situations where the United States has taken the leadership role, it has deployed 
significant numbers of personnel from the CIA and other intelligence services: the State 

Department, and the U.S. Agency for International Development, in addition to the 

armed forces. 

Since the fall of the Taliban government in late 2001, U.S. and coalition military 

operations under Operation Enduring Freedom have largely consisted of small- and 
medium-scale operations whose overall akn is lo destroy er disrupt the remaining 

Taliban, al-Qaeda, and other hostile forces in the country. Some of these operations 
have focused on fixed Taliban or al-Qaeda military positions, such a,; caves, bunkers, and 
other fortified positions, usually in remote rural areas. Others have been directed at 
residential compounds, usually fo small villages, in which anti-coalition suspects are 
thought to be hiding. These operations can be divided into those where the primary 

intent appears tu be to destroy the target, such as through bombing raids and other 
direct attacks, and those where the intention is to take into custody particular individuals 
and collect intelligence information, either from local residents or seized materials. 

i The office of lhe Director of Central lnlelligencc officially ovcrsccs nol only lhe CIA bul also the 
''U.S. Intelligence Community." which consists of at least fourteen different government agencies, 

including Department or Dcfrnsc inlclligem.:(: offices and several non-military agencies. 
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III. Violations by U.S. Forces 

This chapter is divided into three sections addressing, respectively, use of excessive force 

by U.S. forces during arrests; arbitrary arrests and indefinite detention; and mistreatment 

in detention. 

As the cases in the first section show, U.S. forces repeatedly have used military means 

and methods during arrest operations in residential areas where Jaw enforcement tactics 

were more appropriate. This has resulted in unnecessary civilian casualties and in some 

cases may have involved indiscriminate or disproportionate force in violation of 

international humanitarian law. 

Cases in the second section of this chapter raise serious questions about the intelligence 

gathering and processing that leads to coalition arrests. Members of the U.S. armed 

forces have arrested many civilians not directly participating in hostilities and persons 

whom U.S. authorities have no legal basis for taking into custody. The cases in the 

second section also make clear that persons detained by U.S. forces in Afghanistan arc 

held without regard to the requirements of international humanitarian or human rights 
· Jaw and are not provided reasons for their arrest or detention. Detainees are held 

virtually incommunicado without any legal basis for challenging their detention or 

seeking their release. 

The final set of cases presented here raise serious concerns regarding the treatment of 
detainees at U.S. detention facilities in Afghanistan, patticu]arly in light of the failure of 

the United States to investigate and publicly report on several unexplained deaths in 

detention. There is credible evidence of beatings and other physical assaults on 
detainees, a'> we11 a'> evidence that the United States has used shackling, exposure to cold, 
and sleep deprivation amounting to torture or other mistreatment in violation of 
international law. To date neither the Department of Defense nor the CIA has 

adequately responded to allegations of mistreatment. 
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Indiscriminate and Excessive Force UsedDuring Arresb' 

As this section shows, U.S. forces routinely use military force when carrying out arrests 

in Afghanistan, sometimes with insufficient regard to the requirements of applicable 

international humanitarian and human rights law. U.S. military Rules or Engagement 

designed for combat situations seem to be applied where law enforcement protocols are 

rcquircd. 11 In addition, it appears that faulty and inadequate intelligence has resulted in 

targeting of civilians who were not taking a part in the hostilities, unnecessary civilian 

deaths and injuries during arrest operations, and needless destruction of civilian homes 

and property.10 There arc also credible reports that U.S. forces have beaten and abused 

persons during arrest operations, and that Afghan troops accompanying U.S. forces have 

abused local residents and looted the homes of those detained. 

According to U.N. officials in Kabul, numerous complaints have been made to their 

offices about U.S.-led operations in southern, southeastern, and eastern areas of 

Afghanistan alleging excessive uore of force by coalition troops.11 Complaints often state 

that U.S. forces have been manipulated by local Afghan forces, including local Afghan 

"fixers" and interpreters; that U.S. military forces have unwittingly been used a'> proxies 

in local rivalries; and that the presence of U.S. forces has been the backdrop for Afghans 

to extort money from local residents or intimidate opponents. 

Government officials in the Karzai government, along with local government officials. 

have also repeatedly raised concerns with U.S. officials about excessive military force 

being used duringoperations.12 

One U.N. official who collected complaints about U.S. operations in 2002 said many of 

the complaints concerned the "use of cowboy-like excessive force" against residents 

~ The Department of Defense was unwilling to provide Human Rights Wntch 'Aith copies of current 
Rules of Engagement (ROE) Cards for their pcrsonm:l in Afghanistan, or a copy of Afghanistan

specific ROE. 

10 The consequences of mistaken attacks on Afghan civilians anti civilian obj eels during air strikes is a 

large issue of concern but is not discussed in this report. Hl..aTen Rights Watch has raised this issue 

elsewhere. See, e.g., Human Rights Watch, "Afghanistan: U.S .. Military Should Investigate Civilian 

Deaths," press release, December 13,2003. 

Ii Human Rights Watch interviews with U.N. oflicials, Kabul, December 16, 2003. Human Rights 

Walch telephone interviews wilh a former senior U.N. official, December 5, 2003 anti February 6, 

2004-. 

12 Paul Walson. ".Afghan Leader Told C.S. Aboul Abuses, Aide Says," October 31, 2003; Pal1ick 

Quinn, "U.S. raids. cultural problems lca<l to rising resentment in southern Afghanistan," Associale<l 

Press.June 24, 2002. 
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"who generally turn out to be law abiding citizens." The official noted cases of U.S. 

forces "blo'wing doors open with grenades, rather than knocking," and roughly treating 

women and children.13 

Human Rights Watch is particularly concerned about the use of suppressing fire during 

arrest operations-that is, the indisc1·imin .. 1te firing of weapons to immobilize possible 

enemy forces. As noted below. Human Righ1s Watch believes that the use of 

suppressing fire in the first resort <.,not in rcs.ponse 10 enemy tire) is inappropriate during 

arrest operations in residenti~tl ~treas where no combat is t:.iking place or underway. 

The case of Ahm,d Khan a11d hi.~ .~on~ 

On a night in lacduly 200~. U.S. forces raided the home of Ahmed Kh:.in, a resident of 

Zurmat di~trict in Paktia pmvince. Zurmat district, while not completely stable, is firmly 

under the control of Atghan forces allied with the United Stmes :.ind was under such 

control in July 100-2. During the raid, Ahmed Kh:.in wa,; arrested along with his two 
sons, aged 17 and 18 years.!• A local fam1er died from gunfire during the arrest 

oper.ition, and .t wonun in a neighboring house wa,; wounded. Human Rights Watch 

spoke with sewral neighbllr~ and other witnesses to the raid. Ahmed Khan described 

the attack: 

It \\:':JS .tround harvest time. The farmers were sleeping hy the harvests .. 

. . It was about nine at night. We were l)'ing in tied, out we were nllt yet 

a:,;leep ..•. Suddenly, there wa:,; a lot of m1ise. Some helil·opter:-:- 1,vere 

flying over. Then thert! were large explosions. The hPLISt' shook; lhe 

1., Human Rights Watch e-mail e,i:change with former ll.N. o1ficial in Afghanist:111. Fehrn:iry 21.11.\.l 

u There were contl 1ct111g reports hy reporter~ who vi~ited the site of the all:id ahr>ut what the target 

of the rni<l w.i.~ ,m<l whether <.1thcr men in the an.:a w,:rc lilk,·n inlll ~1i~ll1dy during lh,· raid. Om: news 
report abnut the mcident .',uggeMed that tive other per~ons were arrested on the same night. "US 
troops kill Afghan. lake away ~i.\ in rai<l: F,1bc n:pllrl mi~hl ~l•lthl:r~: gt1vcrm1r:· Agcm:e France 

Prcssc, August I. :?.002. Another rep<.irl suigcst~ that llw ;im:~I wa~ ;iim,·d al ;i m;m ~allcd Haji Uddin, 

who was alleged lo have given shehcr lo anli-U.S. forw~ in the ;u,·a. Liz Sly. "ll.S. grabs at shm.lows 

in hunt for i\.1-Qaeda," Cl1ic<111<1 Trib1"1e, Seplcmbe.- 3, 2002. Tlw ~amc rc1Jllrt ~lale<l that fivc persons 
were arrested during the raid two rclmive~ 1.11" Haji Uddin. im:hiding a l.t-y~·;u-old boy, and thm.: fann 

workers. But Human Rights Watch interviews with residenl~ and hxal officials in Zurmat shed no 

light on the reason for the US. f•>rces raid on Al1111ed Khan·~ hr>me. The governor of Paktia, Raz 

hiohammad Dalili, who was familiar with the 111c1dent. could not explain why the attack took place. 

Human Rights Watch interview with Ra1. l\.!on:imrnad Dalili, gowrnor of Paktia, March 9. 2(X)3. See 

also Pamela Constable, Fruttrated hunt far Bi11 urden: ,1/-Qr:eda lernli•r eht.~ire, but U.S .. w.e.r suc(ISf i11 Afi,:lu111 

mid.r. Washington Post, Scplembcr J l .2002. 
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towers [corners of the house] had been hit. ... The operations started. 

Some helicopters came, we could hear them circling and firing machine 

guns. It was a lot of noise. There were also explosions. They rocketed 

one of the towers, and they rocketed a hole through the wall. 15 

During the shooting, Ahmed Khan said he and his family hid on the floor in their 

bedroom on the second floor of the house. Gunfire shattered their windows and 

doors.16 Neighbors said they saw helicopters shooting at the house and at areas around 
it.17 Ahmed Khan described how U.S. forces entered his house, firing their weapons: 

I looked out the broken windows here, and saw that there were many 

soldiers in the compound. They shot at the door [front door of the 

house 1, and opened it, and came up these stairs. They came through the 
windows .... They entered the house, through the windows, which had 

been broken by the shooting and the explosions. They came up to our 
room, and they kicked the door open and entered with torches and 

machine guns. They signaled for us to put up our hands, there were no 
Afghans with them, no Pashto speakers, although later [we saw] 

interpreters in the yard .. , . Then they fastened the men's hands and 

told the women to go into the yard. And they took us into the yard 
too.1R 

Troops, including Afghan soldiers, then searched the house, occasionally using gunfire 
to open locks. 

They [U.S. soldiers] made the women go to the other house [across the 

yard]. Then they searched the house. They broke all the windows, and 

1s H.na"l Rights Watch interview with Xhmed Khan. Zurmat, Paktia, March 10,2003. A neighbor of 

Ahmed Khan's described the attack in similar terms: "I heard a lot of noise, which came from 
hdicuplcrs. So I got up, and I crept up to my roof. I luokcd around. There were hdicopters circling 

his [Ahmed Khan's] house. There was a lot of shooting and it wa~ difficult to look thoroughly at 
what has happening. There were many, many helicopters. We did not dare to go near that house." 

Human Rights Watch interview with H.M .• Zurmat, Paklia, March I 0,2003. 

16 "There were a Jut of bullets. The gla~s broke in all the windows 

interview with Ahmed Khan, Zurmat, Paktia. March I 0,2003. 

» Human Rights Watch 

17 Human Rights Watch interview with H.M., Zurmat, Paktia, March I 0, 2(X)3, Human Rights Watch 

interview with brother ofNiaz hiohammad, Zurmat, Pakda. March I 0,2003. 

IS Human Rights Watch interview with Ahmed Khan, Zurmat, Paktia, March IO, 2003. 
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tore the doors off cupboards, and shot open the boxes, and turned them 

over. . . . [Later,] they put hoods over 'owheads, and walked uo; out. 

We were lifted up, into a helicopter. I could hear the rotors. We were 

in the helicopter for a long time .... I don't know how long. Later I 
learned 1 wao,; in Bagram. t 9 

The body of a local laborer and fam1er, Niaz Mohammad, was found after the raid. A 
neighbor told Human Rights Watch: 

[Later, we] found the corpse of the man who wao,; killed. It wao,; Niaz 

Mohammad. He had a bullet in his foot, and a bullet in his back. It had 
entered in his back, an<l come out right where his heart is. He W.:L'

found near to the mill.20 

Ahmed Khan and his neighbors told Human Rights Watch that Niaz Mohammad had 
been sleeping outside, near piles of harvested wheat, in order to keep watch so that no 

one would steal the grain.21 

According to neighbors, a local woman wm; also wounded in the attack. She received a 
bullet wound that was rd:. considered to be serious. The homes in the vicinity of 
Ahmed Khan's house received considerable damage from bullets and other weapons, 

indicating that the U.S. forces used considerable firepower even though there was no 

evidence of any armed opposition. A U.N. local staff person visited the site the day after 
the attack: "There were bullet shells all around the house, everywhere, many she1\s. 
There was a big hole in the wall and bullet holes in the windows; the glass wao,; all broken 

and had fallen into the yard. Household items were scattered all about-all around the 
compound."22 Human Rights Watch visited Ahmed Khan's compound in March 2003 

J~ Human Rights Watch interview with .Ahmed Khan, Zurmat, Paktia, March 10,2003. 

2n Human Rights Walch interview with HM., Zunnal, Paktia, M:irch 10,2003. 

21 Hum,m Rights Walch interview with Ahmed Khan, Zurmal, Paktia, March 10,2003. 

22 Human Rights Walch interview with H.M .. Zurmal, Pakli,1, hfarch 10,2003. Human Rights Watch 
interview with G.A.U., local U.N. staff, Gardez, Paktia, March 10, 2003. One of the neighbors 

described the house after the attack "After all the noise ended and the hclicopu.:rs left, I wenl to the 

house lo sec what happened. I went with some neighbors. We went inside. The first thing is lhal the 

women were very scared. Boxes from the house were thrown around the yard, and there were 

possessions scattered about. . . . About ten minutes later. we walked outside. We were walking 

around to ask people what happened." Human Rights Watch interview with H.M., Zurmat. Paktia, 

March 10,2003. 
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and observed scores of bullet holes in the window frames and doors of the house, bu1let 

slugs, and destroyed farmequipment.23 

Ahmed Khan's family said they lost many of their most valuable possessions on the 

night of the raid. U.S. forces confiscated some books and four automatic weapons, 

which they later returned to Ahmed Khan. when he and his teenage sons were released. 

But the family said that other possessions were missing. Said Ahmed Khan: 

They stole all my possessions. . . . I don't know who it was. The 

Americans returned some things to us, but a lot of jewelry disappeared. 

The women were in the other room. They didn't see anything .... The 

Americans may have taken the jcwchy, or the Afghans. I don't know. I 

lost a lot of property. I don't know what was Jost that night. A lot of 

jewelry was taken.24 

Ahmed Khan's frustration was manifest man ths later: 

They killed a farmer, Niaz Mohammed. He was just guarding his 
harvest and was killed. He had four children, two boys and two girls. 

What will I do for these children? T take care of them now. We will 
forgive America when they pay for his life, at least to help me with these 

children.25 

2J :anen. Rights Wau.:h n:si.:archers alsu saw that newly laid mud and brick had bi.:i.:n used tu Jill in a 
largi.: hole in lhe compound's wall, approximately three meters in diameter, where a rocket was said lo 

have hit. Scores of bullet holes in the house's walls and window frames indicated that gunfire had 

come from two directions: thi.: hole in the wall, and thi.: door of the compound. Bulli.:ts in the window 

frami.:s were cmbi.:dded in two trajectories: sume were cle.irly driven in pi.:rpen<licularly (at 90 degrees), 

coming frum the direction of the hole in the wall; others weri.: d1iven in much more obliquely aess 

than I ()degrees off the surfaces flush with the house) starting from the direction of the house's door. 

24 Human Rights Watch interview with Ahmed Khan. Zurmat, Pnktia, March I 0,2003. 

~ Human Rights Wmch interview with Ahmed Khan, Zunnat, Paktia, March 10.2003. 
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Other~ 

Human Rights Watch documented a case in Februaty 2003 in the southern province of 

Uruzgon in which U.S. troops assaulted two children during a raid on a civilian house.26 

The owner of the house, a low-level military commander in Utuzgon province, 

cooperated with U.S. forces during coalition attacks on Taliban forces in southern 

Afghanistan in late 2001 and early 2002. But one night in February 2003, U.S. forces 

raided the man's home, entering by force and tying up him and one of his older sons. 

Through local interpreters and Afghan soldiers accompanying them, the U.S. troops 

accused the man of holding weapons and cooperating with the Taliban. A Farsi-speaker, 

the man was baffled why the soldiers believed he was; cooperating with the Pashtun

speaking Taliban. 

According to the man, the soldiers pushed him and his older son against a wall, and 

seized the man's young son and nephew: 

ln front of my eyes, two Americans laid down both the boys on the 

ground and pressed their boots into the children's backs. And they were 

yelling: 'Whereis the ammunition'? Where is the ammunition?"' 

These boys were aged only eleven and thi11een. The children were 

shrieking and shouting. I was saying, "Look over all my house - I have 

nothing!" But they kept asking this, as 'thechildren scrcamcd.27 

The soldiers subsequently searched the house, but only found two weapons, both of 

them registered with the authorities. Still, the man was arrested by the local Afghan 

forces and taken to a neighboring province. He was; released a few clays later. 

0 n December 5,2003, U.S. forces conducted an operation in the village of Kos ween, in 

Sayed Karam district of Paktia, near Gardez in southeastAfghanistan.28 According to 

U.S. military otlicials, the ain of the operation was; to arrest a man named Mullah Jalani, 

alleged to be a Hezb-e Islami leader involved in anti-U.S. military operations. As a result 

of the operation, a couple and their sfa children were killed: Ikhtari Gul, 35 (a farmer), 

26 Information about thi~ incident i~ taken from a Human Rights Watch interview with man from 

Uruzgon, Kabul, March 2003. 

27 Hu1mm Rights Watch intcrvicw with man from Uru£gon. Kabul, March 2003. 

28 fnformatiun about this case is based on intcrvicw:; in Dcccmbcr 2003 and Janumy 2004 \',;j_th scvcral 

journalists who visited the site of the raid in the weeks after it occurred. 
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and his wife, Khela; their four daughters, Khela, DaulatZai, Anara and Kadran; and two 
sons, Asif and Nematullah.29 The use of militaiy methods and tactics during the 

operation may have violated international legal obligations to minimize hann Lo civilians 

and prohibitions against disproportionate ,dtacks. 

The U.S. military gave inconsistent accounts of the operation after it occurred. On 
December 6, Lieutenant Colonel Bryan Hilferty told several reporters at Bagram airbase 
that U.S. forces the previous night had raided the home of M dah Jalani in Sayed 

Karam)o He said that U.S. forces had detained "several persons" during the raid, but 

had not captured Jalani.3\ The village was scaled off in the week after the raid several 

journalists who attempted Lo visit the si Le of the operation during the week of December 
7 - 12 were turned back by Afghan forces cooperating with a Special Forces unit in the 
village.3Z 

On December IO. Hilferty admitted that the Sayed Ka.ram raid had involved close air 

support and bombing, and said that on December 7 U.S. forces found eight civilians 
who had died during the operations)?> Hilferty indicated that the dead civilians were in 

another compound than the one attacked and were buried by a wall that collapsed 
because of "secondary and tertiary explosions" from stored ammunition in Jal.mi's 
compound.34 He suggested that U.S. forces were not "completely responsible" for the 
deaths because the civilians (presumably including the children) had ''surrounded 

zi Ikhtari's brother, Naser, told a reporter that the children's ages ranged from one to twelve. Pamela 

Constable, "Deadly U.S. Raid Leaves Some Atghans. Bewildered; Villagers Say Target Was Not a 

Tenorist,'' Washington Post, December 12.2003. 

* ''Troops In Afghanistan Raid Insurgent Base, Destroy Weapons." Associated Press, December 6, 
2003. 

31 Ibid. The next day, December 7, the military announced that nine children had been killed in a 
scparale incident-an air atlack on a building in Ghazni. Afghanislan. Aijaz Ralu, "Afghan Village 

Ang1y After Gunship Attack." Associated Press, December 8, 2003. For more information about 
these two attacks, see also Human Rjghts Watch, ''Atghanistan: U.S. :Military Should Investigate 

Civilian Deaths," press release, December 13,2003. There was no indication that the Ghazni incident 

was en arrest opcration. 

32 Human Rights Watch tclcphone interview with an intcmationaljoumalist who ,ittcmptcd to visit 

Sayed Karam, February 6,2004. 

33 Paul Walson. "Civilian Toll Not C.S. Fault, Afghans Say," Los AngclesTimcs. Dcccmbcr 11,2003. 

U.S. Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld gave a press briefing in Washington on December 9 but 

did not reveal the civilian deaths in Gardez. Why this information wa~ withheld by the military for 

three days was not explained. 

3~ Watson. '"Civilian Toll Not U .S, Fault,,-\ fghans S,iy." 
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themselves" with weapons and ordinance-a puzzling claim, since the dead civilians 

were not in Jalani's compound.ls A foreign correspondent visiting the village the same 

week found a large concave crater at the compound where the civilians were killed, 

suggesting that an errant bomb had hit the compoundY1 

Hilferty said that the aim of the operation had been to arrest Md ah Jalani, whom he 

described as a suspected associate of Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, the leader of Hezb-e Islami: 

'We try very hard not to kill anyone. We would prefer to capture the terrorists rather 
than kill them."l7 But he gave no adequate explanation m; to why U.S. forces on the 

ground ultimately used bombs in an operation in a residential area. 

There are conflicting reports from different sources as to how many people were 

arrested in the operation, varying from five to fourteen.38 A reporter from the 

Washington Po.rt visited the village a week after the attack and wao,; told by villagers that 

Jalani was a local military leader who had cooperated with Taliban forces during the 
Taliban era, but who had changed sides and cooperated with U.S. forces at times and sat 
on a local governmental council.39 Villager.; said thatJalani had been involved in several 

tribal disputes in the area and was living openly in the village befr)re the attack, but had 

left before it took place. 

Human Rights Watch received a complaint from government officials in Paktia about an 
operation in Zurrnat district in February 2003 in which Abdul Gehafouz Akhundzada, a 
cleric, was arrested in his home after a firefight. (Akhundzada'sdetention is discussed in 
more detail in the section on arbitrary arrests and detention below). Among other 

35 Ibid. 

J6 Human Rights Watch interview with a journalist who wished lo n:main anonymous. Kabul, 

December l 2,2003. 

37 Watson, "Civilian Toll Not C.S. Fault, Afghans Say." 

38 Officials in the Afghan Independent Human Rights Commission told Human Rights Watch that 

eleven persons were arrested during the operation. and had not been released. Human Rights Watch 
interview with AIHRC official. Kabul, December 16,2003. A local Afghan governmental official in 
Paktia, Fai.z Mohammed Zalari, told a reporter: "There were five people arrested during the whole 

operation, hut they were innocent so they were released the next day." See Watson. ··civilian Toll 
Not U.S. Fault, Afghans Say." The Washington Post reporter who visited the village w:Ls told by 
residents that possibly as many as fourteen people had been arrested during the raid. 

39 Pamela Constable, "Deadly U.S. R:iid Leaves Some Afghans Bewildered; Villagers Say Target Was 

Not a Terrorist." Washington Post. December 12, 2003. U.S. Special Forces in the village refused to 

talk to the reporter. 
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things, officials complained of U.S. forces coming for Akhundzada in the middle of the 
night, a course of action which they believe set off a dangerous firefight. 

According to Akhundzada's family and neighbors, the arrest took place on or around 

February 20, 2003. Afghan and U.S. soldiers gathered outside his home late at night and 

knocked on his door.40 Akhundzada reportedly thought they were Afghan troops who 

had come to rob him-a common occurrence in Zurmat district.41 He fired a weapon 
from his rooftop, either in the air or directed at the troops. The troops outside returned 
fire, and soon thereafter, U.S. helicopters flew toward the house, reportedly firing 
weapons. According to his family and neighbors, Akhundzada then realized that the 
Afghan troops were working with U.S. forces, and suffcndcrcd. Before this happened, 
however, U.S. and Afghan forces fired hundreds of rounds of ammunition into 
Akhundzada's home, where there were two women-Akhundzada's mother and wife
and his two children. The women and children told Human Rights Watch that they lay 
on the floor of the home during the attack, and were not wounded. 

After Akhundzada wao; arrested, U.S. troops entered the home and searched it, shooting 

open steel trunks with their weapons and breaking doors and windows.42 Human Rights 

Watch researchers inspected the house in March and saw hundreds of bullet holes in the 
compound's external and internal walls. Two bullet slugs dug out of the compound's 
internal walls appeared to be from an M-60 machine gun, a more powerful weapon than 
the standard assault rifles carried by U.S. and Afghan troops (M-16s and Russian AK-
47s). 

Local officials maintained that Akhundzada was a civilian, living openly in Zurmat, who 
could have been peacefully approached and taken into custody during the day. 

Kandahar officials also complained to U.S. fr>rces in 2(XJ2 about a raid involving U.S. 
Army and Special Forces troops that took place on May 24,2002, in the village of Band 

m Information about this case is ba~ed on interviews in Zurmat ;,rith family members of Abdul 

Gehafouz Akhundzada, March 10, 2003; interview~ with villagers in Zurmat district on March 10, 

2003; aml interviews with governmcntaloflicials in Ganlcz on Mmeh 9, 2003. 

41 Human Rights W,ileh documented in 2003 that home rubbe1ies by Afgh,m soldiers ilnd police were 

common in southeastern Afghanistiln in 2002 and 2003, including in Paktia provim.:e and Zunnat 
district in particular. See Human Rights Watch, "Killing You Is a Very Easy Thing For lls: Human 

Rights Abuses in Southea~t Atghanistan," A Ham<m Righi.\ Wakh Short Repon, vol. 15, no. 5(c), July 

2003, avai !able al hn p://www.hnv.mg/report s/2003/afghanistan0703/. 

4Z Somt:timc during the opnation, the family's copy of the Koran was shot through with a bullet, a 

fact which later and understandably caused anger in the local community. 
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Taimore, in Kandahar province. Accounts of the operation arc not clear, but according 
to journalists who interviewed villagers, a tribal leader in his 80s was shot dead in a 

mosque and a 3-year-old girl drowned after she foll into a well trying to run away from 

U.S. forces.4l 

* * * * * 

Through 2003, the Afghan Independent Human Rights Commission office in Gardez 
city has received numerous complaints. from the Gardez area, including allegations that 

U.S. forces or Afghan forces working with them used excessive force and destroyed 

property during operations. According to the complaints: 

• November 9, 2(XJ3, Central Gardez: G.K.44 claims he "was; arrested without cause 

and his house was; damaged by coalition forces. Women and children were kept in 
the yard in the cold weather and the locks of the women's boxes were broken, 

money and jewels were taken." 

• November 8,2003, Garde1., Shekar.Kheil village: H.M.K. complains that "house was 
damaged by the coalition forces and the named person was taken along with 

property deeds and other things." 

• August 22, 2003, Central Gardez, Khajeh village: Dr. B, Dr. J, Engineer T.B claim 
that "In the middle of the night, their house was damaged and coalition forces 
entered the women ·s rooms without pennission. Due to fear and terror one woman 
lost her fetus [spontaneously ab011ed]. [Dr. BJ was taken, along with some money 
and jcwchy." 

• July 28, 2003, Central Gardez: N.G. claims he "was a1Tested by coalition forces 
without cause in the middle of the night from his house, and money and jC'wcls were 

taken." 

• July 13, 2(X)3, Central Gardez, Shaykhan village: J.M.M. complains that: "Coalition 

forces arrested, beat, harassed and insulted him." 

~3 S1.:1.: i\Iichael Ware, '"We Were Beller Off Under lhe Russians,"' Time Magazine, June IO. 2002; 

Patrick Quinn, "U.S. mids. cultural problems lead to rising resentment in southern Afghanisrnn," 

Associated Press.June 24,2002. 

+I Names have been replaced with 'initials to protect lhe confidenlialiLyof lhe complainants. 
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• May 2003, Khost province, Lclamy Koli district: H.LK. complains that "compound 
bombed by coalition forces: two killed, four injured, four others were taken 

[ aJTestcdl by coalition forces." 

UNAMA local offices and UNAMA headquarters in Kabul have also received numerous 

complaints over 2002 and 2003 about U.S. forces using excessive or "culturally 

insensitive" force during operations in the south and southeast of the country.45 
(Complaints about culturally insensitive force usually refer to allegations of male troops 
touching or looking at women during searches, which in some areas violate local norms 

even if there is no sexual intent Local leaders have ret1uested, among other things, that 

the U.S. military use more women soldiers during search operations.) 

Abuses by A_Mhan fa"es 

Afghan forces deployed alongside U.S. forces have been implicated in abuses during 
military operations. As noted elsewhere in this report, persons arrested by U.S. forces 
routinely complain about local Afghan forces looting their homes in the wake of U.S. 
military operations. 

An Afghan journalist in Kandahar city told Human Rights Watch in November 2003 
that he received several complaints in 2003 from residents in Zabul and Helmand about 

local forces operating with U.S. troops extorting money from vi1lagers by threatening lo 

tell U.S. forces that local residents are "with the Taliban," claiming that the villagers wil I 

be targeted for arrest by the United States if they fail to pay certain sums of money
typically around 10,000Pakistani rupees (approximatelyU.S.$175).46 

In October 2003, a reporter from the Los Angeles Times documented that local troops 
from Kandahar, working as guides for U.S. forces, looted homes and beat and tortured 
civilians during a week-long military operation in Zabul province, which lies directly to 

the east of K,:mdahar.47 Residents showed the journalist two young men who had been 

~; Human Rights Watch interview with U.N. officials, Kabul. December 13 and 16, 2003. Human 
Rights Watch telephone interview with former U.N. official, February 6,2004. 

-16 Human Rights Watch interviews with A.G.S., Afghan journalist, October 5 and 9,20fH_ 

-n Paul Walson, "Afghans Tell of Torture During Scrnrily Sweep," Los Angeles Times, October 30, 
2003; Paul Watson, "Afghan Leader Told U.S.About Abuses, Aide Says," October 31.2003. Sec also 

transcript of interview with Paul Watson by Los Angeles Times Online editor, on documenting 
abuses and interviewingwitnesses,available at: http://wwwJatimes,corn/ 
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beaten by the troops; one described being severely beaten and blacking out, the other 

was still unconscious days after the atc .. t.:k. According to other residents, U.S. forces did 

not witness the abuses, but the Afghan tmors allegedly stole "cash, jewelry, watches, 

radios, three motorcycles-even the mud-brick -.chool's windows and doors" before 

leaving when U.S. and Afghan troops moved on to orhcr areas. Said one cider: "These 

people are robbing us, torturing us and beating us .... They are also taking innocent 

people to jail." 

In late October 2003. a spokesman for Presiden1 Hamid Karzai said publicly that 

Karzai's office had been receiving infonn .. ,tion about similar ahuses by local troops for 

more than a year; that Karzai had told U.S. mili1ary comm::mders in Kabul that Afghan 

militias accompanying U.S. troops were wmmining abuses; that Karzai had suggested to 

U.S. commanders they not use Afghan militias in non-combat situations; and that the 

U.S. actions with local militias were undermining the overall effort 10 combat terrorism 

in Afgbanistan.48 

Ltg,zl standard ,1ppliwble w We' o/Jom dming am.rt uperalion., 

International hurm111itarian l..tw seeks to protect civilians from unnecessary hann during 

armed contlicr. Central to this protection is the imperative that military forces 

differentiate between comb .. ttanh and civilians during military operations and when they 

take persons into custody. 

Rules applicable to the current conflict in Afgh;mist;m..J9 require a milit:u)' for,'e tl) "take 

all fca5iblc precautions in the choice of means and methods of attack with a view to 
avoiding, and in m1y event rninimi7.ing, incidental Joss of civili~u, life. in_iUJ)' to civilians 

and damage to civilian objects."50 Attackers must rt'frain from an altat·k tl1at may he 

expected to cause disproportionate civilian casualties and damage.s1 Also prohibited arc 

indiscriminate attacks, which include those not directed at a specific military objective 

48 Watson, "Afghan Lc,1dcrTol<l C.S. Ab1.1ut Abuses. 1\id~· Say~:· Odol>~·r 31. 2003 . 

.J9 Sec section on "International legal Contc,-,.1, .. bdow. 

sri Protocol I (1977) Additional to the Geneva Convention, of 1940 ("'Protocol I"), art. 57(2)(a)(ii). 
Many of the provisions of Prntocol I or lhc Gl"lll'Vll Conwntiun~. indu<ling those applying to 

methods and means of attack, are accepted as cu~t(lmary intenrntional lnw applicable lo international 

and non-international arm1.:<l connict. Sec section l•n "'lnlnn:llional Legal Context." below. 

SI Protocol I, art 57(2)(a)(iii). 
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and consequently of a nature to strike mi1itary objectives and civilians or civilian objects 

without distinction.52 

In situations where forces are conducting essentia11y Jaw enforcement operations-frJr 

instance, a1Tests of civilians wanted for questioning-basic mies of international human 

rights law also apply, including standards applicable to the use of force by law 
enforcement personnel. Applicable law enforcement standards are typica11y more 

stringent than those under international humanitarian Jaw, and narTowly prescribe the 

contexts in which deadly force and firearms may be used. 

Human Rights Watch believes that the use of military tactics and military rules of 
engagement in operations that otherwise hear the characteristics of civilian law 
enforcement, particularly the arrest of suspects in residential areas, raises legal concerns 
and in Afghanistan likely has led to avoidable casualties and destruction of civilian 
property. The United States has an ob1igation to investigate such incidents, take 

disciplinary or other legal action as appropriate, scrutinize its arrest methods and rules of 
engagement, and adopt necessary policy changes to prevent further unnecessary loss of 
1 ife and propet1y. 

52 Protocol I, art. 51(4). Among indiscriminate attacks are those expected to cause incidental loss of 

civilian life and properly that would be excessive in n.:lalion to the concrelt: and direct military 
advantage anticipated. Id. art. 51(5). 
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Arbitrary or Mistaken Arrests and.Indefinite Detention 

U.S. forces in Afghanistan regularly capture combatants and civilians who have taken up 

arms against U.S., Afghan, and coalition forces, during both combat and search and 

arrest operations. However, as shown here, U.S. forces also routinely arrest civilians 

taking no direct part in hostilities, sometimes in contexts in which the arrests seem 

arbitrary or based on poor or faulty intelligence. 

As shown in this section, U.S. forces sometimes take into custody all men of military age 

found within the vicinity of an operation. Other times, it seems persons are targeted for 

arrest because U.S. officials have determined they arc a security risk or arc useful for 

intclligenccpurposcs-for instance, clerics or local tribal leaders who might be politically 
involved with the Taliban, or civilians spotted near the site of a recent attack. Human 
Rights Watch has interviewed many Afghans who were arrested for simply being at the 

wrong place at the wrong time. 

For many of these men, mTest is the start of an ordeal in which they may be beaten or 

otherwise mistreated during arrest or detention, repeatedly and seemingly randomly 
interrogated, held for weeks or months without family visits, and eventuaJly released only 

to find that their homes were looted by Afghan troops. (Negations of beatings and 
mistreatment arc not discussed here but in the "Mistreatment in Detention" section 

below.) 

Tn late May 2002, U.S. forces raided two homes in the vi11age of Kinnati, near Gardez 
city, and arrested five Atghan men, all of whom were later released and returned to 
Gardcz. During the raid, U.S. forces reportedly used helicopters and airplanes to patrol 

the area and Jay down suppressing fire. The raid took place in an entirely residential 

~U"ea, and there is no evidence that U.S. forces met any resistance. Kirmati is fi.rrnly 
under the control of Afghan forces allied with the United States and was so at the time 

of this attack. 

U.S. forces took five people into custody: Mohammad Nairn and his brother Sherbat, 

Ahmaddullah and his brother Amanullah, and Khoja Mohammad. Mohammad Nairn 

described the raid as follows: 

It was late at night. 1t was after midnight. Suddenly, there were a lot of 

noises, very loud, confusing .... T went into the yard. Suddenly, there 

was someone in my house with a gun on me. So I smrcndercd.53 

5l H um:m Rights Wau.:h inlcrvii.:w with h fuh:munad N aim, Ganlcz, Pak ti a. March I 0.2003. 
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Mohammad Naim?s brother told a similar story.54 Ahmaddullah and Amanullah, who 

are brothers, were arrested in a house nearby. Another villager, Khoja Mohammad, was 

arrested when he came out of his house to investigate what was happening in the other 

houses.ss Amanullah described the arrests ac; follows: 

I awoke, there were helicopters all around the house. And I looked out 

and there were people in my house [in the compoumlJ. There was a 

man I could see, I thought he was a thief. He had a gun. But he spoke 
English, and I realized he was an American. I don't speak much 

English, but I said, "How are you?" But then he said, "shut up" in 

Pashto - "Chopsha." 

My brother was there too, and he was arrested. They tied his hands, and 

they were pointing their guns at me all the time. Then they arrested me 
too, and tied my hands.Sr, 

The five men were taken to Bagram. Mohammad Naim described what happened after 

they landed: 

They threw us in a'room, face down. We were there for a while. Then 

they stood me up and led me somewhere, and then they took off my 
blindfold. I saw that I was alone. I saw that there were some other 
people in the room, but T was the only prisoner. 

I was on the ground, and a man stood over me, and he had a foot on my 
back. An interpreter wa<; there at this point. He asked me, "What is 
your name?" and I told them. 

They made me take off my clothes, so that T was naked. They took 
pictures of us, naked. And then they gave us new clothes, which were 

dark blue. 

~ aman Rights Watch interview with S herbat, Gardez, Pakfo1, March I 0,2003. 

:;; HLm:m. Righls Walch inlcrvicw wilh Khoj,1 Mohmnmad, G,irdcz. Paktia, March I 0,2003. 

i6 Human Rights Walch interview with Amanullah, Gar<le:t, Paktia, March I 0,2003. 
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A man came, and he had some plastic bag, and he ran his hands through 

my hair, shaking my hair. And then he pulled out some of my hair, 

some hair from my beard, and he put it in a bag .... The most awful 

thing about the whole experience was how they were taking our pictures, 

and we were completely naked. Completely naked. It was completely 
humiliating.s7 

According to Mohammad Nairn and Sherbat, the questioning at Bagrnm over the next 

tew days wa'> exceedingly general, and indicated that the U.S. investigators had no idea 

who the brothers were: 

In the interrogations they asked us, ''Who are you? What do you do?" I 
told them, "I am butcher. I am just a butcher with a shop in the 

village." They showed me Khoja Mohammad's picture [one of the other 

villagers arrested] and asked me if I knew him. "Obviously I know 

him--he is my neighbor," I said.Sa 

U.S. forces also asked very general questions of Ahmaddullah, Amanullah, and Khoja 

Mohammad, suggesting the U.S. knew very Little about them .:L'i well. Amanullah 
described his interrogation at Bagram as follows: 

During the intenogations, they were asking me, "Do you know 
Jalaluclid? [A suspected Taliban commander.l Do you know Mullah 

Omar?" And they were asking about some other Taliban ministers. But 
I was telling them, "I am only a laborer." But then they would a'>k me 

fagainl: "Do you know .Ali Jan, Jalaludin's deputy?" 

There was one Afghan translator, one American, and two others 

[nationalities unknown].59 

Khoja Mohammad, meanwhile, was asked about Sherbat, one of the brothers arrested in 

another house. "During the interrogations, they showed me Sherbat's picture, and they 

asked me if I knew him. I said, laughing, 'Of course T know him: he is a butcher in my 

village. I buy my meat from him.'" 

57 Human Rights Watch interview with Mohammad Naim. Gardez. Paktia, March 10,2003. 

58 Hurmin Rights Watch interview v..ith Sherbat (last name withheld). Gardez. Paktia, March I 0,2003. 

s, Ibid. 
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After sixteen days of detention, including six days of interrogations, the US. released 'the 

five men. Said Sherbat 

When they released us, an American came and said, through the 

translator, 'We apologize to you. We apologize on behalf or America 

and even on behalf of President Bush. We apologize." They said that 

they would help us by giving us compensation for what they did. They 

sai<l we would receive assistance. But we never did. 

They covered our heads again, and put us in the helicopter, and took us 

to Gardez. We landed in Gardez, and they took us in truck. We told 
them to stop before we got to our village, and that we would walk. The 

interpreter gave us about thirty-thousand [old] Afghanis each 

[approximately 70 cents U.S.l, so that at least we could get some tea.ffi 

The five men returned home to find that their houses had been looted and most of their 
possessions of value gone. Said Mohammad N aim: .. I think that night [ of the raidl my 
house was looted .... After that, no one helped us, no government, no NGO, no 
one."61 The brothers said that they were told later that the Afghan forces working with 
the Americans had searched and looted their houses. 

Ahmaddullah says he suffered mental health difficulties after the arrest: 

When we were there [to Bagram], I wa,; so afraid they were going to kill 

me. Even now, having come back, I worry they wi II come and kill me. 
We are innocent people, we have nothing. We were punished by the 
Taliban: we were Persian speakers [i.e., not native Pashtuns like the 

Taliban.] We thought they [the U.S. forces at Bagram] would kill us for 

sure. J have to take medication now just to sleep. . . . Afghanistan has 

had so many governments in the last thirty years, and under all of these 

governments J have suffered. Under al of them J have been mistreated. 

They all ask for forgiveness. What's the good of forgiveness if they 
don't give you anything?62 

(,II Human Rights Watch interview with Sherbat, Gn,·dez, Paktia, March I 0,2003. 

61 Human Rights Watch interview with Mohammad Nairn. Gardez, Paktia, March I 0,2003. 

62 Human Rights Walch interview with Ahmaddullah, Gankz. Paktia,March 10,2003. 
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Human Rights Watch received information about various other persons detained for 

extended periods by U.S. forces after being taken into custody. 

Human Rights Watch interviewed two civilian men who were arrested in Paktia in early 

2002 and held at Bagram for over a month before being llown to Guantanamo Bay 

Naval Base in Cuba.6l Both were released in May 2003. The fact that the two were 

released from Guantanamo and were not held by Afghan authorities after their release 

makes it clear that insufficient evidence existed that they committed any crime. Neither 

of them had any idea why they were arrested. One of the detainees said that a close 

friend of his w::L\ still in custody, either in Bagram or Guantanamo. The detainee·s 

family and residents of his village told the detainee that his friend was arrested when he 

(the friend) approached a U.S. military b,to,;e near Khost asking for information about 

him. 

Human Rights Watch received a report about two persons in Khost city, Paktia, arrested 

by U.S. forces in August 2003.6:1- The two men were arrested after their brother was 

ki11ed in an explosion that local authorities believed wa<; the result of a premature 

detonation of a car bomb. According to the two men, who spoke with local journalists 

in Khost, they were taken to Bagram airbase and interrogated by U.S. forces there. They 

said they were released after two months, when U.S. forces determined that they were 

not involved in the explosion or affiliated with anti-Coalition forces. During this whole 

time, their. family was unable to receive news of them. The two said they received 

compensation from the United States and were flown hack to Khost. 

ln Jalalabad in May 2003, four persons were taken into custody by U.S. forces operating 

out ofJalalahad aitport.65 After interrogation, the men were then turned over to Afghan 

authorities. The detainees, who according to some residents were merely civilians, had 

no criminal charges pending against them, and were being held seemingly at the request 

63 The information here is gathered l'mm interviews by Hunmn Rights Watch with the two detainees 

in July 2003 anti several interviews wilh a joumalisl whu interviewed these detainees earlier. Fur 
securily reasons. the names of the detainees arc withheld. The two detainees were seven:ly mislrealed 

by U.S. forces while at Bagrnm; lheir case is discussed in more detail in lhe Mistreatment in Delenliun 

section, below. 

11-1- Information about this case is based on a Human Rights Watch telephone interview with a local 

journalist, Paktia province, November 4,2003. 

~5 The information about this case is based on a Human Rights Watch interview with AIHRC official, 

Jalalabad, May 7,2003. 
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of the U.S. forces. They were released a few weeks later after AIHRC officials pressured 

the local authorities. 

One case discussed above involved the February 2003 arrest of Abdul Gehafouz 
Akhundzada, a cleric from Zurmat district. After the arrest, described earlier, 

Akhundzada was taken away in a helicopter, presumably to Bagram airbase, but his 
family was not informed of the location or reason for his arrest over the folJowing 

months. As of late 2003, there was no response lo appeals made through local 
government officials to both the U.S. and the Afghan authorities for an explanation a,; to 

his whereabouts. According to local residents, the U.S. government released no 
information as to the reasons for Akhundzada's arrest to his family or made such 

information public. Local U.N. staff in Paktia suggested that coalition forces focused 
operations in Zurmat district in 2(XJ3 in part because several senior Taliban Ofticials were 

born there.<\6 It is possible U.S. forces arrested Akhundzada in order to question him, 
believing that since he is a cleric he might have, infonnation about the location of 
Taliban officials. U.N. staff, however (as well a,; local officials), do not believe that 
Akhundzada had any meaningful or high-level connections with the Taliban.67 

Ahmed Khan and his two sons (discussed above) also told Human Rights Watch that 
they were arrested in Zu:rmat and taken to Bagram airbase after their arrest. They said 

they were questioned about their identities, and whether they knew certain people
various names were given, people whom they did not know.68 They were held for over 
two weeks, and then flown back to Zurmat. Ahmed Khan told Human Rights Watch 
that U.S. officials at Bagram Air Base apologized to him before releasing him, and asked 
him "for frxgiveness." 

Nairn Kuchi, an elder and tribal leader of nomads from Paktika province, ww, arrested in 

late December 2002, while traveling on a road outside of Kabul.69 U.S. personnel in 

civilian vehicles, accompanied by Afghan forces, reportedly took him into custody. 

66 Human Rights Watch interviews with local U.N. staff, Gardez, March 11, 2003. 

67 Human Rights Watch interviews with local U.N. staff, Gardez. March 11, 2003. HnBn Rights 
Watch interview wilh Raz Mohammad Dalili. governor of Paklia, and olher government olfo.:ials, 

Gardez, March 9, 2003. 

08 Human Right5 Watch interview ·..nth Ahmed Khan and his soos, Zurmat, Paktia. March I 0,2003. 

69 Information about this case is based on Human Rights Walch interviews wilh Naim Kuehi's 

brother. Kabul, March 8 and 29, 2003. See also Marc Kaufman, "Afghans Protest Clan Leader's 
Detention." Washington Post.January 12, 2003; Marc Kaufman, ''Afghan Figure Sentto U.S.Facility 

in Cuba." Washington Post. March 29,2003. 
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Kuchi's family told Human Rights Watch that Kuchi had no involvement with anti
Coalition activities and said they had received no information about the basis for his 

arrest, nor were they able to meet with him after his arrest. In March 2003, Kuchi was 

transferred to the Guantanamo Bay detention facility, where he remains. A former U.N. 

official told Human Rights Watch dut Kuchi wa.., :i11ied with the Taliban and with the 

former mujahidin government in K.thul from 1992-1996, and that he had represented 

the Ahmadzai nomad tribe in meetings with the Kar1.ai government and the United 

Nations in 2002.1° In April 2003. U.S. Depanmenr of Defense officials told Human 

Rights Watch that Kuchi w .. ts a former Taliban official and a "scumbag" involved in 

smugglingarms over the P.tkistani bmJer." Whatever the c:ise, Kuchi remains detained 

without charge or trial. 

Rohullah Wakil. a local leader from Kunar rirovince who wa,;, elected to the 2002 loya 

jirga in Kabul. was; .tnested in a r.tid in Kunar in August 2002 and remains in custody
possibly :tt Bagrnm. Local representatives from Kunar have made repeated picas to the 

United Scates and U.N. in Kabul. complaining that Wakil s.hould either be tried for a 

crime or released. No charges have been filed against h irn. 

Human Rights Watch estimates that at least l ,000 per.r,ons have been detained in the 

..:ourse of coalition operations in Afghanistan from early 2002 to the present, mos.t of 

whom have been released within days or wcch of their capture. Thi,. cs.timatc is based 

on the average munb~r of weekly new detainee,. who arrive at Bagram-approximatcly 

ten-according: to journalists and human rights monitors who have been following, the

Bagram pmcess. The number of new detainees obviously fluctuates: In December ::!00~. 

according to a U.S. military :.pokes man in Kabul, U.S. forces dct11incd over IOOpeople.n 

ClA I JeM1tio11 F aalities 

As noted ab(ive, CIA agents have operated tl1n1ughl1ut Afghanistan since sonn after 

September 11,200 I, conducting military and intellige-nee oper~1tions. The CJA maintains 

a large heavily guarded compound in Kabul. in the Ali11na Chowk neighborhood, 

surrounded by forty foot walls, razor wire, and guard tower,.. The CIA also controls a 

separate detention and interrogation facility ;11 Bagram airbase. though this has never 

iCI E-mail r.:onespondence with rormer U. N. offir.:ial. F~·bruary 200.t 

"11 Human Rights Watch meeting with U.S. Dep,1rlnw111 l1f Dck1m: l1ilicials, Washington D.C., April 
24.2003. 

n Stephen Graham, "U.S. Kills 10. Arre~ls 100 in Afgh,mi~1.m:· Associated Press, December 30, 

2003. 
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been officially acknowledged by the United States. Little is known about who is 

detained there, for how long, conditions of detention, or grounds for release or transfer 

to other US.-controlled facilities. 

Human Rights Watch interviewed one former detainee, a former high-level Taliban 

otlicial, who was held in an unknown facility near Kabul for eight months, guarded by 
Afghan troops but interrogated by U.S. personnel in plainclothe~.73 Since all U.S. 
military personnel are under orders to wear unifonns in Afghanistan, it is possible that 

the government personnel in question were from the CIA. The former otlicial said that 

there were other det~1inees held in the same focility: he heard their voices and heard 

guards discussing other prisoners in the hallway outside his cell. He said he cooperated 

with the U.S. personnel ~md w:1s not mistreated. He believes he was held in an Afghan 

detention center in the Shashdarak area of Kabul or ai the Ariana Chowk CIA facility. 

There is alsl) Sl)llle evidence that the United State!> detains people in Afghanistan who 

have been caprured outside of the country. Pakisrani officials rold a reporter wirh 2me 
that Kha.lid Shaikh Moluunmcd. an alleged al-Qncda lender, was taken to Bagram air base 

after hi:s an-est in Pakistan in March 2003.74 Saifullah Paracha, ::i Pakistani man who was 

alleged to h:tve connections to Shaikh Mohammed, was also taken to Afghanistan after 

he \vas an-ested in Pakistan in July 2003, according to his wife, who received a letter 
from hir1 delivered by the lnternaticmal Committee of the Red Cross.7S (His son was 

also arrested by authorities in the United Statcs.7') Bit. of the letter from Saifulfah read: 

I am in Kabul with U.S. authorities.. My health is OK. My blood 
pressure and sugar is contrC11led. Tell relatives allout my welfare .•.• 

The Red Crm;s people do visit me [every] seven IP JO days. Reply me 

soon. You can send me fax:. Get tile number from Internet orICRC.77 

Saifullah reportedly remains in custody without charge. 

7~ The information pre,ented here is hased on n Human Ri~hts Watch rnten·iew with a former 

detainee onJuly 18.2003, in Kahul. For security reaq,11~. the per~o11·q1ame 1s withheld here. 

7-i See ''The Biggest Fish otThem All."Time Maga7.ine. J\1arch 17.21.lll:-. 

75 Zarar Khan, "Missing bu~inessman in U.S. cusll,dy. wife ~ilys:· Associated Press, September 4, 

2003. 

76 lbi<l. 

77 Ibid. 
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Legal standard applicable ro detention of civilians and combatantJ .in Af!,hamstan 

International humanitarian law and human rights law provide protections to all persons 

taken into custody during situations of armed conflict. A-; discussed in the section 

"International Legal Context" below, since the establishment of the Karzai government, 

the ongoing fighting in Afghanistan is considered to be a non-international (internal) 

anned conflict under the Geneva Conventions. Persons arrested and detained during 

internal armed conflicts must be treated in accordance with Article 3 common to the 

1949 Geneva Conventions, customary international humanitarian law, and the due 

process requirements of human rights law. 

During an internal conflict, persons apprehended for trucing part in armed conflict may 

be prosecuted for taking up arms against the government. This is different from the 
situation of an international armed conflict, where soldiers arc nonnally entitled to the 

"combatant's privilege;' which protects them from being prosecuted for taking part in 

the hostilities. This means that the Afghan government may prosecute persons 

apprehended during the current fighting for violations of Afghan law. But such 

prosecutions must be carried out by tribunals that meet international due process 

standards. 76 

Persons taken into custody who have not taken .:i direct part in the hostilities must be 

charged with a criminal offense or released. The protections of human rights law, in 

particular the rights lo be charged with a criminal off ensc, have access to legal counsel, 

and be tried before an impartial and independent court, apply.7!> In a declared state of 

emergency, some due process requirements may be derogated, but such derogations 

must be "limited lo the extent strictly required by the exigencies of the situati.on."80 The 

1a Commun article 3 of the Geneva Conventions provides that criminal sentences may not be 

imposed except by regularly constituted courts that afford «all the judicial guarantees which are 
recognized as indispensable hy civilized people." Geneva Conventions of 1949, art. 3. Customary 

international humanitarian law incorporates many of the fair trial proleetiuns found in human rights 

law. Persons must be presumed innocent, be pros..:cuted by an independent and impartial court, be 

informed without delay of the ,.:h.!fges ag,iinst them, an<l they shall have the right and means of 

defense. See Protocol I, an. 75. See ,1bo International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 
("ICCPR" ). opened for signature December 16, I 966,999 U .N. T.S. 171 ( entered into force March 23, 

1976, an<l mx:eded to by Afghanistan January 24. 1983 and ratified by the United States on June 8, 

1992), art. 14. 

,q ICCPR. arts. 9 and 14. 

811 The U.N. Human Rights Committee, the body that monitors compliance with the International 

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, states in its commentary to article 4 on states of emergency, 
that Ii mi tations to derogation "re I ates to the duration, geogrnph ical coverage mid material scope of the 

state of emergency and any measures of derogation resorted to becau~e of the emergency .... [T]he 
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right to a fair trial by an independent and impartial court, for instance, may never be 

viotated.~1 

Even if the United States maintains that an international armed conflict persists in 

Afghanistan (see International Legal Context section below), U.S. actions with regard to 

its detainees would remain contrary to international law. During international armed 

conflict, civilians may be detained for "imperative reasons of security," but they may not 

be held indefinitely without review. The Fourth Geneva Convention permits detention 

"only if the security of the Detaining Power makes it absolutelynecessary."142 Even then, 

the internee is entitled to have his internment reconsidered "m,; soon a'> possible" before 

an appropriate court or administrative board set up by the Detaining Power for that 

purpose. Thus, most of the standards applicable to non-international conflict are 
applicable even to international conflicts. By flaunting these standards, the United States 

is violating international law. 

obligation to limit any derogations to those strictly required by the exigencies of the situation reflects 
the principle of proportionality which is conunon to derogation and limitation powers. Moreover, the 

mere fact that a permissible derogation from a specific provision may, of itself, be justified by the 
exigencies of the situation does not obviate the requirement that specific measures taken pursuant to 

the derogation must also be shown to be required by the exigencies of thc situation." Human Rights 
Commillec, Gcncral Commcnl 29, Statcs of Emcrgency (art. 4), U.N. Doc. 
CCPR/ C /21 /Rev_ l / Ad d.11 (2001 ), para. 4. 

81 Human Rights Commillcc, General Commcnt 29. para. 11. 

81 Fourth Gcncva. arl. 42. 
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Mistreatment in Detention 

Bagram airbase 

Human Rights Watch has received credible and consistent information about 

mistreatment of detainees at the Bagram detention facility. It also appears that during 

the first months after the United States set up the Bagram facility in late 2001, the 

treatment of detainees there was especially harsh. 

Two detainees held in Bagram in March 2002 (who were later sent to the Guantanamo 

facility and ultimately released and repatriated) described to Human Rights Watch being 
held in a cell for several weeks, in a group, stripped to their undershirts and underwear.83 

According to the two men, bright lights were set up outside their cells, shining in, and 
U.S. military personnel took shifts, keeping the detainees awake by banging on the metal 
walls of their cells with batons. The detainees said they were terrified and disoriented by 
sleep deprivation, which they said lasted for several weeks. During interrogations, they 
said, they were made to stand upright for lengthy periods of time with a bright spotlight 
shining directly into their eyes. They were told that they would not be questioned until 
they remained motionless for one hour, and that they were not entitled even to turn their 
heads. If they did move, the interrogators said the "clock was reset." U.5; personnel, 

through interpreters.yelled at the detainees from behind the light, askingguestions.H4 

Two more detainees held at Bagram in late 2002 told a New York Times reporter of being 
painfully shackled in standing positions, naked, for weeks at a time, forcibly deprived of 
sleep and occasionallybeaten.85 

A reporter with the Associated Pres.r interviewed two detainees who were held in Bagram 
in late 2002 and early 2(XJ3: Saif-ur Rahman and Abdul Qayyum.86 Qayyum was 

&,1 The information here is gathered from interviews by H..rmn. Rights Watch with the two detainees 
in July 2003 and several interviews with a journalist who interviewed these detainees earlier. For 

security reasons, the names of the detainees are withheld. 

8~ A journalist with a British Broadcasling Corporation Panorama program inh.:rvicwcd lhcsc two 

detainees in July 2003 about their experiences at Bagram and Guantanamo. See ''Inside 
Gmmlanamo," BBC-One program broadcasl on Oclobcr 5, 2003, lransuipt available ,it 

http: //news . bbc. co. uk/nol/ shared/ spl/hi/prograrimes/paorama/transcripts/insidcguantanamo. txt 

8~ Sec Carlott,1 G,!11, ''U.S. 1--Iilitary Investigating Dcalh of Afghan in Custody," New York Times, 

March 4,2003. 

~6 Information about these cases i~ based on an article by an Associated Press journalist who 

interviewed the two in March 2003. Sec Kathy Gannon. "Prisoners released from Bagram forced lo 
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arrested in August 2002; Rahman in December 2002. Both were held for more than two 

months. Interviewed separately, they described similar experiences in detention: sleep 

deprivation, being forced to stand for long periods of time, and humiliating taunts from 
women soldiers. Rahman said that on his first night of detention he was kept in a 
freezing cell for part of his detention, stripped naked, and doused with cold water. He 
believes he ww; at a military base inJalalabad al this point. Later, at Bagram, he said U.S. 

troops made him lie on the ground at one point, naked, and pinned him down with a 

chair. He also said he wm; shackled continuously, even when sleeping, and forbidden 

from talking with other detainees. Qayyum and Rahman were linked with a local 

commander in Kunar province, Rohullah Wakil, a local and national leader who was 
elected to the 2002 loya jirga in Kabul, and who was arrested in August 2002 and 

remains in custody. 

According to detainees who have been released, U.S. personnel punish detainees at 
Bagram when they break rules-for instance, talking to another prisoner or yelling at 
guards. Detainees arc taken, in shackles, and made to hold their arms over their heads; 
their shackles are then draped over the top of a door, so that they can not lower their 

arms. They are ordered to stand with their hands up, in this manner, for two-hour 
intervals. According to one detainee interviewed who was punished in this manner, the 
punishment caused pain in the arms.87 

In March 2003, Roger King, a U.S. military spokesman at Bagram, denied that 

mistreatment had occurred, but admitted the following: 

We do force people to stand for an extended period of time .... 
Disruption of sleep has been reported as an effective way of reducing 
people's inhibition about talking or their resistance to questioning .... 
They arc not allowed to speak to each other. If they do, they can plan 
together or rely on the comfort of one another. If they're caught 
speaking out of turn, they can be forced to do things, like stand for a 

period of time-as payment for speaking out.Ra 

strip naked, deprived of sleep, ordered to stand for hours," Associated Press, March 14, 2003. 

Human Rights Watch interviewed Gannon to confirm thi.: accountsgivi.:nhi.:ri.:. 

87 Human Rights Watch inti.:rvicwwith.\hmed Khan. Zunnal, Paktia, March 10,2003. 

88 Gannon, "Prisoni.:rs rcleasi.:d from Bagram forced lo strip naki.:d, deprived of sli.:ep, onli.:red lo 

stand for hours," March 14, 2003. 
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King also said that a "common technique" for disrupting sleep was to keep the lights on 

constantly or to wake detainees every fifteen minutes to disorient them.&9 

Several U.S. officials, speaking anonymously to the media, have admitted that U.S. 
militaiy and CTA interrogators use sleep deprivation as; a technique, and that detainees 

arc sometimes kept standing or kneeling for hours in black hoods or spray-painted 

goggles, and held in awkward, painful positions.'JO 

In March 2003, a U.S. official told a New York Times reporter that Omar Faruq, a 

detainee at Bagram who wao,; allegedly close to Osama bin Laden, wao,; subjected to 

interrogations at Bagram that were "not quite torture, but about as close as you can get." 
The official said that Faruq was fed very little and su~jected to sleep and light 
deprivation and prolonged isolation and room temperatures ranging from I ()()degrees to 

IO degrees Fahrenheit (38 to -12 centigrade).91 The same month, U.S. officials told 

another New York Times reporter about interrogations of Abu Zubaydah, allegedly a 

senior al-Qaeda leader who was arrested in March 2003 and possibly held at Bagram. 

Abu Zubaydah was shot in the chest, groin, and thigh when he was captured in Pakistan 

in March, and, according to one official, interrogators later manipulated levels of pain 

medication for Abu Zubaydah while they were interrogating him.92 .Military 
interrogators told the Wall Stre,/ ]01m1al: 

89 Ibid. 

"Interrogators can also play on their prisoners' phobias, such a'> fear of 
rats or dogs, or disguise themselves a'> interrogators from a country 
known to use torture or threaten to send the prisoners to such a place. 

Prisoners can be stripped, forcibly shaved and deprived of religious 
items and toiletries."93 

?O See, e.g., Dana Priest and Barton Gellman, "U.S. Decries Abuse but Defends Interrogations: 'Stress 
and Duress' Tactics Used on Terrorism Suspects Held in Secret Overseas Facilities," Washington 
Post. December 26,2002.: Eric Lichtblau and Adam Liptak, ''Questioning to Be I.eg;I]., Humane and 
Aggressive the White House Says," New York Times, March 4,2003. 

91 Don Van Nalla Jr. "Adarkjail for Qaeda suspct:ts: captives an: dep1ivcd of sleep and sometimes 

chilled." The New York Times, March 10,2003. 

n Erich Lichtblau and Adam Liptak, "Questioning of Accused Expected to Be Humane, Legal and 

Aggressive," New York Times, March 4,2003. 

93Jess Bravin and Gary Fields, "How do Interrogators Make A Captured Terrorist Talk?." Wall Street 
]oumal, March 4,2003. 
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Mistreatment in other facilities 

Human Rights Watch interviewed a Pakistani fighter with the Taliban who was held at 

the Kandahar airport in early 2002 and later taken to Guantanamo. He said'he was 

beaten and kicked by U.S. troops in transport to Kandahar and while there.94 He was 

released from Guantanamo in July 2003. 

[On the plane to Kandahar;] We were shackled and our eyes were 

covered so that we could not sec anything. . . • [A]ll the handcuffed 

prisoners were forced to sit with their legs stretched and hands behind 

them and the whole body bent onto the legs all the way. (Demonstrates: 

kneeling but essentially sitting on top of his calves and feet, with torso 

bent down over the knees.] 

It was very difficult to remain in that position and if we fell to the side 

or moved, the armed men standing over aJJ:" heads would beat us 

mercilessly with their am1y boots, kicking us in ow: back and kidneys. 

We were all beaten, without exception. 

The man also said that he and other prisoners were beaten when they arrived m 

Kandahar: 

Our eyes were closed [blindfolded] while we were getting out of the 

helicopter at the Kandahar airbase. One man pulled me up by my arm 
and threw me down the stairs, and then made me to lie down on the 

ground with my face upward. 

We did not have the right lo move, and ifv.'C did we were beaten. Other 

people were beaten .... 

When we were in Kandahar, we were not allowed to talk with each other 

and if we did, we were beaten and we were not allowed to sleep. For 

instance, if we were sleeping we were waken up a:: if we were covering 

our head with our bed cover we were beaten strongly. 

?4 Hu= Rights W,ilch intcrvicwwib M.S.M. (namc withheld), Malak,md district, Pakistan, fanmiry 

3,2004. 
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They would kick and punch us. To tell you precisely they were behaving 

rudely with us. 

The man also said that he and other prisoners were occasionally taken outside and 

forced to lie on the frozen ground until they were numb with cold.tJS 

Another Pakistani man, who was arrested in Pakistan by U.S. forces and taken to 

Kandahar in early 2002 (he was later sent to Guantanamo and was released in 2003), said 

he was beaten during an interrogation at Kandahar: 

My hands were handcuffed in my back. There I wa,; beaten for the first 

time by the Americans. They made me lie down on a table with my face 

down, while two persons held me, one at my neck and the second at my 

feet. Both pressed me down hard on the table, and two others beat me 
on my back, my thighs and my arms with punches and their elbows. 

The beating lasted five ex six minutes. Then the interrogations started 
and lasted for half an hour. Twas standing the whole t:ime.96 

The man said he was beaten again at Kandahar in a holding cell, along with other 

prisoners, before being taken to Guantanamo. 

Persons taken into custody after a raid in January 2002 provided other details of 
mistreatment at the Kandahar airbase. On the night of January 24, 2(Xl2, U.S. forces 

attacked two government buildings in Khas Uruzgon, a small village in eastern Uruzgon 

province, and mistakenly killed several anti-Taliban fighters who were assisting U.S. 
forces.97 U.S. forces destroyed a school in the attack, killing 19 soldiers and Afghan 

95 fames Meck, a reporter vvilh the Gu,mlian (U.K.), inlcrviewed this dcl.!incc and others hcl<l in 
Kandahar at the same time. Their stones were consistent, including being beaten and forced to lie on 
the frozen earth. SeeJames Meek, ''People The Law Forgot." The Guardian, December 3, 2003. See 
also Gannon, "Prisoners released from liagram forced to slrip naked, deprived of sleep, ordered lo 
sl.!nd for hours," Man.:h 14, 2003 (including allegations by a dclaince alJafalab,id who was forced to 

lie outside in a puddle of frozen water). 

% 11.uEn Rights Watch interview ,·.ti.th A.Z. (name withheld), North West Frontier Province, 

Pakistan, February 6,2004. 

97 The information about this account is based on the following interviews: Human Rights Watch 
interview with A.M.S., resident of Khas Uruzgon, Kabul, February 23, 2003. Human Righls Watch 
interview with R.H.M .. resident of Khas Uruzgon; Kabul, February 23, 2003; Human Rights Watch 

telephone interview with en international journalist who visited Uruzgon village on January 27, 2002, 
February 20,2003; Hurm Rights Watch interview with intemationaljoumalisl who visited Uru:igon 
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government employees who were with them. U.S. forces took into custody twenty

seven anti-Taliban fighters and government workers and transferred them to Kandahar 

airbase, where they were held for sever:tl days. 

Several of these detainees said th,ll they were kicked and punched repeatedly by U.S. 
forces after they atTived, and suffered broken bones 1hat went untreated. Several were 

beaten until they were unconscious. Among those beaten was an elderly man, who had 

his hand broken. Others reported being kicked in their ribs andheads.98 

At the scene of the attack. local residents found two dead Afghan soldiers with their 

hands bound with plastic ties similar to those commonly m,ed by U.S. troops. They had 

apparently died from gunshot wounds to the torso. Residents were unable to determine 

whether they had been bound before they were killed or whether they were wounded, 

bound, and then subsequently died. The deaths raise serious issues that the U.S. military 

should fully investigate. If the men were intentionally killed after their capture, the 

killing would amount to ~Lil extr~yudicbl execution and violation of the laws of war. If 
the men received their injurie:-; belt.we being captured, then it may have been unlawful for 

the US. forces. co leave 1hcm bound withoui providing 1hem proper medical arrenrion.?9 
That the U.S. forces were ahk to take some two do7en rersons into custody suggests 

dut they would have been fully capable of taking the other two for medical treatment. 

After the Kha~ UruLgon detainee~ were releaf..ed, U.S. officials visited Uruzgon and 

apologized to ciders there, and gave out $1,000 1u the fammcs of persons who had been 

killed in the raid. Those who were mistreated by U.S. forces received nothing.1041 

village in early Fehruary 2002, Fehruary 5, 2004. See al.~r> Cniig Smith. "U.S. Acn~unt Of J Bilttk with 

Talihan is Disputed," New York Times, January 27, 2002; Erir Schmitt :md Thom Shanker. "U.S. 

Relea,ing 27 Captured in Raid,"' New York Times, Fe.>hnmry 7, 2002. 

98 See preceding note. See aho Carlotta Gall. "Released Afghilns Tell of Beating<· New York Times, 

February JI, 2002; Ellen Knickmc:ycr, ··survivors of raid hy U.S. forces say ~,ji;tims were among 

America's beM friend,;· A~,ociated Pre~~. Fehrunry 6, 2002; M:ill.y Moore, "Villagers Released by 

American Troops Say They Were Aeaten. Kept in 'Cage:·· Wash111gtr>11 Poq, February 11,2002; Eric 
Slater, "U.S. Forces Real Afghans After Deadly A.~sault. F.x-Prisr>ners Say:· Los Angeles Times. 

February 11,2002. 

99 See Second Geneva Convention, art .l ('The wounded ... shall he collected and cared for"): art. 12 

(Wounded belligerents who fall into enemy hands ·\hall he treated lrnmanely and cared for. ... Only 
urgent medical reasons will authnri1.e pnonty in the order of treatment to be administered"). 

ioo A CIA spokesman acknuwkdgcd lo CNN lh,H 1h1: ;igxm.:y ~ml its personnel lo Uru:lgon to 

provide payment. Set: '"CIA pay~ ~icliim, ul comm:mdo mid." Ft:bruary 6. 2002, availablt: at: 

http://www.en n .com/2002/US/02/06/ret.detm nee~. re.> 1 eased/ 
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On March 17 ,2002, U.S. forces raided a compound in Sangesar, a village near Kandahar, 

and aiTested more than thi11y anti-Taliban fighters, apparently by mistake. 101 The 
detainees were taken to the Kandahar airport. l02 According to the detainees, hoods were 
placed over their heads and they were "thrown down," face first, onto rocky ground. 

Many said they were kicked in the back by U.S. forces. One witness, with a bruised ar:n, 

said he was held by the feet and head and kicked repeatedly in the back. Another man, 

who scill had a black eye when he was interviewed three days after being released, said, 
"They picked me up and threw me down on the rocks. Tt was painful. I couldn't rest on 

my chest. When I moved they kicked me."103 The detainees also said they were 

punished for talking to each other, by being made to kneel with their hands behind their 

heads for extended periods, and were kicked when they moved. 

A photojournalist who accompanied Special Forces and soldiers from the U.S. 82nd 
Airborne during operations in eastern Afghanistan in July 2002 told Human Rights 
Watch that Special Forces referred to the Kandahar airbase as "Camp Slappy," and that 
U.S. forces would threaten uncooperative persons encountered during raids, suggesting 
that they might be sent there: ''We tell them they can either cooperate or go to Camp 
Slappy," a Special Forces soldier told the journalist.'" 

Recent complaints received by the Gardez office of the AIHRC about U.S. forces in the 
Gardez area include the following, from Zunnat district in Paktia province, alleging that 

101 Information about this case is based on a telephone interview with a journalist who interviewed the 

detained men. February 4, 2004. and the news story that journalist filed. See Charles J. Hanley, 
''Finally freed, Afghans say they were kicked and abused in U.S. hands," Associated Press, March 23, 

WJ2. 

102 This cuse was discussed in a Department of Defense briefing on March 20, 2002 in Washington 

D.C. At that briefing. a militai.y spokesman, Brig. Gen. John W. Rosa Jr., said "We went lo the 
compound-no shots were fired-found out who these folks were, temporarily detained them. We 
never processed them and they never became detainees. Rut no shots were fired. and those folks were 
released." This statement wa~ false. Several journalists were told by officials in Afghanistan that the 
men were still in 1.:ustody, and were nol rclcasc<l util Mar1:h 21. Sec Hanley, "Finally freed, Afgh,ms 

say they were kicked and abused in C'.S. hands," March 23,2002. 

io3 See Hanley, "Finally freed, Afghans say they were kicked and abused in U.S. hands," March 23, 
2002. 

!!» Human Rights Wat1:h tclcphom.: interview with Tomas van Houtryve, February 3, 2004. Sec also 

Tomas van Houlryvc, "Prisoners of America," lnlemalional Relations Journal, San Francisco Slate 

University. Spring 2003. 
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five residents there were mTestcd and tortured by U.S. forces (this case is cmTently being 

investigated by the AIHRC): 

November 29, 2003, Ezzat Kheil village: "The compound was 

bombarded by coalition forces from Bagram at 2 a.m., damaging the 

compound and terrifying and frightening women and children in the 
middle of the night. ... Five residents of the village were arrested and 

released after six days; they had been subjected to torture and two of 

them were injured." 

Human Rights Watch has learned that U.S. forces routinely hold Afghans at the local 

airport in the eastern city of Jalalabad. However, former detainees there refused to 
speak in detail with Human Rights Watch about their experiences in U.S. detention. 

One told Human Rights Watch: 

We were treated absolutely terribly there. They did terrible things to us, 
things we'll never forget. It was absolutely awful what they did .... We 
absolutely cannot talk about it. We don't want to talk about it with you. 
We have made our agreements not to talk, and we won't talk aboutit.105 

* * * * * 

The treatment of detainees at Bagram seems to have become more standardized and 
professional since 2002, though the absence of access to detainees makes it difficult to 
determine whether conditions have significantly improved. Human Rights Watch 
interviewed several persons detained at the military facility at Bagram in 2LXB. 
According to these accounts, persons a1Tcstcd arc' usually blindfolded, hooded, and 
shackled during the trip to Bagram, which is normally by helicopter.10~ Once at Bagra.m, 
detainees are taken to a room, separated from other persons who were detained with 
them, and then stripped and photographed. Samples of hair and skin flakes are taken, 

presumably to collect for a DNA database. Detainees are then instructed, through 
interpreters, about the rules of Bagram, which include restrictions on talking with other 

detainees. They arc then shackled and taken to cells, where they arc held during the 

1os Hurrum Rights Watch interview with tw-0Afghm1 men (nameswithhcld),Jalafobad, May 8. 2003. 

\!16 International law perm its security forces to use me,1~ures during tran ~portal ion of arre~ted persons, 

such as blindfolds and shackling, that would not normally be permiued once a detainee is at a 
detention facility. However. these measures can amount to cruel, inhumane or degradingtreatment
espe<.:ially if they arc used intentionally to <.:ause pain or suffering. 
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periods they are not being interrogated. They are given bottles of water and fed in the 

cells. Except during interrogations, the detainees are shackled, even while sleeping. 

Human Rights Watch has not been able to locate or interview anyone who has been held 

at the Bagram CIA facility. Human Rights Watch researchers spoke with one detainee 

held in Kabul city who was interrogated by U.S. officials who were likely CIA personnel 

(as mentioned in the Arbitrary Detention section above). 

Delainees held If Afghan fcm!S 

Human Rights Watch is extremely concerned about the treatment of the hundreds of 
Afghans alleged to be from Taliban, Hezb-e Islami, or other anti-Coalition forces held 

under the auspices of the Afghan military and intelligence authorities. In past reports 

Human Rights Watch has documented numerous cases of torture, beatings, and other 
mistreatment of persons in the custody of lucal Afghan military officials.101 Recently, for 

instance, there have been credible reports from human rights monitors in Kandahar that 
"Taliban prisoners" arc repeatedly and severely beaten by the Afghan soldiers holding 
them. A monitor who met with some prisuners there said: 'We have come across this 

repeatedly. It is an ordinary thing. We know about this. We visit the prisons."108 

In the northern city of Shibcrghan, approximately one thousand detainees-alleged 
Taliban combatants and foreign fighters captured with them--are being held at a 'facility 

under the control of Afghan General Abdul Rashid Dostwn, a member of the Karzai 
government and the commander of a predominately Uzbek militia, Junbish-e Melli. 

According to human rights monitors in Kabul, CIA and U.S. military interrogators have 

access to these detainees and others held by Atghan frlrces across the country.109 

According to officials in the Pakistan government, the United States has resisted efforts 
by the Afghan and Pakistani governments to screen the detainees for release. 

10; Human Rights Walch, 'ml Our Hopes an: Crushed Violence and Repression in Weslcm 

Afghanistan," A Human RightJ Watch Short &prm, vol. 14. no. 7(q, Oclobcr 2002, availablc al 

http://htw.org/reports/2002/afgbao3/herat1002-06.htm#P997_t55129, section IV entitled 
''Torture and ·Arbitraty Arrests"; Human Rights Watch, "Killing You h a Very Easy ')bing 1-<'or Us: 

Human Rights Abuses in SoutheastAfghanislan," A Human Right.r Watch Short &port, vol. 15, no. 5(c), 

July 2003, available at http:/lwww.hrw.org/reports/2003/afghanistan0703/. 

lfl8 Human Rights Wall..:h telcphonc -interview with hu1mm rights monitor in Kandahar, October 15, 
2003. 

109 Human Rights Watch interview with a human rights monitor, Kabul, December 17,2003. 
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Officials with UNAMA and the Afghan Human Rights Commission have visited Afghan 

military detention facilities in several provinces and expressed concerns to Human 

Rights Watch about the treatment of prisoners, including their belief that prisoners have, 

in some cases, been subjected to torture.1HI U.S. military and CIA in Afghanistan are 

aware of these facilities' existence: U.S. frxces regularly work with local forces during 

military operations that result in the arrests of persons who arc put in Afghan military 

custody. 

Death in U.S. cnstotfy 

Two Afghans died while in detention at Bagram airbase in December 2002.111 Both 

deaths were ruled homicides by U.S. military doctors who performed autopsies. 

One of the prisoners, Dilawar, aged 22 and from near Khost dty in southeastern 

Afghanistan, died on December IO, 2002 from "blunt force injuries to lower extremities 

complicating coronary artery disease," according to his death certificate prepared by a 
military pathologist, which was obtained by the New York Times. 112 The other detainee, 

Mullah Habibullah, aged approximately 30 years and from the southern province of 
Oruzgan, died earlier, on December 3, 2002. A military spokesman at Bagram 

confirmed to reporters from the New York Times that Mul1ah Habibullah's death was 
ruled a homicide by a military pathologist, the cause being "pulmonary embolism [blcxxi 

clot in the lungs] due lo blunt force injwy to the legs.''tu Both military pathologists, 

when contacted by Human Rights Watch in November and December 2003, turned 

down requests to be interviewed. 

111• These concerns have been cited in correspondence and telephone conversations belween Human 
Rights Watch and stafffrom the United Nations l\fission in Afghanistan and the Afghan Independent 

Human Rights Commission. For a more detailed description of military detenlion sites and ordinary 
criminaljails and prisons in Afghanistun sec Human Righls Walch, "Killing You h a Ver)' Easy Thing 

For Us." n. 9 and accompanying lexl. 

m See Carlotta Gall, ''U.S.1-Iilitary Investigating Death of Afghan in Custody," New York Times, 

March 4, 2003. Information about these cuses is also based on extensive conversmions with 
journalists who have researched the cases and requested information from C.S. military spokespeople 

in Kabul during 2003. 

112 The death certificate was signed by a military pathologist named Dr. Elizabeth A. Rouse. Diliwar's 
family have insisted to reporters from the BBC and the New York Times that Diliwu was a civilian
a taxi driver and farmer. See Gall, "U.S. 1Iilitary Investigating Death of Afghan in Custody," March 

4, 2003; and "Inside Guantanamo," BBC-One program, October 5, 2003. 

1 ll The spukes1mm Loki reporlers that the mililary palhulugist who performed the autopsy was named 

Dr. Kathleen Ingwersen. 
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Militaty officials at Bagram said in March 2003 that the militaiy had launched an 

investigation into the deaths. But rn; of this Writing in Fehmary 2004-, they have not 

announced any results. 

In June 2003, another Afghan died at a detention site near Asadabad, in Kunar 

province.114 U.S. military officials in Afghanistan and in the United States have refused 

to provide any details about this death. 

Human Rights Watch has written repeatedly in 2003 and 2004- to officials in the U.S. 
Central Command (CENTCOM) and the U.S. Anny Criminal Investigation Command 

(which CENTCOM officials have said is responsible for the Bagram investigation) 
asking for information about all three of the detainee deaths. Officials from both offices 

have replied and stated that the investigation into the Bagram deaths is ongoing and that 

no information is available. As for the Asadabad death, both offices have refused to 

release any information at all-not even a statement that an investigation is ongoing. 

Legal standard applirabk to Po/.sical treatment of detainees 

The prohibition against the ill treatment and torture of detainees is fundamental lo both 

international humanitarian and human rights law. Common article 3 to the 1949Gencva 
Conventions prohibits torture, cruel treatment, and "outrages upon personal dignity, in 

particular humiliating and degrading treatment." The "Fundamental Guarantees" under 

Protocol I of 1977 to the Geneva Conventions, generally accepted a'> customary 

international law in non-international as well as international armed conflicts, likewise 
prohibit "at any time and in any place whatsoever •.• torture of all kinds, whether 

physical or mental."115 Human rights law similarly prohibits torture and other cruel, 
inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishmcnt.m The prohibition against torture and 

other mistreatment is in effect at all times, and cannot be derogated from during a state 
of emergency. !17 

114 April Will, "U.S. Probcs Dc,1th uf Prisoncr in Afghanistan;· Washingtun Post.June 24.2003. 

1 ts Protocol I ( 1977) Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 1949 ("Protocoll"), art. 75. 

116 Sec generally the Convention against Torture and Other Crud, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment 

or Punishment (''Convention against Torture"). G.A. Res. 39/46, annex, 39. U.N. Doc. A/39/51 
(entered into force June 26, 1987; ratified by Afghanistan April 1, 1987 and by the United States un 

October 21. 1994). See also I CCPR. art. 7. 

111 ICCPR, art. 4(2). 
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While international Jaw permits the discipline and punishment of prisoners who break 

reasonable rules, such punishment must be determined by law or imposed by a 
competent administrative authority, and may not amount lo torture or other 
mlstreatmcnt. 118 

There is no clear line separating some types of permissible interrogation techniques from 
unlawful mistreatment.I!!> Each case must be assessed on its own merits. To conform 

to the letter and spirit of international law, detaining forces should err on the side of 
caution and constantly evaluate their methods. A practice that is acceptable in one 

context can be abusive in other circumstances; for instance, allowable day-long 

questioning of a detainee, when continued overnight and into the following day, can 

become impermissible sleep deprivation. 

Prolonged shackling of detainees violates international Jaw prohibitions against 

mistreatment, and can amount to torture. The Special Rapporteur on Torture has 
repeatedly and in various contexts identified shackling for lengthy periods as an example 
of a torture practice.12!> The U.N. Secretary General has also referred to shackling as an 
example of a prohibited method of totture.121 

111 ICCPR, arl. 10 ("All persons deprived of their libe11y shall be treated with humanity and with 
respect for the inherent dignity of the human person"); United Nations Standard r.-:fuum.um Rules for 

the Treatment of Prisoners. adopted August 30, 1955. by the First Unitcd Nations Congress on the 
Prcvention of Crime i!n<l the Trc,!tmenl of Offenders. U.N. Dm.:. A/CONF/611, annex I. E.S.C. res. 
663C, 24 U.N. ESCOR Supp. (No. !)at l l, U.N. Doc. E/3048 {1957), amcn<lcd E.S.C.res. 2076, 62 
U_N_ ESCOR Supp_ (No. ])at 35, U_N_ Doc_ E/5988 (1977), paragraphs 28<32 

11!1 See Ni gel Rodley, The Treatment of Pnson,r.r Under! nten,ali"o11al I.- (Clarendon Press, Ox ford 1999), 

p. 105 ("[Tjhe borderline between 'ot:herill-treatment' and treatment falling outside the prohibition 

al together can not be precisely drawn_"), 

1:20 Report of the Special Rapporteui on Torture, Mr. Nigel S. Rodley, "Question of the Human 
Rights of All Persons Subjected 1.0 Any Form of Detention c;r Imprisonment, in Paiticular: Torture 

and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment." U_N_ Doc. E/CN.4/1998/38, 
submitted 24 December 1997 pursuant Lo Commission on Human Rights resolution 1997 /38, 
(Yemen, para. 200) ("Tht: methods of torture reported inclu<lcd ... shackling for lengthy periods ... "); 
Report of the Special Rapportcur on Torture, Mr. Nigel S. Ro<llcy, "Question of the Human Rights 
of All Persons Subje1.:ted to Any Form of Dctcnlion or Imprisonment, in Parli1.:uhir: Torture an<l 
Other Cruel. Inhuman or Degrading Trcalment or Punishment," U.N. Due. 

E/CN.4/1996/35/ Add.1, submittcd 16 January 1996 pursuant lo Commission on Human Rights 
Resolution 1995/37, (China, para_ 104) (''The methods of.. . torture reportedly include handcuffing or 
shackling for long periods,_ .. "); Report of the Special Rapporteur on Torture, Mr. Nigel S. Rodley, 

"Question of the Human Rights of All Pcrsons Subjc1.:le<l to Any Form of Detention ot 
Imprisonment, in Particular: Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or 

Punishment," U.N. Doc. E/CN.4/1995/34, submiue<l I 2January I 995pursuanl to Commission on 
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Prolonged sleep deprivation and exposure to cold may also violate international law 

prohibitions against mistreatment, and can amount to torture. The U.S. State 

Department, in its "Country Reports on Human Rights Practices," has repeatedly listed 
prolonged sleep deprivation and exposure to cold as examples of practices amounting to 

mistreatment and torture. (Sec Appendix.) 

Human Rights Resolution 1992/32, (China, para. 91) (".Among the mosl common methods of torlun: 
reported were ... shm.:kling with hamk:uffs or leg-irons, oflen tightly and with the victim's body in a 
painful position."). 

121 See, e.g., United Nations Secretary-General. ''Human Rights Questions: Human Rights Situations 

an<l Reports of Special Rapporteurs and Representati vcs. Situation of Im man rights in Myanmar; Note 
by the Secretary-General," (1994), A/49/594, para_ 13 ("Numerous allegatiom; ... have been received 

from various sources alleging that forces uf the Myammu- militar)', intelligence and security services 
and police continm: to tonun: persons in detcnlion or otherwise subject them to cruel, inhuman or 

degrading treatments and punishments .... Allegations include subjection t.o ... shackling .... "). 
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IV. International Legal Context 

International humanitarian law binds all of the patties to the military conflict in 

Afghanistan, including non-state armed groups, Afghan government forces, and the 

United States and coalition forces. Fundamentally,it imposes upon these waning parties 

legal obligations to reduce unnecessary suffering and protect civilians and other non

combatants. However, the specific legal context of conflict in Afghanistan and the 

specific applicable rules of international humanitarian law have changed over time. 

The war between the United States and Atghanistan started at least by October 6, 2001, 
when U.S. air attacks on Afghanistan began. This war wa~ an illter11atio11al armed 

conllict-a conflict between opposing states. The law applicable to international 

conllicts includes the four Geneva Conventions of 1949, to which Afghanistan and the 

United States are party,122 and the Hague Regulations of 1907, which are commonly 

accepted as customaryintemationallaw.123 

On December 22,200 I, power was transferred to an Interim Authority as the sovereign 

power of Afghanistan, chaired by Ham.id Karzai and established by the December 5. 
200 I Bonn Agreement, endorsed by U .N. Resolution 1383 (2001).124 Six months later, 
Hamid Kamai was elected by an Afghan Joya jirga to the presidency of the transitional 

administration ofAfgha~stan; he was inaugurated onJune 19,2002. 

As of June 19 ,2002, and possibly as early as December 22,200 I, the international armed 
conflict between the United States and Afghanistan concluded. Since the end of the 
international conflict, hostilities have been part of a 1w11-i11ter11atio11al(also referred lo as an 

122 Geneva Convention fur the Amelioration of the Condition of the Woum.lt:d and Sick m Armed 
Forces in the Field (First Geneva Convention), 75 U.N.T.S. 31, entered into force Oct. 21, 1950; 
Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked 
Members of Armed Forces at Sea (Second Geneva Convention), 75 U.N.T.S. 85, entered into force 
Oct 21, 1950; Geneva Convention relative to ttie Treatment of Prisoners of War (I'bird Geneva 
Convention), 75 U.N.T.S. 135, entered into force Oct. 21, 1950: Geneva Convention relative to !he 

Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War (Third Geneva Convention), 75 U.N.T.S. 287, entered 

into force Oct. 21, 1950. 

123 Convention (IV) respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land of 1907 (Hague Regulations), 

3 .Martens Nouveau Recueil (ser. 3) 461, 187 Consol. T.S. 227, entered into force Jan. 26, 1910. 

1:1-1 According to the Bonn ,\greement, art. I; ''An Interim Authority shall be established upon the 

official transfer of power on 22 December 2001 .•.. " Art. 3: "Upon the official transfer of power, 

the Interim Authority shall be the repository of Afghan sovereignty, with immediate effect." See 
Agreement on Provisional Arrangements in ;\fghanistan Pending the Re-Establishment of Permanent 

Government Institutions. Bonn, Germany, signed December 5,200 I. 
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intema~ am1ed conflict. U.S. forces in Afghanistan arc now operating in the COfrltty 
with the acquiescence of the Karzai government, and hostilities fall under provisions of 
the Geneva Conventions applicable to non-intcmationalarmcd conflict. The primary law 

applicable to non-international am1ed conflicts is article 3 common to the Geneva 

Conventions. Protocol II to the Geneva Convent.ions, applicable to non-international 

conflicts, has not been ratified by Afghanistan or the United States, but most if not all of 

its provisions arc recognized a'> customary international law and arc therefore also 
applicable.12s In addition, certain provisions of Protocol I, including many of those 

concerned with the protection of the civifom population, are also recognized as reflective 
of customary international law and are also applicable. 126 

During a non-international armed conflict, international humanitarian law as the lex 
speciali.r (specialized law) takes precedence, but does not replace, human rights law. 
Persons under the control of a party to an internal anned conflict must be treated in 
accordance with international humanitarian law. But where that law is absent, vague, or 
inapplicable, human rights law standards still apply. Human rights law includes, among 
other things, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rightst27 and the 
Convention against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or 
Punishment,128 both of which have been ratified by the United States and Afghanistan. 

Human rights standards applicable to military and police forces who arc carrying out law 
enforcement or investigative operations -including arrests and searches-include the 
U.N. Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials 
and the U.N. Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials.12.9 These standards 

apply to military forces when they arc operating in a law enforcement context.BO 

125 Protocol 11 ( 1977) Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 1949 (''Protocol II'). 

126 Protocol I (1977) Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 1949 CProtocol I''). 

127 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). opened for signature December 16, 
1966, 999 U ,N .T .S. 171 (entered in to force March 23, 197 6, and acceded to by Afghanistan January 

24.1983 and ratified by thc Uni led Stales onJunc 8, 1992). 

128 Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, 

G.A. Res. 39/46, annex, 39. U.N. Doc. A/39/51 (entered into force June 26, 1987; ratified by 
Afghanistan April l, 1987 and by the Unitcd Stales on Octobcr 21, 1994). 

129 U.N. Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials, U.N. Doc . 

.A/CONF.144/28/Rev.l (1990}; U.N. Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials, G.A. res. 

34/169, annex, 34 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No.46) al 186, U.N. Doi.:. A/34/46 (1979), adopted by the 

U.N. Gcneral Assembly on Dccember 17.1979. 

130 Ibid. In accordance witr. lhc commcnlary to article 1 of the Code of Conduct for Law 

Enforcement Officials, in countries where police powers are exercised by military authorities. whether 
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V. Conclusions 

This report raises serious concerns regarding the actions of U.S. forces in Afghanistan, 

specifically with regard to the use of excessive force during arrests; arbitrary or mistaken 

arrests and indefinite detention; and mistreatment in detention: 

• U.S. forces regularly use military means and methods during atTest operations in 

residential areas where law enforcement techniques would be more appropriate. 

This has resulted in unnecessary civi]ian casualties and may in some cases have 

involved indiscriminate or disproportionate force in violation of international 

humanitarian law. 

• Members of the U.S. armed forces have arrested numerous civilians not directly 
participating in the hostilities and numerous persons whom U.S. authorities have no 
legal basis for taking into custody. These cases raise serious questions about the 

intelligence gathering and processing that leads to arrests and call into question the 
practice of arresting any and sometimes all Afghan men found in the vicinity of U.S. 

military operations. 

• Persons detained by U.S. forces in Afghanistan arc held without regard to the 
requirements of international humanitarian law or human rights law. They are not 
provided reasons for their arrest or detention. They arc held vi1tually 
incommunicado without any legal basis for challenging their detention or seeking 
their release. They arc held at the apparent whim of U.S. authorities, in some cases 

for more than a year. 

• The general lack of due process within the U.S. detention system violates both 
international humanitarian law and basic standards of human rights law. The United 
States, us a detaining power in Afghanistan, is essentially applying no legal principles 

t.o the persons whom they detain in Afghanistan. Simply put, the United States is 
acting outside the rule of law. There are no judicial processes restraining their 

actions in arresting persons in Afghanistan. The only real legal limits on their 
activities are self-imposed, and there is little evidence that the Department of 

Defense has seriously investigated allegations of abuses or mistreatment at Bagram, 
and the department has most certainly not sought on its own to correct the legal 
deficiencies of its detention regime. 

uniformed or nol, or by stale security forces, lhc dt:finition of law enforcement officials shall be 

regarded as including office rs of sue h services. 
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• There arc serious concerns regarding the treatment of detainees at Bagram airbase, 
particularly in light of the failure of the United States to investigate and publicly 

report on several unexplained deaths in detention. There is credible evidence of 
beatings and other physical assaults of detainees, as well as evidence that the United 
States has used prolonged shackling, exposure to cold, and sleep deprivation 
amounting to torture or other mistreatment in violation of international Jaw. 

Neither the U.S. Department of Defense nor the CIA has adequately responded to 

allegations of mistreatment at U.S. detention facilities in Afghanistan. 
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VI. Recommendations 

To the United States Government: 

/Jete11tio11 

• Publicly identify all places in Afghanistan where the United States, including the 

CIA, is holding persons in detention. The CIA should transfer all detainees under 

its control to U.S. military or Afghan detention facilities or release them. ln the 

event that the International Committee of the Red Cross docs not have access to all 
detainees under U.S. control, pem1it full access immediately. 

• Ensure that all detainees are treated in accordance with international human rights 

law and international humanitarian law applicable to non-international armed 

conflicts. As the sovereign authority, the Afghan government is ultimately 

responsible for protecting the legal rights of those detained by the United States. 

The United States must take .immediate measures in conjunction with the Afghan 
Ministry of the Interior to ensure that detainees at Bagram airbase and other U.S. 
detention sites are charged and prosecuted, or released, in accordance with 
international due process standards. This includes access to counsel, and the right to 

a fair and public trial before a competent, impartial, and independent court. 

• Permit families of detainees, and those providing legal assistance, to visit detainees, 

• Abide fully with U.S. obligations as a patty to the Convention against Torture and 
Other Cruel, Inhuman and Degrading Treatment or Punishment, Prohibit all 

interrogation techniques that cause physical or mental suffering. Cease practices, 

such as shackling and sleep deprivation, if they rise to the level of mistreatment. 

End incommunicado detention practices that facilitatemistreatment. 

• Fully and impartially investigation al1egations of mistreatment of detainees in 

detention at all U.S. facilities in Afghanistan and make public the results of those 

investigations. 

• In particular, release the results of investigations into detainee deaths at Bagram and 

Asadabad military bases. Take disciplinary or criminal action as appropriate against 

all personnel responsible for mistreating or otherwise violating the rights of 

detainees. 
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Military Operarionsand Law E,!forcement 

• In all circumstances comply with international humanitarian law standards to protect 
civilians against the dangers arising from militmy operations. These include 

prohibitions on attacks against civilians and civilian objects, indiscriminate attacks, 

and attacks that cause harm to civilians or civilian objects that are excessive in 

relation to the anticipated military advantage. 

• Take all precautionary measures during military operations, including: taking all 
feasible steps to verify that objectives to be attacked are not civilian but militmy; 
taking all feasible precautions in the choice of means and methods of attack to avoid 
or minimize harm to civilians and civifom oJ:>.jects; and canceling or postponing an 
attack where it becomes apparent the objective or target is not a military one or 
where civilian loss would be disproportionate. The United States must give 
particular attention lo these standards during operations carried out in residential 
areas that have not been the scene of military action. 

• Revise as necessary standing Rules of Engagement for Afghanistan to ensure that in 
law enforcement situations, the U.S. anned forces and CIA forces abide by 
international standards on the use of force by law enforcement officials. For 
instance, indiscriminate suppressing fire should not be used in law-enforcement type 
operations. 

• In law enforcement situations, military forces should abide by the standards set forth 

in the United Nations Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law 
Enforcement Officials and the U.N. Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement 
Officials. U.S. forces deployed in such situations must be provided with the 
equipment and training necessary for this purpose. It is also necessary lo have 
sufficient and appropriate interpreters to communicate with the local population. 
Applicable standards provide in part: 

o In law enforcement operations, non-violent means shall be applied, as 
far ao; possible, before resorting lo the use of force and firearms. Force 
and firearms may only be used if other means remain ineffective or 
without ,:my promise of achieving the intended result. 

o Whenever the lawful use of force and firearms is unavoidable, restraint 
must be exercised in their use and in proportion to the seriousness of 

the offence and the legitimate oJ:>.jective to be achieved. Force used 
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must minimize damage and injury, and respect and preserve human life. 

Injured persons must receive medical aid and have their family notified 

at the earliest possible moment. 

o Firearms shall not be used against persons except: in self-defense or 

defense of others against the imminent threat of death or serious injury, 

to prevent the perpetration of a pa1ticularly serious crime involving 
grave threat to life, to arrest a person presenting such a danger and 
resisting their authority, or to prevent escape, and only when less 

extreme means are insufficient to achieve these objectives. In any event, 

intentional lethal use of firearms may only be made when strictly 
unavoidable in order to protect life. 

o ll must be ensured that firearms are used only in appropriate 
circumstances and in a manner likely to decrease the risk of unnecessary 
ham1. Prohibited arc the use of those fircanns and ammunition that 
cause unwarranted injury or present an unwarranted risk. 

• US. forces should, in all instances, take all appropriate steps to prevent or stop 
Afghan forces deployed with or under the command of U.S. forces from committing 
violations of international human rights and humanitarian law. Those who do 
should be turned over to the proper Atghan authorities for disciplinary action or 
criminal prosecution. 

To President Hamid Karzai and the Afghan Govermnent: 

• Ensure, through the Ministry of the Interior, that the Afghan justice system applies 
to all persons detained in the country, including those held by U.S. forces at Bagram 
airbase an<l other detention facilities. Work with the United States to ensure that the 

fundamental rights of all detainees arc respected. 

• Thoroughly and impartially investigate all allegations of criminal offenses and 
violations of the laws of war by Atghan military forces and militias, and take 
appropriate disciplinary and criminal action against those responsible. 

• Pressure the United States government to ensure that all forces operating in 

Afghanistan uphold international humanitarian law and human rights law. 
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Appendix: U.S. Criticisms of :Mistreatment and Torture Practices 

The U.S. State Department has condemned as torture or other inhuman treatment many 

of the treatments and techniques described in this report and used by U.S. personnel in 

Afghanistan. Listed below are reports from 2000, 2001, and 2002 in the U.S. State 

Department's annual "Country Reports on Human Rights Practices." 

I Country I Methods Used: 

I 

Bunna According to a State Department country report, the Burmese military "routinely 

subjected detainees to harsh interrogation techniques designed to intimidate and 

clisorienc."lll Techniques listed include being forced to squat or remain in uncomfortable 

periods for long periods of time, sleep and food deprivation, confinement in leg clamps, 

and prolonged questioning under bright lights.m 

Cambodia The State Department reported that "torture, beatings, and other foll'l'IS of physical 

mistreatment of persons held in police or military custody continued to be a serious 
problem throughout the country."133 In patticular, the State Department noted that 

"there were credible reports that both military police and police officials used physical and 

psychological torture and severely beat criminal detainees, particularly during 

interrogati.on.''134 I l also noted reports of shack I ing of prisoners. 

Cameroon The State Department reported that ··security forces continued to subject prisoners and 

China 

detainees lo degrading treatment," which included strippingofinmates.135 

The State Department reported that ··police and other elements of the security apparatus 
employed torture and degrading treatment in dealing with some detainees and prisoners" 
including prolonged periods of solitary confinement,incommunicado detention, beatings, 

and shackling. D6 Reports noted that the practice of shackling hands and feet constituted 

torture. m 

m U.S. State Depa11me n t, 2001 Co,mt,y Reporr.1· rxi Human Rights Pmcrices (Burma), Sect. 1 ( c). 

D2Ibid. 

m U.S. Stale Depanmcnl, 2002 Countty &porl; on H11ma11 Right.1· Pl.1.ci:cs ( Cambodia), Sect. 1 ( c). 

!3~ Ibid. 

m U.S. State Department, 20(X) County Reports 011 Human Rights Prr.rtticcs (Cameroon). Sect. 1 (c); U.S. 
State Department, 2001 County Rep:>rts on Human Right; Prr.tt.·tit..:e'.1· (Cameroon), Sect. 1 (c); L'.S. State 

Department, 2CXl2 County Rep11ri's on Hwn,111 Ri,ght.r Pn1cti(.'e.1· (Cameroon). Sect. l(c). 

,36 U.S. State Department. 2002 Country Rej,ortJ op Human Rig/its PmctiwI (Chioa (including Tibet. 

Macau and Hong Kong}, Si.:(.;l. 1(c). 
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Country Method,;,; Used: 

Egypt 

Greece 

Iran 

Iraq 

The State Department noted that "there were numerous, credible reports that security 
forces tortured and mistreated citizens."138 The country reports cite the stripping, 

handcuffing, being doused with cold water, and b1indfo1dingofprisoners among the 

principal methods of torture used by Egyptian authorities.139 

1 n a 2002 report, the State Department described kicks, blows the hands, fists, batons or 
other objects and excessive force at the time of arrest as "ill treatment."14(1 

According to the State Department "'there were numerous credible reports that security 
forces and prison personnel continued to torture detainees and prisoners:•1<1-1 Common 

methods of torture inc1ude sleep deprivation and "suspension for Jong periods in 

contorted positions."142 The State Department further noted that systematic abuses 
included "prolonged and incommunicado detention."143 

Iraqi security services used extended solitary confinement in small dark compartments as a 
form of torture, according to 2001 and 2002 reports."' Reports from 2000,2001, and 

2002 also cite the use of prolonged and incommunicado detention and the continual 

denial of citizens' "basic right to due proccss."t+5 

m Ibid. 

ns U.S. State Department, 2002 C (111/1/Y Ivport.r oo Human Rig/11.1· P.ticai (Egypt), Sect. 1 (c). 

\39 U.S. Stale Deparlmenl, 2000 County Reports an H1mu111 Rghts l'mctice.s (Egypt), Seel. l(c); U.S. Slale 

Department, xm Coullfry Reports on Human Ri,ghu PratfittJ (Egypl), Sect. l(c); U.S. Stale Department, 

2002 Country Reports on H1mu111 Rights Aacti:es(Egypt), Seel. l(c). 

l.ffl U.S State Department, 2002 Coww:r&port.r oo Hwna11 Right.r P,m:1fr:e.1·(Greece), Sect. l(c). 

!~t U.S. State Department, 2001 Country Reports on H11111a11 Right.r Pra,:tim (!Ian), Sect. 1 ( c); U.S. state 

Department, 2002 Counny&ports onHt1111111t Ri,ght.r Pn.~:1ia!.~ (Iran), Sect. l(c). 

1~2 U.S. State Department, 2000 Cou11ty Reports on HMman Rx/11.~ Praaias (lrnn), Sect. l(c); U.S. State 

Department. 2ffJ7 Coullfry Reports 011 Human FJghfs l'mctice.s (Iran). Sect. 1(c); U.S. Slate Deparlmenl, 

2002 Count/)' Reports onHr1mcm Rights Pmcrice.1· {Iran), Scct l(c). 

IJJ C.S. State Deparlmenl, 2000 Cmmtv Reports M Human Rights Practices (Iran), Sect. l(d). The 

practice ofincommunicadodetentions wa~ continued in 2001 and 2002. U.S. State Department, 2007 

Cowl/I)" Rep.lits on Human Rightt Pm(·ticcs (lrnn), Sect. 1 (d); 2002 Cowrrry Reports on Humw1 Right. Pn1J.:1icc.1· 

(Iran), Sect. 1(d). 

iu L:.S. State Department, 2001 Crmmty Reports on Hwn(/11 Rzg/11.1· Pn.R'li(:es (Iraq), Sect. l(c); U.S. State 

Department. 2002 Countty Repom on H imum Righ1.1· P.ta:tia!S ( Iraq), Sect. I (c ). 

1~5 VS. Stale Departmenl, 2CXXl Country &p1Jrts on Human Right1 Pmcrin'.v (Iraq). Sccl. l(d). The practice 

of incommunicado detentions was continued in 2001 and 2002. U.S. Stale Department, '2J.JJ7 Cotr11t,y 
Reports on Human Right! Practice! (Iraq), Seel. 'l{d); U.S. Stale Department, 2002 Cmmfl)' Rlpom 011 

Human Rights Pra,ti1:es (Iraq), Sect. 1 (d). 
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Country Methods Used: 

Jordan The State Department reports that Jordanian police and security forces were alleged to 

engage in acts of torture, including the use of sleep deprivation, solitary confinement, and 

prolonged suspension with ropes in contorted positions. !46 

North Korea The State Department stated that methods of torture "routinely" employed in North 

Kuwait 

Libya 

Korea include "severe beatings ... prolonged periods of exposure, humiliations such as 

public nakedness, and confinement to small 'punishment cells', in which prisoners were 

unable to stand upright or lie down, where they could be held for severalweeks."t47 The 

State Department characterized the use of leg irons, metal collars, and shackles as 
"harsh". t48 

According to the State Department reports, "there continued to be credible reports that 
some police and members of the security forces abused detainees during interrogatio.n."14<J 

Abusive treatment included blindfolding and verbal threats. 1.50 

The State Department reported that prisoners were subjected to "torture and other 
abuses" including "beatings, long-tem1 solitary confinementin completely darkened 
rooms .... In some cases detainees were held in leg chains or wooden stocks".151 

According to the State Department, Libyan authorities commonly chain detainees to a 
will or hang them by their wrists for hours and deprive them of food and water.152 The 
State Department stated that "[t]he Government's human rights record remained poor, 
tnd it continued to commit numerous serious abuses," examples of which included 
:iolcling prisoners incommunicado. m 

1 ~6 U. S .State Di.:partmenl, 2000 G11mh)' Rtport.r 011 Human Ri,ght.r Pmcticer O ord~). Sect. 1 ( c ); U.S. State 

Di.:partmenl, 2002 GJUnttylupfJrt.r onHuma11 Ri,1.ht.r Praaim Qotd211), Sect. l(c). 

1~7 U.S. Stale Di.:partmenl, 2002 Coi-mt(v Reporls 011 lb1u.1 Rightl Pmctice.s (Di.:moeratic People's 

Republic of Korea), Sect. 1(c). 

t-'3 Ibid_ 

149 u_s_ State Department, 2(XJ.) Cimnt,y &port; en Human Right.r P1r.1ctiu>.t (Kuwait), Sect t(c). U.S. State 

Department. 2001 Cowmykports onHuma11 Rights Practices (Kuwait), Sect. l(c); U.S. State Department, 

2002 (.011111,y Reports cm Huma11 P.ightr Pmctice.r (Kuwait), Sect. I (c); 

1;o U.S. State Department, 2002 Ca1111try Reports 011 Human &ghu Pmctfr."<!I' (Kuwait), Sect. l(c); U.S. State 

Department, 2001 CfJHnt,y Repom on Human Righu Practfr:es (Kuwait), Sect. l(c). 

1s1 U.S. State Departmenl, 2002 County 1ip:uts 011 Human Right.r Practicer (Laos), Seet.1 (c). 

r>2 U.S. State Department, 2[(XJ Country Rrpflm mi Humt1n Right.I Pmcrfr·e.t (Libya), Sect 1 (c); u_s_ State 

Department. 2001 Country Reports m1 Human .&ghtr Pracr.icts (Libya). Si.:et. 1(c); U.S. State Departmenl, 

2002 CfJ1111t,y R4port1 on H11ma11 RightsPrartim (Libya). Sect. l(c). 

m U.S. State Department, 2CXXJ Country &portt oa Human P.ight! P1n1in,.t (Libya), Sect. 1(d), The 
practice of incommunicado detentions was continued in 2(X}I and 2002_ U.S. State Department, 2001 
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country Methods Used 

Pakistan The State Department reports that prolonged isolation, being chained to a cell wa11, and 

denial of food or sleep are common torture methods.154 

Philippines: The State Department reported that "members of the security forces and police continued 

to use torture and to abuse suspects and detainees." The State Department cited reports 

by a non-governmental organization stating that "torture remained an ingrained part of 

the arrest and detention process." The State Department noted that common forms of 

torture and abuse reported during the arrest and detention process inc1uded striking 
detainees and threatening them with guns. The State Department also cited reports of 

detainees being tied up, blindfolded and punched during interrogations as cases of 

torture.155 

Russia The State Department described forms of "torture" by police officers including beating 

with lists, batons or otherobjects.151> 

Saudi The State Department noted that Ministry of Interior officials use sleep deprivation and 

Arabia suspension from bars with handcuffs a'> interrogation ractics.m 

t:_ According to State Department reports, "torture continues with relativeimpunity."158 

Reported methods of torture include suspension by the wrists or feet in contorted 

positions and being forced to remain in unnatural positions for extended periods. m 

Cmmt,y Reports on Human Rights PmcticeI (Libya), Sect. 1 { d); U.S. Slal1.: Dcpartmcnl, 2002 Country Repurt~· 

011 Human Right.1· Pmc.tiws(Libya), Sect. l(d). 

154 U.S. Stat1.: Deparlm1.:nt, 20:::0 Cmmtty RtptJrls 011 Hl-!ma11 Righn I'mctice..r (Pakist,m), Sect. l(c); U.S. 
State Department, 2007 Cowll!)' Reports on Huma11 Ri,ghts Prattitt! (Pakistan) Sect. 1(c); U.S. State 

Department, 2002 CmmtryReport.J onH11ma11 RightsPractim (Pakislan).Sect. l(c). 

1S5 US. Slalc Dcpartmenl, 2002 Countty Reports 011 H1.1111lm RightsI'mc1ice.s (Philippines), Scct. l(c). 

156 U.S. State Department, 2002 Cow1t1J Reports 011 H11ma11 Rig/us Pra,1im (Russia), Sect. 1( c), 

157 U.S. S lalc Dcparlm1.:nt, 2000 CtJl,{//fty A:plrts cm Hl-!ma11 Right,\" Pra,ti.e.r (Saudi Arabia), Sect. 1 ( c); U .S, 
State Dcparlnmll, 2001 Countty ReJxJ11s OIi Human Right.I" Pra,tke; (S,mdi Ambia). Sect. l(c); U.S. State 

Dcpartmenl, 2002 CtJ1111tn· WJl/l:son Human Right.I' IhK1ice.s (Saudi Arabia), Scct.1 (c). 

lS8 U.S. Stale Dcparlm1.:nt, 2000 Co1111try fu,Po,1.r en Hwmm .Rights Pmctices (Sri Lanka), Sect. l(c); U.S. 

State Department, 2(X)J Cowl/1)' Reports 1111 H1mta1t Ri.~htsPractim (Sri Lanka), Sect. 1 (c). 

IS?U,S. State Department, 2007 Co1111try Reports 11i1 Human .Right, P1w·th'.~ {Sri Lanka), Sect. l(c); U.S. 
State Dcparlm1.:nt, 2007 County Reports 011 Human Right! Pmctices (Sri Lanka), Sect. l(c); U.S. Stall.: 

Dcparlm1.:nt, 2002 Co1111t,y &porls m Human Rights I'raclices(Sri Lank,1), Seel. l{c). 
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Country Methods Used: 

Tunisia Tactics such as food and sleep deprivation or confinement to a tiny, unlit cell arc 

commonly used in Tunisia.I''° In addition, the State Department notes that despite the 

shortening by Tunisian government of the maximum allowable period of pre-arraignment 

incommunicado detention from IO to 6 days, "credible sources claimed that the 

Government rarely enforces the new provisions and that appeals to the court for 

enfi:.1rcement are routinely denied."t6t 

Turkey According to the 2001 and 2002 country reports, some of the many methods of torture 

Yemen 

employed by Turkish security forces and recognized by the State Department included 
repeated beatings; forced prolonged standing, isolation; exposure to loud music; stripping 

and blindfolding; food and sleep deprivation; and psychological torture includingverbal 
threats and deception of a detainee, for example, instilling a false belief that the detainee is 
to be killed. t62 

According to the State Department, detainees in Yemen have been confined in leg irons 
and shackles despite a 1998 law banning the practice. m 

11111 C.S. State Department, 2001 Co1mtry Reporr.1 m Hu111c111 Right; Pn11.·ticff (Tunisia), Sect. l(c); U.S.State 

Department, 2002 Countty Report.I mi Hw1mn Rig/11.1 Pmclin:.1 (Tunisia), Sect. l(c). 

161 U.S. State Department, 2001 Cou11try Reporrs 011 Human Ri,~/11.1· Pmctit.:e.1 (Tunisia). Sect. l(c), (d). The 

practice of ineummunicadu detentions was cunlinucd in 2002. C.S. Slate Department, 2002Co11ntry 
Reports m Human Righu Pm11it.w (Tunisia),Sect. l(c), (d). 

162 U.S. State Department, 2001 Country &ports' m Huma11 Rightt Pr(.11.·ticff (Turkey), Sect. 1 (c); U.S. State 
Department, 2002 County Reports on Human Rights Pr(.11.·tk,>.1· (Turkey). Sect. l(c). 

llil U.S. State Department. 2002Crmnt,y Reports 011 Hn&1 Righls Pranim (Yemen), Sect. l(c). 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 

cc: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz · 

Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Brit GTMO Detainee Allegations 

March 15,2004 

My understanding on this detainee beating allegation is that it is flat untrue, that 

we have had many people check it, that they are lying and that they are trained to 

lie and say these things. 

It seems to me we ought to knock it down hard and expose them for following 

their training. 

Thanks. 

Allach. 
3/13/04 AFP (FBIS OW43484535) 

DHR:dh 
031504-21 
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More Guantana:110 Bay Britons allege beatings 
ATTENTION - ADDS quoLes, deLails, background I I I 

TOPLINES: 

and abuse 

LONDON, March 
week from Lhe 
suspects have 
TEXT: 

13 (AFP} - Three Br.iL.ish fLi..ends released Lhis 
Un.iLed SLaLes' Guanlanamo Bay cenLre :or Lerrorism 
said they were regularly beaten while in US custody, 

More Guantanamo Bay Britons allege beatings and abuse 
ATTENTION - ADDS quoLes, deLails, background Ill 

LONDON, March 13 (AFP) - Three BriLish friends released Lb.is 
week from the United States' Guantanamo Bay centre for terrorism 
suspects have said they were regularly beat.en while in US custody, 
backing similar allegations by two other British detainees. 

Asie Iqbal, Ruhal Ahmed and Shaf.ig Rasul, all from Lhe Lown of 
Tipton in cenLral England, said Lhey were regularly m.ist_reaLed from 
the moment they were handed over to C"S forces in A::ghanistan in late 
2001. 

A::ter being taken to a US detention cent.re in the Afghan city of 
Kandahar, Lhey were forced Lo kneel bent_ :orwards for hours w.iLh 
their ::oreheads touching the ground, Rasul told The Observer, a 
British Slmday newspaper. 

"I lifted my head up slightly because I was really in pain. The 
sergeanL came up behind me, kicked my legs from undernealh me, Lhen 
knelt on my back,• he said. 

"They Look me ouLside and searched me while one man was s.iLLing 
on me, kicking and punching." 

The three childhood ::riends, aged between 22 and 26, said they 
had gene to PakisLan :or Iqbal's planned wedding, arranged by his 
family, before going inLo AfghanisLan Lo help arrange human.iLarian 
aid. 

There Lhey were caplured by Lhe US-backed NcrLhern Alliance, and 
almost died after hundreds of prisoners were forced inLo lorry 
containers, the majority of whom su::focated. 

The trio's allegations of US mistreat:11ent follow similar claims 
made earlier this week by two other British returnees. 

Tarek Dergoul, a 26-year-old former care worker from east 
London, said in a sLat_emenL issued Lb.cough his lawyer en Friday LhaL 
he had endured "botched medical treatment, interrogation at 
gunpo.inL, beaLings and inhuman ccndiLions•. 

Earlier that day another released Brit.on, 37-year-old website 
designer Jamal al-Harith, said in a newspaper inlerview LhaL he had 
experienced beatings and degrading treatment during his two years at 
Lhe jail. 

11-L-0559/0SD/36011 
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US SecreLary of SLaLe Col.i.n Powell Lold a Br.i.L.i.sh Lelevis.i.on 
pro9r amme wh.ich also .i.nlerv .i.ewed Har it h LhaL Lhe charges were 
"unlikely•. 

The five British :11en flew home on Tuesday from Camp Delta, the 
high-security camp in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba where the United St.ates 
is holding about 650 suspected Al-Qaeda and T,ilib,3.n fighters. 

Desp.i.Le Lheir lengLhy deLenL.i.on and alLhough four of Lhe men 
were briefly held by British police when Lhey relurned, none has 
been charged with any crimes. 

The three ::riends recounted being repeatedly interrogated by 
boLh US and Br.iL.i.sh .i.nLell.i.gence o:f.ic.i.als who falsely cla.i.med Lo 
have incontrovertible evidence linking them to the Al-Qaeda 
Lerror.i.sL group. 

The trio said that last year they were moved to an isolation 
block at the Cuban camp aft.er interrogators said they had been seen 
on a video tape :11ade in August 2000 standing behind Al-Qaeda leader 
Osa11a b.i.n Laden. 

Rasul told the newspaper that he had pointed out that at the 
time he was allegedly with bin Laden, he had been enrolled at a 
British university and working at a local electrical goods shop -
boLh facls Lhal could be eas.i.ly checked. 

On being told he could have falisfied these, Rasul :11ade a ::alse 
confession along with his friends. 

"I got to the point where I just couldn't take it. any:11ore. Do 
whclt you have to do, l told them. 

"I'd he~n.,:;it1:ing there for three :11onths in isolation so I said 
yes, it's me. Go ahead and puL me on Lr.ial, 11 Rasul sa.id. 

Although Britain has been the United States' closest ally in its 
"war on terrorism", there has been considerable disquiet. in the 
counlry over Lhe LreaLmenL of Lhe Br.i.Lons deLa.i.ned al Guanlanamo 
Bay. 

Washington says that these held at the base are "illegal 
combatants", and Lhus noL subjecl Lo rules govern.i.ng e.i.Lher c.iv.ilian 
or mil.i.Lary prisoners. 

pw/gk 

Br.i.La.in-US-aLLacks-Guanlanamo 
AFP 132340 GMT 03 04 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: TV Programs on Anniversary 

March 15,2004 

Please have someone pull up what are going to be the best programs on the one

year anniversary of Iraq. 

Let's make sure we get them put on my calendar and taped. If T can, T will watch 

them; if not, I can watch them later on tape. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dlt 
031504-15 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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TO: 

CC: 

flt 1/tA- R.,ie.44eL-
Peter Rodman 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'yf\ 
SUBJECT: Condolence Letter to Spain 

March 15,2004 

Please draft a note to Aznar about the terrorist act in Spain, and get it to me to sign 

by tomorrow. 

Joyce had dinner with him at the White House recently. You might include her 

and say that we arc both thinking of him, the people of his country and the loved 

ones of those who were killed. 

Thanks. 

DHR;dh 
031504-7 

........................................................................ , 
Please respolld by_--=~ ... / ....... J tp / O~---., 
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March 15, 2004 

.TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~~ 
SUBJECT: Oil-for-Food 

Here is the material from Newt Gingrich on the Oil-for-Food program. Let's push 

ahead. 

Thanks. 

At:tach. 
3110/04 Gingrich memo to SecState 

DHR:dh 
· 031504-4 
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Fax 
Ta: Secr&t,aJY Co6n Powell 

Faxc !(b)(6) 

Phone: 

from newt 
3/10/04 

American Enterprise 
Institute 

Frams. Newt Gingrich. 

Pases: TEN (including 1hi~ one} · 

Claude Hankes-Drielsma (the man who uncovered the Nobel scandal in Sweden and negotiated 
the South African debt crisis) is convinced the .UN oil .for food pro.gram. was the largest financiaC 
scandal in history. · 

he is also convinced it reaches into France, the UN, Jordan. and a host of othet countries. 

finally he is convinced ·it will inevitably show up as corruption in our efforts to moderrnize Iraq 
because the depth and habit of corruption. are so deep. 

·;t is vital that we get ahead of this corruption scandal by appointing a special investigative task 
·. force bolh to help uncover past corruption and to root out current com.iption; 

Given the scale of corruption KPMG is· uncovering it is almost certain a lat of very clever experts 
in bribery a:.nd false accounting are doing business_ with CPA. · 

former Deputy Attorney General Ed Sc:hmults (sp?) is in Iraq now as Advisor to the Justice 
Mjnistrt He could be reassigned Jmmediately to head an anti-corruption task force with a 
counterpart 1rom Iraq. · 

Either we will be the people rooting out corruption or we will be the people presiding over 
corruption. 

This could explode this summer and fall and be very much to our disadvantage unless we ge1 
ahead cf the curve and very lo"'dly meet it head on. 

I am forwarding a few of the number of already published articles Which make clear how big this 
is. Hankes-Drielsma is back in town next week and I am certain this wm get bigger. Someone 
fai~y senior should be assigned to work with him. Please have him or her contact Bill Sanders at 
the American Enterprise Institute (WSanders @aei.org. ph. (202) 862--5948) for 
Hankes•Driels.ma's contact and scheduling information. · 

yourfriend,ne\M 
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Copyright 2004 The Fmancial Times Limited 
Financial Times (London, England) 
February 21, 2004 Saturday 

Two firms named to probe Iraq graft claim· 

By THOMAS CATAN 
'. . ' . . . . 

Iraq's Governing Council has appointed K.PMG accountants 3Jld Freshfields. the 
international. law fmn, to investigate allegations of corruption under the United Nati.o~s· 
oil-for-food programme - set up to allev_iat.e the impact on ordinary Iraqi~ of sanctions 
against Saddatn Hussein; 

The JOC opened the investigation l~st month after compiling a list of some 270 people 
from 45 countries who allegedly received crude oil contracts .from Mr Hussein's regime. 
under. the UN programme. 

The Iraqi oil minister, Ibrahim Bahr al-Uloum, said last week that bis ministry would sue 
anyone found to have taken bribes from Mr Hussein's regime. 

The UN has strongly denied accusations of conuption within its operations and said it 
was requesting documentary evidence. · · · 

Claude Hankes-Drielsma, a British adviser to the IGC. said yesterday: 1'The concerns 
and questions put to the UN are serious and warrant an independent investigation by the 
UN .. .I th.ink what will shock everybody is the extent of it (the cormption) ... 

11The amounts involved and the blatancy of it is beyond anything that certainly I've seen/' 
he added. 

Some former weapons inspectors ju Iraq have made similar allegations. 

David Kay. former head of the US Iraq Survey Group, told the AP news agency la.st week 
that bis team had found widespread corruption in the oil.for-food programme,. 

"There are going to be red faces among a lot of our aUies and friends as to this," he said. 

The US Treasuzy and the customs service are also investigating whether international 
sanctions against Iraq were violated. 

### 
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' Copyright 2004 News World Communications, Inc. 
The Washington Times 
Febmary 20, 2004 

Saddam 1s fan club 

By Ariel Cohen 
SPECIAL TO THE. WASHINGTON TIMES 

Toe latest revelations that the deposed Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein used oil sales under 
the U.N. oil-for-food program to buy friends and influence policy around the world 
should tum on an alann in Washington, New York, Paris and other capitals. Saddam's 
influence buying is only a.part of a broader phenomenon. Other oil-producing countries 
are engaged in similar activities on an even larger scale. 

Several important lessons arise from discovery of Saddam's buddy list. First. this is just 
the beginning: There are thousands of documents in Baghdad that American and Iraqi 
intelligence officers need to catalog, translate, analyze and investigate. The precedent -
the Eastern German. intelligence service STASI archives. which e:,t.posed hundreds of 

. . 

spies in Europe and America. 

Sec_ond, the U.N. may have done more damage ~an good in Iraq - and may do so· again. 
The U.N. oil-for-food officials knew about the global bribery effort and did nothing to 

· stop it. Moreover, it is possible the officials io that august body facilitated and benefited 
from at least some of the transactions.· 

A key question is whether a 11Mr. Sevan11 who allegedly received oil export vouchers in 
Panama is the same person as the U.N. Assistant Secretary General Benon V. Sevan. who 
ran the oil-for-food program. So far. U.N. Secretary General Koffi. Annan has refused an · · 
internal investigation, and the U.N. bureaucracy has stonewalled and resisted an external 
investigation of the oil-for-food program. 

This is not the first time the U.N. has bungled major policy undertakings:. The U.N. aid 
effort in the West Bank and Gaza called United Nations .Relief and Works Agency for 
Palestine Refugees in the Near East [UNRWA] only perpetuated the refugee problem and 
has been thoroughly penetrated by Hamas and other terrorist organizations. · 

Third, persistent rumors are worth checking. Stories about Saddam's global payola have · 
been in cirC.ulation for years, with nobody investigating. Similar stories are in circulation 
about Saudi and Chinese influence-buying. It is high time the law-enforcement and 
inteI1igence agencies in the U.S. and Europe cooperated-in investigating. 

2 
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' The documents uncovered in Baghdad by the Iraqi Oil Ministry and published in Al 
Mada, an independent haqi newspaper, are a jackpot of embarrassing information+ Their 
vetacity is confirmed by Naseer al-Chaderji, a senior member of the Iraqi Governing 
Counsel [IGC]. and by Claude Hankes--Drielsma, the British chairman of :Roland Berger 
Strategy ConsuJtarits aod an adviser to the IGC. · 

The documents list dozens of organizations and individuals in more than 50 countries 
who were instrUmeotal in orchestrating pro-Saddam policies, and point to a spider web of 
allies, from the pro-Saddam British back-bencher Member of Parliament George 
Gallaway to President Jaques Chirac's friend Patrick Maugein1 an oil trader, .and to highly 
influential fonner French Interior Minister Charles Pasqua, who has denied any· 
connection to Iraq. While Bemarde Meclmee - France's ambassador to the United Nations 
• who is on Saddam's buddy list, denied accusations, can banking details available in 
Baghdad exculpate the French diplomat? 

The list includes Indonesian President Megawati. Sukamoputri, the Bulgarian Socialist · 
Party. thebighly influential Russian Orthodox Church. Yasser Arafat's Palestine 
Liberation Organization and Jordanian Islamic raclical leader Layth Shbeilat. Some of 
those fingered have denied the .accusations. Others, like Mr. Maua;ein, .have announced 
they "did nothing wrong. 11 

There are a few surprises on the list. The extent to which Russia benefited from doing 
. business with Saddam .is mind-boggling. While others received several millions of 
barrels~ Russia got the lion's share of 1.3 billion barrels. 

Vladimir Zhirinovsky's "Liberal Democratic Party" is listed as receiving a whopping 80 
million barrels. A senior official in that extremist party complained. to the author in a · 
2002 meeting at the Duma that Washington's military action against Saddam would 
"destroy the most lucrative business" they ever had. 

President Putin's United Russia party was equally well-oiled. Russian politically 
influential. oil companies received close to a billion barrels with market value of more 
than $20 billion. ti Our Foreign Ministry is for sale as far as the Russian oil companies are 
concerned. A department chief receives about $200 a month - you do the math, 11 a 
Moscow-based Russian Middle Eastern expert to]d me. 

Many names and positions on the lisr require funher investigation and clarification: Who 
is the anonymous "director" of the Russian Presidential Administration? The recently 
retired Alexander Voloshin, Mr. Putin's chief of staff, or a lower-level official1 possibly 

· still in place? Undeniably, Moscow's resist.a.nee to the war against Saddam was as 
implacable as it was shrill. · · 

11-L-0559/0SD/36019 
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Did the millions of barrels earmarked for the "Ukramian Social Democrat Party"· benefit 
President Leonid Kuchma's Chief of Staff Alexander Medvedchuk, the leader of that · 
party or go directly the president who allegedly sold arms to Baghdad?· · 

Just as Saddam's oily revenues corrupted presidentiai'chancelleries and newsrooms, funds 
from other major :Middle Eastern oil suppliers with ambitious religious and. political 
agendas may wreak even more havoc. 

At stake is the integrity of the foreign policy process, which is supposed to, but often 
does not, reflect na~onal interests - not the size of bribes in ministers' bank accounts .. 
However, an ugly reality is emerging, ·one that should be investigated by U.S. intelligence 
and law-enforcement agencies. · 

Consumer countries have to strive to tum oil suppliers into what they should be: 
commodity providers, not power peddiers corrupting global political systems1 media and 
academia. National agendas should be set at the ballot box and in legislatures, not in 
desert tents. Global bribery may be as dangerous to the West as global terrorism. 
S'addam1s buddy list is just the tip of the iceberg. 

Ariel Cohen is a research fellow at the Heritage Foundation. His experrise is in 
international energy security. 

### 
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February 6~ 2004 

!$addam oil bribe claims probed in US 

By TIIOMAS CAT AN. CAROLA HOYOS and MARK TURNER 

·PAGE 06 · 

. US authorities are investigating clain,s that hundreds of people received oil contracts 
· from Saddam Husse1n when US sanctions were in force in renun for sappolting his 
regime. 

The US Treasury's office of foreign assets control and immigrations and customs 
enforcement are examining whether any oil contracts violated international sanctions;· 

· lraq1s Governing Council (IOC) has also launched an investigation since a local 
newspaper listed 270 people from more than 40 countries alleged to have received oil: 
contracts, including foreign politicians, officials, companies and activists. 

Senior United Nations officials wiH shortly discuss a response to related charges of 
corruption in connection with the oil-for-food programme, whkh the UN administered 
for Iraq during Mr Hussein's rule. 

The UN meeting will abo study a series of allegations made by members of the 
Governing Council, a UN official said . 

. In a letter this week to the UN, obtained by the FT, IGC adviser Claude Hankes
Drielsma detailed "serious transgressions" in the oil-for-food programme. He said the 
original Hst of oil contracts "demonstrates beyond any doubt that Saddam Hussein bought 
political and other support under the aegis of the UN". Kofi Annan. the UN secretary-. 
general, has said the programme was satisfactorily audited many times. 

According to Mr Hankes-Drielsma. the UK chairman of Roland Berger Sirategy 
Consultants and a fonner chainnan of the management committee at Price Waterhouse 
and Partners, at least 10 per cent was added to the value of all invoices under the UN-run 
programme. 

He calculated that the scheme would have provided Mr Hussein's regime. with more than. 
Dollars 4bn (Pounds 2.2bn). 

UN officials said they were aware that Mr Hussein's regime had found ways to 
circumvent the sanctions and raise cash through kickbacks. 
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·~ 
"Everybody knew th.is was going on but it was not going on under our noses because it 
was not part of the procedures we were .involved jn," said a UN officiai. "Cenainly a lot 
of people and companies got involved in illicit transactions but these were not part of the 
oil-for-food programme." 

Mr Hankes-Drielsma said he was "absolutely certain" the document was legitimate. "I 
know bow it was compiled and l'm totally satisfied that it's genuine." He said the list w~ 
compiled on IGC orders mainly from existing oil ministry reco.rds . 

. Mr Hankes-Drielsma has long known Mr Cbalabi, bead of the J.raqi National Congress 
(]NC) and chairman of the IGC finance committee, which is investigating the allegations. 
Mr Chalabi began pursuing the charges·against the UN at least eight months ago, 
according to a person who spoke to him last summer. 

"There are many indications there's a huge amoun, of corruption as regards this 
programme," said a spokesman for Mr Chalabi. 

· Additional reporting by Mark Turner and Carola Hoyos 

### 
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Monitoring panel for Iraq spending yet to. start work 

._ByTHOMASCATAN 

An independent watchdog set up by the United Nations nine months ago to monitor 
spending of Iraqi revenues by occupying powers bas yet to begin work, plagued by long 
disagreements over its scope. 

In the meantime. the occupying powers continue to spend billions of dollars in Iraqi 
funds·without the in.dependent oversight ordered by the UN Security Council last year. 

"There's been all of this time, all these revenues, without any independent verification -
which is in breach of UN resoll:)tions," said John Davison of UK charity Christian Aid. 

The Coalition Provisional Authority_(CPA) is due to be dissolved in around five months' 
time. when it is scheduled to hand over power to an £raqi government. It is unclear what 
will happeu to both the fund and the international panel supposed to mom.tor it after that 
time. 

\ 
The situation has fuelled suspicions that the CPA is deliberately dragging out the process 
to avoid independent scrutiny of its spending in its final months of existence .. something 
it strongly denies. 

"One is never quite sure what the actual hold-up is," said Claude Bankes .. Drielsma, a 
British adviser to Iraq's Governing Council. "The lack of transparency and adequate 
consultation has at times contributed to that perception. It's quite disgraceful and 
unnecessary tli~t it hasn't started work yet." 

The UN Security Council set up the International Advisory and Monitoring Board 
.(IAMB) ]a.st May to oversee spending from the Development Fund for Ir~q (DFl) .. a 
newly created account containing Iraqi oil revenues. frozen assets .and funds left over 
fro~ the UN's oil-for-food programme. · 

Under the terms of the UN resolution, the watchdog is made up by representatives of the 
International Monetary Fund~ the World Bank and the Arab Fund for Social and 
Economic-Development. They spent much of last year engaged in disagreements over the 
watchdog1s remit. 

7 
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"Ooe. of the issues that held it up is that the US didn't want it to have any real teeth, 11 said 
an official from one of the watchdog's member organisations. 11 (The members) said wait a 
second, we are not in the. business of ru.bber-sramping things here." 

. . 

. After months ·of wrangling, the IAMB was finally set up in OctC?ber. and has held two 
. procedural meetings since! then. But it is still waiting for the CPA to nominate 
· .accountants. which the IAMB is meant to then approve or reject. 

"The institutions presented a work programme to the CPA in December and are still 
waiting for a final commitment by CPA," said the official from· an IAMB member 
organisation. 

A CPA official, however, said they w~re waiting for the 11statement of work11 to be 
finalised before any accountants could be selected. According to CPA figures, Dollars 
I0.5bn has flowed into the DFI account in New York, of which just over Dollars 3bn has· 
been spent. The CPA says it ~s used funds from the account to, among other things, buy 
~vheat, pay Iraqi salaries; rebuild essential seIVices and print the new currency. 

As time goes by, there is a growing sense among critics that they will simply have to take 
occupying forces at their word. 

11Five months from now, the CPA.is- supposed to.dissolve," said Nathaniel Hurd, who is 
preparing a report on spending by the occupying powers for Iraq Revenue Watch~ a 
watchdog funded by financier George Soros. 11So this whole thing may have been some. 
giant window-dressing exercise and all of this money may be spent with minimal external 
oversjght." said Mr Hurd, 

### 

8 
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October 16, 2003 

Taylor Nelson creates.new role for Lowden 

. ROLAND Berger Strategy Consultants have appointed Claude Hankes,Drielsma as 
chaiiman. He· is chairman of th~ Windsor Leadership Ttust. 

### 

Copyright 2003 The Financial Times Limited 
Financial Times (London.England) 
October 15, 2003 

And finally~ ... Claude Hankes-Drielsma 

By RUIH SULLIV ANBODY: 

* .Roland Berger Strategy Consultants has appointed Claude Hankes· Drielsma~ former. 
chairman of Price Waterhouse's management committee, as chairman. 

### 

Copyright 2003 Times Newspapers Limited 
The Times (London) 
October 7. 2003 

The College of St George Windsor Castle 

Mr Claude Hankes-Drielsma was elected Honorary Fellow and Special Adviser, The 
College of St George, at the meeting of the General Chapter on September 29, 2003: 

.. ### 
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WEASl:L ALERT 

Saddam's Global Payroll 
It1s time to take a serious look at the U.N.ts oil-for-food 
program. 

BY THERSE RAPHAEL 
Monday, February 9, 200"1 8:00 a.m. EST 

I 

On Dec. 5, during a trip to Baghdad, Claude Hankes-Drielsma faxed an urg, 
letter to U.N, Secretary-General Kofi Annan. Mr. Drielsma, the U.K. Chairm, 
Roland Berger Strategy Consultants, had recently been c1ppointed to advise 
Iraqi Governing Council. What he saw in Baghdad left him shocked. "As an 
of my findings here, combined with earller Information," he wrote, "I most 
strongly urge the U.N. to consider appointing an independent commission tc 
review and investigate the 'Oil for Food Programme.' Failure to do so might 
bring into question the U.N.'s credibility and the public's perception of it. .. 
My belief is that serious transgressions have taken place and may still be ta 
place.'' 

Just how serious these transgressions were became dear late last month, 111 

the Iraqi daily Al Mada published a partlal 11st of names, compiled by Iraq's 
ministry, of those whom Saddam Hussein rewarded with allocations of Iraqi 
Mr. Hankes-Orlelsma, who says he was among the first to see the list in ear 
December, says it is based on numerous contracts and other detailed 
documents and was compiled at the request of the Iraqi Governing Council. 

The list, a copy of which has been seen by the Journal's editorial page, is in 
spreadsheet tonnat and detalls (In Arabic) Individuals, companies and 
organizations, grouped by country, who oil ministry and Governing Council 
officials believe received vouchers from the Iraqi regime for the purchase ot 
under the oil-for-food program. Mr. Hankes-Drielsma said the recipients wo 
have been given allocations at below-market prices and then been able to 
pocket the difference when a middleman sold the oil on to· a refinery; 13 tin 
periods are designated and with Indications of how much crude, in millions 1 

barrels, each recipient allegedly received, 

The list reads like an official registry of Friends of Saddam across some 50 
countries. It's clear where his best, best friends were. There are 11 entries 
under France (totaling 150.B mllllon barrels or crude), 14 names under Syrl 

11-L-0559/0SD/36026 
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(totaling 116.9 mllllon barrels} and four pages detailing Russian recipients, 
voucher allocations of over one billion barrels. Many of t~e names, 
transliterated phonetically from Arabic, are not well-known or are difficult t< 
Identify from the information given. Others stand out. There•s George Gallo· 
the Saddam-supporting British MP recently expelled from the Labour Party, 
has always denied receiving any form of payment from Saddam. Other note 
include Indonesian President Megawati Sukarnoputri (also listed separately 
the "daughter of President Sukarno"), the .PLO, the Popular Front for the 
Liberation of Palestine, the Russian Orthodox Church, the "director of the 
Russian President's office• and former French Interior Minister Charles Pasq 
Some--including Mr. Pasqua, the Russian Church and Ms. -Megawatl--have 
denied receiving anything from Saddam. Patrick_Maugeln, a close friend of 
Jacques Chirac and head of Soco International oil company, says his dealln! 
were all within "the framework of the oil·for-food program and there_ was 
nothing illegal about it.•• 

The list's breadth, and the difficulty in reading and interpreting it, has slowe 
Its exposure. There's also the question of authentication. Mr. Hankes-Driels 
(who is not an Arabic speaker) Is convinced it is authentic and will be follow . 
by more detailed evidence as the Iraqi on ministry and Governing Council 
conduct further Investigations. "I've seen the documents that have satisfied 
beyond any doubt that we're dealing with a genuine situation," he told me .. 

One of the most eye-catching names on the nst is easy to miss as it's the s, 
entry under a country one would not normally associate with Iraq--Panama 
The entry says: ·Mr. Sevan." That's the same name as that of the U.N. 
Assistant Secretary-General Benon V. Sevan, a Cyprus-born, New York
educated career U.N. officer who was tapped by Kofi Annan In October 199: 
run the oil-for-food program. 

When l tried Mr. Sevan for comment, a U.N. spokesman wouldn't put me 
through to him directly but offered to pass on e-mailed questions; In an e-r 
reply to questions about Mr. Sevan's apparent Inclusion on the list and Inter 
tn the Panama-based business that allegedly received the diScounted oil, th 
spokesman quoted Kofi Annan's statement Friday: "As far as I know, nobod 
the Secretariat has committed any wrongdoing. If there is evidence, we wo, 
investi9ate it very seriously, and I want those who are making the charges 
give the material they have to me so that we can follow up to determine if 
there has been any wrongdoing and l would take necessary action. So far 
statements are being made but we need to get facts.• The pro forma U.N. 
response certainly seems inadequate. Mr. Sevan should take the opportunlt 
defend himself against the inference that the presence of' his name on this I 
could help explaln how Saddam was able to get by with so much influence
buying around the world with little apparent objection from the U.N. 

In the seven years that Oil-for-Food was operational, (It was shut down in 
November and its obligations are being wound up) S_addam was able to sklr 
funds for his personal use, while at the same time doing favors for those wt 
supported the llftlng of sanctions, supplied him with his vast arsenal of 
weapons~ and opposed mllitary action In Iraq. lndeed,.it was dear from the 
outset that Saddam would be able to use the program to benefit his friends 

· The 1995 U.N. resolution setting out the program--Resolution 986--bends o 
backwards to reassure Iraq that Oil-for-Food would not "Infringe the 
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sovereignty or territorial integrity'!: of Iraq. And to that end it gave Saddam 
power to decide on trading partners. "A contract for the purchase of petrole 
and petroleum products will only be considered for approval if it has been 
endorsed by the Government of Iraq," states the program's procedures. 
Predictably, Saddam exploited the program for_ Influence-buying and klckba 
and filled his coffers by smuggling oll through Syria and elsewhere. With Oil 
for.;Food and smuggling, he was able to sustain his domestic power base ar 
maintain a lavish lifestyle for his inner clrde. 

The system was ripe for abuse, In part because a· divided Security Council g 
Saddam far too much flexibility within the program. Oil-for-Food not only Qi. 
Iraq the power to decide with whom to deal, but also freedom to determine· 
official price of Iraqi oil, revenues from which went legally into the U.N. 's Oi 
for-Food account. U.N. rules did not allow it to order lraq to deal directly wi 
end-users and bypass all those lucky middlemen who got deals· from Sadda 
Nor wa.s the U.N. allowed to view contracts other than those between the oi 
ministry and the first purchaser, so it had no way of verifying that surcharg 
were being imposed by the middlemen on end-users. That enabled him toe 
surcharges to finance his own schemes while still making the final price 
competitive. 

. . 

U.N. rules were ostensibly devised to prevent pricing abuses, but in one of I 
many indications of administrative failure, those safeguards appear not to/
been enforced. In response, the U.S. and Britain tried often from 2001 to 
impose stricter financial standards, but Russia blocked changes. Then the U · 
and Britain instituted a system of retroactive prlcing--delaylng approval oft 
Iraqi selling price so that they could take account of the market price when 
gMng their approval. This too met with grumbling from.Friends of Saddam 
while it reduced oil exports, it didn't end the corruption. 

Throughout most of the program's life, Mr. Sevan•s office seemed to see no 
evil. When overwhelming evidence finally surfaced that Oil-for-Food had 
become a gravy-train for the Iraqi regime, U.N. officials acknowledged som, 
the abuses but refused any of the blame. Criticism Is routinely portrayed as 
polit!cally motivated. "The [program] has existed in a highly politicized 
environment from day one," explains the u.N. Web site. "The scale of these 
operations has also made it a rather large target." Its last line of defense- w 
to punt to the Securtty Council, whose sanctions committee (authorized by 
1990 sanctions resolution and composed of Council members) was meant t, 
oversee the program, receive reports and review audits. 

The record of systemic abuse of the program lends credence to claims that 
oil-ministry list Is genuine and should be investigated. The Iraqi Gov.erning 
Council says It's considering legal action against anyone found to have profl 
i((egaffy from OIi-for-Food. The U.S. Treasury1s Bureau of Immigration and 
Customs Enforcement is investigating possible violations of U.S. law. But th 
U.N. has resisted calls for an Independent investigation into abuses. Says M 
Hankes-Drielsma: "l would urge the U.N. to take the high moral ground an< 

· Instigate a truly independent investigatlon. 11 · 

To this end, he wrote a second letter to the U.N. secretariat on feb. 1, this 
addressed to Hans Correll, Under Secretary for Legal Affairs and Legal Cour 
of the U.N., with a copy to British Foreign Secretary Jack Straw. He catalog: 
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questions on areas "which need urgent investigation, 11 e.g. "Why did the u.r 
approve -oil contracts to non-end users?" His letter alleges that •not less the. 
10% was added to the value of all invoices to provide cash to Saddam ..• • 
was this not identified and prevented?" The letter also asks ·what COf'.ltrols • 
in place to monitor BNP [the French bank].who handled the bulk of the LCs, 
total value of which may have [been) in the region of $47 billion?• 

In a lune 2000 statement on OIi-for-Food,- Mr. Sevan said, ''As [Mr. Annan] 
It receritly, we, as international civil servants, take our marching orders fror 
the Security Council. 11 It might have been more accurate to acknowledge th_ 
U.N. took its marching orders from Saddam. · 

Ms. Raphael is editorial page editor of The Wall Street Journal Europe. 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Doug Feith 
Jim Haynes 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul W olfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld 1~ 

71.(•)'1 

SUBJECT: Transitional Arrangements for Coalition Forces 

March 15, 2004 

Please take a look at this note to Secretary Powell on the situation in hjaq legally. 

Please get back to me with a proposal - fast. 

Thanks . 

Attach. 
3/10/04 Jack Straw memo to SecState 

DHR:dh 
031S04-3 
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. attaligeuients and thus addiess Uilll.y o{ the ismes highlighted above. If we can get the IGC 
to: issue an invitation to the MNF to remain beyond 30 J~e, a new UNSCR should then 

~ note this as repre.s~tiug Iraqi ·consent until Sllth 1iJne as the DCW sovereign Transitional 
govmimmt addresses_ the matter; 

·re-authorises the MNF on that basis; and 

.!·.·. · .. ·' . . ' ~ .. - · give UNSC rewgoition/endorsemcnt to other urangemeot.s set out in _an IOC invitation,. 
· . · inclumng eg the type of operations the MNF would conduct, and the relationship 
· ·. between the MNF and Iraqis as set out in lhe IGC invitation. 

',. 

. .. ·. :. 
':.;,1,. 

Stabii of forces proqioa1 

~::. i .. · .1 ·With :the..disappcmncc. .of.the :CP.A on'.30 .Jme, .th1 priwcge11-cand ~ties ~~f·out. . 
lot coalition forces under. CPA Order 17 will ,;ease to exist, notwithstanding .Article 26(C) 

. ·ofthe·TAL. UNSCR 1Sl 1 does not confer P&I on the MNF, and it would be llliusual and 
_· awkward to write lhan into a new UNSCR. These issues need to be provided for in some 
other form. This is important to the UK military, who have a duty of care; iequiring tbetn to 
ensure . that thc.ir personnel arc lecaJly protected for the activities they am· likely to ·1,e 
involved in. Coalition partners also fed strongly about this. and will find it difficult to 
seieure·conrinuing approval from their parliament& in the abamu ·of clarity on such issues. 
The continuation of CPA Order t 7. would fill part of this ,gap, although there would be a 

. need -to find some legally watertight way of effecting this - such as amen.4:lliig Order 17 so 
that it does not cease to apply with the demise of the CPA. But CPA Order 11 anyway 

. ·. ~vers only some of the issues relevant to the slams _of forces - nmncly jurisdiction, 
.. ~unities and claims. It does not cover issues such as: 

freedom of entry into, exit from and movement within Iraqi territory. airspace and 
waters 

·,: :.· 
, .the right to use such bases and facilities as lhc MNF deems appropriate, mcl~ing ~e 

" . ;_ retention of property cutrently being used. . _, 
: . 

'. ... 

;/' . :.-. 
:1.. :the right to use utilities and other services, etc 

· · · .. ~ . s·. ·Ii is widely accepted now that a fonnal SOFA could probably not be negotiated with the 
. : . '.· 1oc· nor would- it be likely to be seen as a legitimate bilateral agreement _But the IGC oould 

· · · -· express a view which would establish a working interim basis for MNF fotceS pending any 
· . ·: negbtiati~ of a ~o:rmal SOFA agreement with the Transitional Government This r.ould be 

· · · · :·. :.:. · .. , .. :.in the fonn of an- annex to the letter of invitation from the IGC. An possible altcm:ative 
. : )>'···option would be for the IGC letter.simply to state that mtil a sovereign Iraqi Govenmienf. 
·.. - . ·ooncliides a_ binding .international agreement on the status of forces, as provided for in the 

TAL, the provisions of the UN's generic model SOFA should apply, mutatis mutondis. 
(though this options needs further analysis and might not Provide all the protections we 
· need). This would save the IGC having to negotiate on some politically vt:ry sensitive 
issues. Subsequent UNSCR r.ecogrution of this amngement would also go a long way to 

·: · sol,,.jng the IGC legitimacy problem. 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 
David Chu 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Mandatory Retirement 

March 15,2004 

Please get together and tell me how I am supposed to speak out on this mandatory 

retirement problem. Please get me some anecdotes and some examples, and let's 

get some action going on it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3/8/()4 USD(P&R) memo to SecDef re; Mandatory Retiremenl (OSD 03360-04) 

DHR:dh 
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C.20301-4000 

INFOMEMO 

March 8,2004 - 11 :00 AM 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: David S. C. Chu, Under Secretary of Defense (P&R) 
'-..:_ 

SUBJECT: Mandatory Retirement--SNOWFLAKE(Tab A) 

, I 
' ' 

E'.::_J 
j 

z~.:J ,~·~ -=J 

• There are several remedies applicable to Captain Jenkins and others like him: 

)"" He can be recalled to active duty. The Secretary of a Military Department may order 
most retired officers to active duty (lOU.S.C. 9688). No more than 25 officers can 
serve concurrently and they cannot serve more than 12 months in a 24-month period. 
(During periods of national emergency these restrictions arc lifted, which is the 
cu1Tent situation.) 

) If selected by a selection board, an officer who would otherwise be required to retire 
fol lowing completion of 30 years service may have retirement defe1Ted and be 
continqed on active duty for up to 5 years or until age 62, whichever is sooner ( I 0 
u.s.c.§637). .----~ 

• The real problem is that officers like Captain Jenkins may not wish to be retained, because 
there is little financial incentive to stay. Indeed, it could be argued the current incentive is 
negative, since delayed retirement may damage second career earnings. _____J..-

• We are pursuing a set of legislative remedies to this dilemma for flag officers (raising ,,- \ 
maximum a e to 68, and providing for an increased pension if they serve beyond 30 years). 

our speaking out in support will help us, since we failed to win their acceptance last year. 

• RAND is helping us evaluate alternatives for officers below flag rank. To enable us to try 
these out without having to justify each in advance, we are seeking military personnel 
demonstration authority. 0MB has not yet cleared this, but Tam hopeful they will soon do 
so. (I will let you know if by the end of next week we have not yet succeeded.) 

COORDINATION: TABB. 

Attachments: 
As stated 

0 
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TO: 

cc: 

~~ROM: 

December 11,2003 

David Chu 

Paul Wolfowitz 

~Ju SUBJECT: 

Donald Rumsfeld 111\., 
Incentives 

Yesterday I met the Executive Assistant to Reuben Jeffery. He is a Navy Captain 

with 30 years of service. He is 5 I years old, and he is retiring. He is first-rate. 

All the incentives in our system arc wrong. Why don't we get them fixed'? 

Please come back to me with a proposal by January 5. 

Thanks. 

D!l\bJh il 
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,~ 
March J:'1, 2004 

TO: Powell Moore 

CC: Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ ;oM: 
. ""' SUBJECT: Voting Record 

<J;.: ,¥1\ii I would like to know how Ted Kennedy, John Kerry and Carl l .evin voted on the 

/ ) regime change legislation in 1998. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
(}](204,4 
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1300 

LE:GISLA. TI\IE: 
AFFAIRS March 16, 2004 4:00 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

~ I 

FROM: Powell A. Moore, Assistant Secretary of Defense 
for Legislative Affairs,!(b)(6) ! 

SUBJECT: Response to SECDEF Snowflake regarding Voting Record 

• You wanted to know how Senators Ted Kennedy, John Kerry and Carl Levin 
voted on the regime change legislation in 1998. 

• On October 7, 1998, the Senate passed H.R. 4655 by unanimous consent. There ( 
was no recorded vote. . 

Attachments: 
SECDEF Snowflake# 031204-4 
H.R. 4655 Bill Summary and Status 

11-L-0559/0SD/36037 



Bil,L Summary & Status 

Bill Summary & Status for the I 05th Congress 

Item 1 of 1 

PREV[OUS:ALL I NEXT:ALL 
NE.W_SE_ARC.H I HOME I HELJ~ 

----------------------· 
H.R.4655 
Title: To establish a program to support a transition to democracy in Iraq. 
Sponsor: Rep Gilman, Benjamin A. [NY-20] (introduced 9/29/1998) Cosponsors: l 
Related Bills: H.R._4664, S.2525. 
Latest Major Action: 10/31/1998 Became Public Law No: 105-338. 

Page 1 of3 

Jump to: Titles, Status, Connnittees, Rclated_Bill Detai__l_s, Amendments, C_osponsors, Summary 

TITLE(S}: (italics indicate a title for a portion of a bill) 

• SHORT TlTLE(S) AS INTRODUCED: 
Iraq Liberation Act of 1998 

• SHORT TITLE(S) AS PASSED HOUSE: 
Iraq Liberation Act of 1998 

• SHORT TITLE(S) AS ENACTED: 
Iraq Liberation Act of 1998 

• OFFICIAL TITLE AS INTRODUCED: 
To establish a program to support a transition to democracy in Iraq. 

---------·--- ·---.. ·-·-----·--· 
STATUS: (color indicates Senate actions) (Floor Ac;;Jion$/C.ongres~io_nal RecQrd Page Referen~esl 

See also: Related House Committee Documents 

9/29/1998: 
Referred to the House Committee on International Relations. 
10/2/1998: 

Committee Consideration and Mark-up Session Held. 
10/2/1998: 

Committee Agreed to Seek Consideration Under Suspension of the Ru1es, (Amended) by 
Voice Vote. 

10/5/1998 6:12pm: 
Mr. Gilman moved to suspend the rules and pass the bill, as amended. 

10/5/1998 6:12pm: 
Considered under suspension of the rules. 

10/5/1998 6:54pm: 
At the conclusion of debate, the Yeas and Nays were demanded and ordered. Pursuant to the 
provisions of clause 5, rule I, the Chair announced that further proceedings on the motion would 
be postponed. 

10/5/1998 7:26pm: 

11-L-0559/0SD/36038 
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• . I3i1J Summary & Status 

Considered as unfinished business. 
10/5/1998 7:33pm: 

Page2 of3 

On motion to suspend the rules and pass the bill, as amended Agreed to by the Yeas and Nays: 
(2/3 required): 360 - 38 (Roll.NQ, .. 4.8.2). 

10/5/1998 7:33pm: 
Motion to reconsider laid on the table Agreed to without objection. 

10/6/1998: 
Received in the Senate, read twice. 

10/7/1998: 
Passed Senate without amendment by Unanimous Consent. 

10/7/1998: 
Cleared for White House. 

10/8/1998: 
Message on Senate action sent to the House. 

10/20/1998: 
Presented to President. 

10/31/1998: 
Signed by President. 

10/31/1998: 
Became Public Law No: 105-338. 

COMMITTEE(S): 

Committee/Subcommittee: Activity: 

House International Relations Referral, Markup 

. . . 

RELATED BILL DETAILS: (additional related bills may be indentified in Status) 

Bill: 
H.R.4664 
S.2525 

AMENDMENT(S): 

***NONE*** 

Relationship: 
Identical bill identified by CRS 
Identical bill identified by CRS 

COSPONSORS(l), ALPHABETICAL [followed by Cosponsors withdrawn]: (Sort: ~Y .. d.&l~) 

Rep Cox, Christopher- 9/29/1998 [CA-47] 

SUMMARY AS OF: 
10/5/1998--Passed House, amended. (There is 1 Qth~r..&JJmmarY-) 

Iraq Liberation Act of 1998 • Declares that it should be the policy of the United States to seek to remove 
the Saddam Hussein regime from power in Iraq and to replace it with a democratic government. 

http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/bdque~mhnQ~~:~/~§ij~&@.i@@L&summ2=m&I ... 3tts12004 



Bill Summary & Status . ' . Page 3 of 3 

Authorizes the President, after notifying specified congressional committees, to provide to the Iraqi 
democratic opposition organizations: (1) grant assistance for radio and television broadcasting to Iraq; 
(2) Depanment of Defense (DOD) defense anicles and services and military education and training 
(IMET); and (3) humanitarian assistance, with emphasis on addressing the needs of individuals who 
have fled from areas under the control of the Hussein regime. Prohibits assistance to any group or 
organization that is engaged in military cooperation with the Hussein regime. Authorizes appropriations. 

Directs the President to designate: (I) one or more Iraqi democratic opposition organizations that meet 
specified criteria as eligible to receive assistance under this Act; and (2) additional such organizations 
which satisfy the President's criteria. 

Urges the President to call upon the United Nations to establish an international criminal tribunal for the 
purpose of indicting, prosecuting, and imprisoning Saddam Hussein and other Iraqi officials who are 
responsible for crimes against humanity, genocide, and other criminal violations of international law. 

Expresses the sense of the Congress that once the Saddam Hussein regime is removed from power in 
Iraq, the United States should support Iraq's transition to democracy by providing humanitarian 
assistance to the Iraqi people and democracy transition assistance to Iraqi parties and movements with 
democratic goals, including convening Iraq's foreign creditors to develop a multilateral response to the 
foreign debt incurred by the Hussein regime. 

11-L-0559/0SD/36040 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000 

INFO MEMO - • r,. 
•. • I< • I 

'. 

PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

July 20,2004 11:00AM 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE d/ /'f 

FR(J&vid S.C. Chu, USD(P&R)~uJ' ... , .,.., -.v 

SUBJECT: Update on the Federal Voting Assistance Program--SNOWFLAKE 

• You signed memos on March fl 2004, to the Service Secretmies and Combatant 
Commanders directing that they give the voting program command attention and 
emphasizing quality officers as their Unit Voting Officers. We wrote all Governors 
on March 10,2004, requesting voting assistance for Guard and Reserve units. 

• We have worked with the Postal Service to implement special expedited handling 
procedures for election materials sent to and from Service members outside the U.S. 
during the 45 day period preceding the November election. Separate expedited 
postal handling procedures have been implemented for members serving in Iraq and 
Afghanistan. 

• The Depmtment and the Department of Justice have written state chief election 
officials urging election officials to use every available means to help ensure 
Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act (UOCAVA) voters may 
receive andretum absentee ballots by fax or electronic mail methods. 

• We have been visiting mobilization sites and major installations to inform 
commanders on voting program requirements and to train Voting Assistance 
Officers. As of July 15,2004, 113 Voting Assistance Officer Training workshops 
have been completed at military sites and 30 workshops have been presented to 
overseas citizen audiences at U.S. Embassies and Consulates. A total of 157 
workshops are scheduled through August 2004. Jn addition, Voting Assistance 
Officer Training is offered On-Line. 

• We have an aggressive public affairs campaign, which includes television, radio, 
billboards, posters, pre-recorded messages from leaders, slogan contests, and 
emphasis through the Overseas Citizen Voters Week (July 4-10, 2004), Armed 
Forces Voters Week (September 3-11, 2004), and Absentee VotingW~ek (October 
11-15,2004). 

• We are monitoring voting during the Primaries to detect problems and implement 
necessary corrective actions before the General Election. 

• We look forward to briefing you at your convenience to review these and other steps 
being taken. 

Prepared By: J, Scott Wiedmann_,!(b_)(_a_) ___ _ 

I) 
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March -Ji 2004 

TO: LTG John Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '9f\. 
SUBJECT: "Bumper Sticker" 

You are going to get back to me with a "bumper sticker" on accomplishments. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
031104-!l 
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• 

• 

The First 3 Y ears-1/01-3/04-Highlights 
DoD Accomplishments 

Global War on Terrorism- • Improved Military Readiness 
Developed global offensive strategy - Funding increases to support tempo 

- Removed Taliban and Al Qaeda power - Joint combat capability strengthened 
base - Targeted pay raises 

- Removed Iraqi regime from power- Budget supp1ementa1s to sustain 
Saddam Hussein and top Ba'athist readiness 
leaders in custody Implemented single focal point for air 

- Executed the largest troop movement mobility operations 
since WW II 

Nuclear Posture Review • - Degrading/damaging worldwide 
terrorist networks - New triad 

Innovative approaches--to high value, - Nuclear weapons reductions underway -

time-sensitive targets; maritime • Developed Proliferation Security 
interdiction Initiative 
Transforming mindset-more flexible • Restructured Missile Defense Program 
and agile 

Withdrawal ABM Treaty 
- Delegated authorities to capture/kill 

Refocused and broadened R&D for MD high value targets -

Sense of urgency - Aggressive test program 

Implemented Space Commission Began fielding an initial capability 

Recommendations 

3/4/04 I 
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The First 3 Years-1/01-3/04-Highlights 
Accomplishments (cont.) 

• Defense Status • 
- New defense strategy 
- New force sizing construct 
- New risk balancing focus 

• Modernized Unified Command Plan 
- Northern Command-fully 

operational Sep 03 
- JFCOM- Focus on Transformation

NA TO Supreme Allied Commander
Transformation 

- Strategic Command--combined • 
w/Space Command; new missions 

- NATO command structure 
modernized 

• New Working Relationships 
- OSD & Joint Staff 
- DoD&CIA 
- DoDandDHS 

• Improved Strategic Reconnaissance 
Operations 

3/4/04 

New Strategic Direction 
- DoD role in new political military 

strategy 
- Liberia crisis-initial US lead to 

stabilize, then hand-off to follow-on 
UN force 
Strategic Planning Guidance, 
Enhanced Planning Process, Joint 
Programming Guidance, Contingency 
Planning Guidance improving 
speed/relevance/value of plans 

New Strategic Relationships 
- Central Asia/Caucasus and South Asia 

Eastern Europe and NA TO 
- Missions determining Coalitions 
- Security Cooperation Guidance 

implemented 
NA TO Expansion 

- NA TO Response Force 

2 
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The First 3 Years-1/01-3/04-Highlights 
Accomplishments (cont.) 

• Implemented Top-Down, Capabilities
Based Requirements & Acquisition 
Process 

• Adopted Realistic Budgeting/ Cost 
Estimates 

• Illustrative Program Decisions 
Crusader to FCS/Precision 
Acceleration ofUAVs/UCAVs 
DD-21 to DD-X 

3/4/04 

Stryker Brigade combat capability 
SSBN to SSGN 
"Ship Swaps" 
Laser Comms and C41SR funding 
Consolidated Navy/Marine aircraft 
programs 
Army Aviation Task Force/Comanche 

• Supply chain management reforms 
Established sins:Ie entity responsible for the 
Defense Logistics supply chain 
Established USTRANSCOM as the 
distribution process owner 

- Flattened planning cycle - 50% faster 
- Improved in-transit visibility - reduced 

costs, improved performance 
• Stand-up of: 

• 

• 

- USD(I) 
- ASD (Homeland Defense) 

Coalition Provisional Authority (Rear 
Office) 

Defense Transformation Legislation 
- National Security Personnel System 

Range and Training Area Readiness 
- BRAC authority 

Established Senior Level Review Group 
Process 

3 
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UNITED STATES TRANSPORTATION COMMAND 
508SCOTTDR 

SCOTI AIR FORCE llASE L 62225-5357 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: TCCC 

SUBJECT: USTRANSCOM 30-Month Snapshot 

10 March 1004 

1. The United States Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM) has transformed 
dramatically over the past 30-months, greatly benefiting the Department of Defense (DOD) 
and the warfighter. The attached listing highlights some of the key events and initiatives. 

l. Rest assured that we are committed to continuous process advancements that will 
significantly improve DOD distribution, and provide premier support to global 
warfigbters. I am truly proud of the USTRANSCOM team, and you can count on us to 
deliver excellence! 

3. I look forward to any feedback you may offer. 

Attachment: 
USTRANSCOM 30-Month Snapshot 

cc: 
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Deputy Secretary of Defense 
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (AT&L) 

~~~~,,.-(l~~ .. ~~- HAN YJ 
General, USAF 
Commander 
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Organization: 

USTRANSCOM 30-Month Look 
(Oct 01-Mar 04) 

- Flattened and streamlined the HQ based on industry model-1dentificd 86 positions 
- Created J-3 Directorate dedicated to warfighter operations 

Consolidated two Numbered Air Forces into one - single focal point for:air mobility ops 
- Established Joint lnteragency Coordination Group 
- Transferred the Joint Deployment Training Center to USJFCOM and Defense Courier Service 

to HQ USTRANSCOM 
- SDDC/MSC reorganization - consolidated contracting into one component 

Process: 
Implemented DOD Distribution Process Owner 
Cost avoidance using sealift over airlift 
Established DDOC Forward - created template for joint theater logistics 

- Deployed/emb:.irked force protection for common user se:ilift - Operntion Guardian Mariner 
- Drove reauthorization of Maritime Security Program - expanded warfighter capability 
- Union/Labor Suppon 

Warfighting: 
- Optimized Sealift - lOP1 deployment closed m 12 days 

C-17 Performance-ie., 173"1 Airbome Brigade Airdrop 
CRAF I RRF Act1 vation 
Delivered combat c:apability- force packaged and sequenced troop/equipment mrivuls 
Containerized ammo vs. break bulk 
ITV to identify MRE' s in theater 
Reduced footprint 
Aeromedical Evacuation 
Safety 

Technology: 
DOD certified command architecture model a.s template 

- Designed expandable 1T system - GTN 21 ready for global distribution mission 
- Published RFID CONOPS - driving global visibility for warfighter 
- Established global ITV of patient movement 

Bottom Line: Suppo11ed combat operations in two austere environments - ,executed the largest 
troop movement since WWII, while simultaneously supponing other combatant commands 

11-L-0559/0SD/3604 7 
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Deployment and Distribution Operations Center (DDOC) 
"The First 45 Days" 

Organization 
-Formed from DOD's Logistics Partners 
- Led by Distribution Process Owner 
- Lean Organization: 63 Logistics Experts 
- Deployed into Theater; Tactically Controlled by the CENTCOM Commander 
- Reach back Capability - leverages the power of DOD's National Logistics network 

Improved Theater Execution 
- Improved customer confidence - collaborative theater environment 

- Connected logisticians in Kuwait, Iraq, Qatar, and the US 
- Most robust collaborative logistics network in DOD 
- Flattened the planning cycle for intra-theater distribution (50%lfaster) 

- Improved perlormance and reduced costs by gaining visibility of key fprces and materiel 
- Located and redirected 19 containers of armored vehicle track in Kuwait 
-Diverted over 100 Repair Parts containers back to origin in CONUS 
- Prevented shipment of over 1700 containers from CONUS 

- Synchronized strategic & intra-theater Deployment and Distribution: 
- Generated CRAF-level perlormance in a NON-CRAP environment 
- Achieved record single day performance - approx. 8,000 pax moved globally 
- Discharged and loaded 5 LMSR-size vessels simultaneously in record time 

- Accelerated 101st AA Div Redeployment by 3 weeks 
- Improved strategic delivery of critical materiel directly to forward units 

- Streamlined packaging process for frontline units 
- No longer requires multiple handling and repackaging in theater 
- Pallets constructed in CONUS for direct delivery to combat units in Iraq 
- Improved velocity-significantly reduced customer wait times 

- Introduced leading edge, national systems into theater 
- Vessel berth throughput to synchronized deployment/retrograde operations 
- First ever web-based tool to track intransit visibility in Iraq 
- Created repair parts to provide accurate visibility of inbound cargo 

- Demonstrated new technology 
- Tested Iridium satellite tags to track container and unit convoys 
- First ever employment of commercial satellite tags to manage containers 

Bottom Line: We moved out and demonstrated the power of DOD's logistics partnership while 
achieving a truly "end to end" distribution process 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld 1"'-
SUBJECT: TRANSCOM Dual-Hat 

,t 
March j4, 2004 

We need to address the question of the fact that the TRANSCOM CTNC is dual

hatted as an Air Force four-star in charge of Mobility Command. That is 

inhibiLing in terms of who is going to be TRANS COM someday. 

I need some visibility into that and why that is a good idea. Do we need that task? 

Could it be merged with something other than a combatant command or a 

specified command? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
031104-10 
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March 15, 2004 

TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Paul Wolfowi tz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1'\ 
SUBJECT: Response by Joe Collins to Atlantic Monthly 

I saw this letter to the editor of Joe Collins wrote to the Atlantic Monrhly. It is 

excellent. Please tell him: "Good job!" 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Collins, Joe. "Blind Into Baghdad" letter to the edito,. Atlantic Monthly, April 2004. 

DHR:dh 
031504-5 
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Please respond by---------
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' 
L1,,1as TO TNI IDnOII 

Blind Iat0 BaghW 

As one of the Department of Defense 
11. officials involved in the initial plan
ning for relief and reconstruction in 
Iraq. I would like to comment on James 
Fallows's article "Blio.d Into Baghdad'" 
Oanuary /February Allanlic), At every 
tum in bis description of planning for 
Iraq. the author overemphasized bureau
cratic conflict in the executive branch 
and distorted the nature of contingency· 
planning 

As the Pentagon's "'point man" (his 
term) tor pastwar pJaos. I womd con
tinuously and harmoniously with my 
colleagues at State, USAID. the CIA. 
and the NSC. I also participated in nu
meroua interapcy meetings and con
ferences. including the Januuy 2003 
National Intelligence Council ~ 
that Fallows says Pen1agon personnel 

. were "forbidden by OSD to attend.'" 
1'be author states that rather than 

holding a meeiiag with the Secretaiy 
of De.feme or the deputy seaewy. the 
nongovernmental organizations were 
given an audience only with me. In faci 
I. had been meeting wi~ the NGOs 
frequeii.dy on many topics since the 
8tal't of operations in Afghanistan. I waa 
not a consolation prize for the NCOs 
but a frequent interlocutor. and I re• 
Dl8in so to this day: Our conversations 
are substantive. and have often resulted 
in policy cbanget. even though we for
go the photo ops and the press reJeases 
that often eDaJmber one-time meetings 
with the most seoior ofticlals. 

Missing from Fall0W1's narrative was 
any mention of the of6dal iutengency 
plaumog effon that went on from ear
ly fall of 2002 to March of 2003. The 
planning group met weekly in the 
Eisamower Executive Office :Buildmg, 
ne,;t to the White House. Chaired by 
NSC and 0MB o&ic:iab. thia group in
cluded senior representatives from State, 

14 THE ATLANTIC MONTHI.)' 

USAID, the CIA, Treuury, and many 
other agencies. Tom Wanick, the head 
of State's Future of Iraq Project, was a 
back-bencher at some of the sessions. 
The senior interagency planners were 
all familiar with the interesting work of 
his eclectic group. 

The ·imeragency -group formulated 
fint a strategy and then a detailed. plan 
for relief and reronmuction. Bepresen
tatives tiom the group coordinated these 
plans with international organizations 
and with General Tommy Frants. the 
combat commander. Secretaries Colin 
Powell and Dona.Id Rumsfeld were 
briefed on the final p1an. as was the Pres
ident The group even briefed the press 
on ill work on Februay 24. 

Although none of this p)amung was 
as juicy u the bureaucratic infighting . 
that Fallows dwells on, it is an essential 
part of the stoiy. Jay Gamer-appointed 
in late January of 2003 to lead the Jleld 
eHort in Iraq-did face a daunting task. 
but not a bluik sheet of paper. Indeed. 
the basic reconstnta:ion plans discussed 

· at the two-day cooference that Garner 
held in February at the National De
fense Univenity were in the main de
veloped-and harmoniously so-by 
the very interagency group that Fallows 
overlooked. 

Finally. Fallows's judgment that. 
. when the past eighteen months are 
assessed "the. Administration will be 
found wanting for its carelessness" does 
not pass muster. 'lbe folk coollias that 
I have helped to plan in the Pentagon 
suggest dearly that wai; u Clausewitz 
told us, remains rhe province ri chance. 
Military campaigns and their aftermath 
defy prediction. Intelligence aa:epted 
for a decade can be wrong. The same 
experts who incorrectly predict huge 
refugee flows may accurately predict · 
dvil disturbmces. Staffs will fixate on 
things that do not come to pass and 
·assume away the imponance of things 

11-L-0559/0SD/36051 
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that do. ·No plan-political or milituy
sumves contact with reality. Plannen 
will always ~.ake more mistakes than 
journalisfs who have the benefit of 
20/20 hinclsiaht, 

We hive not "squandered American 
prestige. fortune, and lives" in Iraq. De
spite high CO$t8 and !limy casualties,. the 
United States and its thirty-tour coali
tion partners have destroyed one of the 
most heinous and dangerous regimes 
in the. world, captured 80 percent of 
its criminal senior leadership. libented 
the Iraqi people. and started the political 
aad eoonomic reconstruction of a na· 
tion that may well bring demoaacy to 
that part of the Middle East. Mr. Fallows 
should resist.the temptation to call the 
game in the third innmg. 
Jo,ep!,J. ColliN 
D,pug, Asn.rtant Ser:ntary ef Defo,.re 
.Akttandria, J&. 

James Fallows's lengthy list of expen 
warnings on haq that were ignored 

by the Bush Administration would 
have benefited ti:om 110111e refenmce to 
the strikingly parall~ •splendid little 
wat' that provided the other bookend 
1ICI the twentieth century. (And both of 
diose conflicts boasted a British tn:luba
dour, although 'lbny BJaiis flar.k Alistair 
Campbell never quite matched the 
eloquence that Rudyard E'.ipling showed 
in his paean to American benevolence, 
"The White Man's Burden.") In the 
Philippines a centucy ago a walkover 
victory in the capital wa, followed by 
prolonged hostilities in the country
side. A foray by General Frederick. 
Funnon and his special forces into hoe
tile territoi:y led to the capture of the 
enemy leadei; General Emilio Aguinaldo. 
('Ibe two Napoleonic figures-both 
about 6.ve feet four-actually got along 
quite well after that epi,ode.) Mark 
Twain suggested a redesign of Old 
Glory, with "the white stripes painted 

APRIL 2004 



March 16,2004 

TO: Marc Thiessen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld"\;f\ 

SUBJECT: Thoughts on WMD 

Here are some thoughts on the WMD issue that we might want to use from time to 

time. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3/15/04MFR on WMD (#031504-33) 

DHR:dh 
031604-4 
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Please respond by-----------
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March 15,2004 

SUBJECT: WMD 

How many times did the President ask what General Franks was going to do when 

WMD was used on US forces during the invasion of Iraq? Many times! 

General Franks believed the likelihood of Saddam Hussein using WMD was the 

greatest at that point where our forces got closer to Baghdad, from any direction. 

How many times did US forces put on their chemical protective gear, despite the 

discomfort? The reason is because they expected a chemical attack. 

The heads of state of most countries in the CENTCOM AOR believed Saddam 

Hussein had WMD. Mubarak cautioned General Franks that Saddam Hussein has 

biological weapons and will use them - "be careful." 

The likelihood is that we did surprise Saddam Hussein. He likely had precursors 

that he could have put together fast, but because he was surprised, he didn't have 

time to do so. 

We will find out at some point in the future what the situation actually was. 

DHR:dh 
031504-33 
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